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Abstract
The consequences of mankind’s extravagant energy consumption has loomed over hu-
manity for much of the twenty-first century. As societies realize the increasing urgency
of transitioning to renewable energy sources, solar energy has been progressively adopted
worldwide. Like most electronic devices, solar cells, photodetectors, and other commercial
light sensing and management devices are primarily based on silicon. Due to disadvanta-
geous intrinsic traits, silicon is inefficient at optoelectronic applications. Significant efforts
have been exerted towards the discovery and implementation of alternative semiconductor
materials. However, due to its abundance and compatibility with established manufactur-
ing processes, silicon has proved difficult to dethrone.
In the last two decades, application of nanomaterials have become a particularly notable
topic among device and electrical engineers. For solar cells, the utility of nanomaterials oc-
cupy an area known as “Third Generation” solar cells, which is defined by the use of novel
architectures and materials to overcome the intrinsic limits of bulk semiconductor materi-
als. Among nanomaterials applied for light management devices, quantum dots (QDs) are
one of the most significant areas of research. High-performance photovoltaic (PV), pho-
todetector, light emitting, and other light management devices have been achieved from
QDs, which have now graduated from the realm of research devices to commercial appli-
cation. Early successes were primarily achieved using Cd- and Pb-based QDs. Still to this
day, the best performance benchmarks in photovoltaics and photodetectors have been set
by PbS QDs. However, the known toxicity of these elements poses significant controversy
in their adaptation, precluding their commercialization.
This thesis explores the application of less-toxic copper indium sulfide (CIS) QDs for
photovoltaic and photodetector device architectures. Although less investigated than bi-
nary QD materials, cupric chalcopyrites display significant optical and structural properties
that are flexibly tuned for a variety of applications. In this work, a low-temperature, one-
pot, non-injection, temperature-ramped method is presented for high-throughput synthesis
of CIS QDs. Exploration of cationic stoichiometry and temperature conditions yielded a
comprehensive model to explain the properties and behaviours displayed by the QDs dur-
ing synthesis and application. CIS/ZnS core/shell QDs were developed from these QDs,
resulting in increased tunability, higher stability, and enhanced emission intensity and life-
time. This synthesis procedure reliably yielded QDs tunable from visible to near-infrared
(544-800 nm), with photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of up to 20% for core/shell
QDs.
Furthermore, a synthesis process is presented for zinc copper indium sulfide (ZCIS)
QDs, a more stable quaternary variant of CIS QDs incorporating Zn passivation within
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the core. As the Type I core/shell configuration formed by the CIS/ZnS QDs poses issues
with carrier confinement and transport, it cannot be utilized for device purposes. Inspired
by the benefits of zinc incorporation for core CIS QD stability, zinc alloying was devised as
a method to leverage the benefits of zinc incorporation. A similar one-pot, low-temperature
ZCIS synthesis procedure was developed, which reliably produced almost 1 g of intensely
emissive ZCIS QDs. Cationic stoichiometry and overcoating were investigated to elucidate
their effect on the QD lattice and subsequent parameters.
A ligand-exchange process is presented, allowing the functionalization of the as-synthesized,
solution-dispersed colloidal QDs for compatibility with film formation. Long, non-polar 1-
dodecanethiol (DDT) ligands, which are critical to the scalable one-pot synthesis, were
exchanged for short, polar 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) ligands, which allowed the
formation of uniform QD solids onto ZnO surfaces. This ligand functionalization is inte-
gral to the utility of the QDs in the advantageous metal oxide/QD heterojunction device
structure. QD film formation methods were further explored to determine film formation
parameters and practices that would best aid in the production of uniform, regular CIS
QD solids of sufficient thickness. Sputtered and sol-gel ZnO films were also investigated
for enhancement of the ZnO/CIS QD interface. ZnO/CIS QD diodes were fabricated to
evaluate the results of the film development processes. Devices with diodic I-V behaviour
and response to illumination were achieved.
The key to silicon’s persistent presence in the optoelectronics industry is the fabrication
processes and techniques utilized in device production, which have evolved to be insepara-
ble from its use. Although many novel materials and architectures have been developed for
photovoltaic and photodetector devices, their inability to depose silicon stems from their
incompatibility with existing manufacturing practices. For nanomaterials and QDs, the
nonchalant manner in which they are applied to device fabrication in research and proto-
typing environments draws doubt of their performance, leading to reluctance for commer-
cial acceptance. Therefore, the establishment of repeatable, reliable, standard fabrication
procedures for nanomaterial devices is a significant tenet of this thesis work. Through
photolithography and shadow mask patterning, small, regular, 5 µm-diameter device areas
were defined onto standard 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 substrates. All steps of the fabrication process
were designed to be compatible with existing industry fabrication technologies, paving a
smoother transition to commercial production. This work yielded small-area ZnO/CIS
QD heterojunction devices on standard substrates, with strong response to illumination.
The processes and technologies developed in this work are applicable in the investigation
and formation of a variety of nanomaterials-based electronic and optoelectronic devices,
amenable to the realization of commercially feasible nanodevices.
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1.1 Evolution of Photovoltaics and Photodetectors
From the advent of the industrial revolution, the devastation that mankind has un-
leashed upon the planet has necessitated the harnessing of renewable energy sources. Anx-
iety over the inevitable consequences of our hubris has escalated in recent years, and sus-
tainability has become a central focus in technological research and development. Among
renewable energy sources, solar energy has long reigned as the centerpiece of development.
Due to its abundance, cleanliness, and accessibility, harvesting solar energy has been a
widely investigated topic across the globe. Significantly, solar energy is environmentally
benign, as it is not volatile, does not have any fuel risk or constraints, and does not produce
pollutants during operation [23], making it a less controversial source of energy than its
more volatile contemporaries.
The first generation of photovoltaic (PV) devices were made from inorganic, crystalline
bulk semiconductor materials. These bulk cells displayed advantageously high carrier mo-
bility, good light absorption, and high thermal and light stability. Although crystalline
silicon continues to dominate the photovoltaics market, its intrinsic limitations, including
its fixed, indirect bandgap and limited internal quantum efficiency [24], hinder its per-
formance in optoelectronic applications. As first generation bulk crystalline PV devices
fell out of fashion, cheaper thin film “second generation” solar cells emerged. Their lower
prices and mass-production possibilities lead to their status as attractive alternatives to
bulk semiconductors. However, due to the significant losses resulting from their intrin-
sic material compositions [25], neither first nor second-generation solar cells can exceed
the Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit of 43% [26]. Thus, solar researchers moved onto
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third generation photovoltaics, defined by the integration of innovative architectures and
novel quantum nanostructures which are not confined by the inhibitions of bulk materials.
The development of nanomaterials-based solar cells became particularly attractive, due to
their unique photon conversion and absorption properties, which provide the possibility of
surpassing Shockley-Queisser limits.
Among nanomaterials, semiconducting quantum dots (QDs) are of particular interest
for photovoltaic, photodetector, and light-emitting devices due to their advantageous op-
tical and electrical properties [3][18][27][28][29][30][31][32][33][34][35]. Quantum dots boast
favourable attributes such as opto-electrical tunability [32][34][35][36][37][38][39][40][41],
low-cost, high-volume production [31], good photostability [42], high absorption coeffi-
cients [38][43], and ability to improve photovoltaic efficiency via multi-exciton generation
[36][44][45][46]. Development of colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) has piqued particular in-
terest among the scientific community, as it allows flexible adjustment of many properties
during their bottom-up synthesis, resulting in easy-to-handle, customized QDs in solution.
These tunable QD “inks” are useful for a wide range of light-absorbing applications.
Tangential to PV, QDs are incorporated in other optoelectronic devices, with QD-
based photodetectors being particularly notable. Photodetectors are one of the most ver-
satile class of optoelectronic devices, used in a multitude of applications including imaging
[24][36][47][48], spectroscopy [24][30][36][48], communications [24][30][33][36][47], biologi-
cal sensing [33][47], thermal sensing [33][49], surveillance [24][48], security switching [30],
and more. QD-based photodetectors show desirable spectral selectivity [48]; based on the
active QD material, they can be employed for detection of ultraviolet (UV), visible, and in-
frared (IR) wavelengths [18][45] and beyond, outside the range of detection for silicon [50].
The development of economical, solution-processed QDs is advantageous for the low-cost,
large-scale fabrication of photodetectors sought across multiple fields [33].
While many exciting materials and structures have been painstakingly developed by
device scientists and engineers, crystalline silicon holds a monopoly in the world of con-
sumer electronics. The continued dominance of crystalline silicon is attributed to the
difficulty of applying nanostructures to mass-fabrication and up-scaling. To gain traction
in the consumer market, facile, straightforward nanomaterials synthesis methods must be
developed for compatibility with very large-scale integration (VLSI). Furthermore, due to
the small overlap between nanotechnologists and health scientists, the safety risks posed
by these novel materials are not well-known, leading to reluctance of adoption. However,
based on the prevalence of nanotechnology in every area of technological development, a
nanotechnological future is absolute.
2
1.2 Application of Quantum Dots to Photovoltaics
and Photodetectors
Quantum dots are minuscule, tunable semiconductor nanomaterials with powerful op-
tical and electrical properties. Quantum dots are notable for their promising application to
a diverse collection of fields ranging from optoelectronics [16][28][51][52][53] to biomedical
imaging [54][55]. Advantageously, many properties such as bandgap [35][44][47][56][57],
photoluminescence (PL) emission, absorption [18][24], and solvent compatibility are ad-
justed during synthesis, with many properties dependent on QD size [24][30][32][34][36][50].
QDs are excellent candidates for many applications, especially in light management tech-
nologies such as PV, photodetectors, displays, and light filtration [31][41].
Bottom-up synthesis methods are the most commonly employed, resulting in colloidal
quantum dots that are utilized much in the manner of inks. As smaller structures re-
quire less material and cheaper production, inorganic semiconductor quantum dots are
viable replacements for expensive, high-grade semiconductor bulk materials. In contrast
to the high costs associated with traditional silicon processing and fabrication [24], col-
loidal quantum dots are compatible with low cost, large-scale, solution-based manufac-
turing [18][24][31][32][36][47][58]. The versatility, detectivity, and low-cost production
of CQDs make them desirable in various photodetector and photovoltaic applications
[24][33][34][48][49].
The formation of QDs is diverse, as they can be fabricated based on any semiconduc-
tor composition. Compound semiconductor configurations are overwhelmingly employed
over single-element QDs. The most widely researched colloidal QDs for optoelectronics
are in the II-VI and IV-VI groups, primarily based on cadmium and lead [56][59][60].
PbS and PbSe QDs have been successfully incorporated in high-efficiency photovoltaics
and photodetectors [24][33][34][36][50][61], utilizing the Pb compounds’ high molar ab-
sorption coefficient and wide bandgap tunability [30][47][24]. Due to their intense, sharp
emissions, CdSe QDs have been largely applied towards light emitting diodes (LEDs).
However, the known toxicity of elemental Cd and Pb poses concerns for large-scale pro-
duction [36][62][63][64][65], especially considering the nanomaterials’ ease of aerosolization
and capacity to impart toxicity regardless of functionalization [63][66]. Apprehension over
QD aerosolization and exposure in processing and testing facilities, risks in large-scale
deployment, and limited end-of-life recycling options hinder commercial viability [67][68].
Although Cd- and Pb-based QDs continue to enjoy investigative attention from re-
searchers, efforts of commercialization have largely moved away from their use, towards
less-toxic compounds. I-III-VI quantum dots, including copper indium sulfide (CuInS2;
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CIS), CuInSe2 (CISe), AgInS2 (AIS), and AgInSe2 (AISe) [2][69][70][71], have attracted
considerable attention due to their tunable opto-electrical properties [2], low bandgaps
[72][73], lower toxicity [67], and diverse applicability [53][54]. Furthermore, it has been
shown that employing different molar ratios of Group I, III, and VI elements allow signif-
icant flexibility over the structure and optical properties of the resulting QDs [74]. High-
throughput synthesis of CIS QDs has previously been reported [2], making it promising for
manufacturing. As the mainstream commercial applications of QDs expand, the develop-
ment and enhancement of less-toxic QDs is paramount.
1.3 Motivation for this Research
1.3.1 Developing Facile Synthesis Processes for Less-Toxic QDs
As the environmental and economic consequences of non-sustainable technologies be-
come progressively apparent, there is increased urgency for efficient solar energy harvesting
methods. The application of nanomaterials to photovoltaics and photodetectors is an entic-
ing prospect in aiding sustainable technology development. Unlike many fussy nanostruc-
tures with elaborate synthesis procedures requiring expensive, high-maintenance equip-
ment, bottom-up solution-based synthesis of colloidal quantum dots are fairly straight-
forward. Advantageously, these solution-processed QDs are compatible with large-area,
large-scale processes, making them ideal for commercial device production.
The most commonly investigated quantum dots are based on toxic cadmium (CdSe,
CdS, CdTe) and lead (PbS, PbSe). While these QDs are known for their performance and
stability, their toxicity poses barriers to the commercialization of QD-based technology.
Their synthesis also requires sensitive, precise injection of volatile and reactive materials,
making up-scaling and mass-production an impossibility. The serious health and envi-
ronmental risks presented by devices employing these materials impede their applicability
towards technologies available to the general public [31][35][36][56][66]. Facile, one-pot,
high-throughput synthesis processes of non-toxic QDs, conducted under safe conditions
with low reaction temperatures, are ideal.
Due to their lower toxicity, I-III-VI QDs are investigated as safer, more suitable alterna-
tives to Cd- and Pb-based QDs. Among I-III-VI QDs, development of cupric chalcopyrites,
especially CIS QDs, have been exceptionally promising [56][75]. The bulk form of CuInS2
possesses a direct bandgap of approximately 1.5 eV [31][44], optimal for absorption and
solar conversion across the visible spectrum [56][68][75][67]. Due to the attractive opto-
electrical properties of CIS QDs, including high absorption [24][35][56][58][67][68], chemical
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and radiation stability [58][67][68], wide range optical tunability [31][65][67], and long life-
time [31], they are considered one of the most promising novel materials for photovoltaic
and photodetection applications [75][76][77][78]. Furthermore, CIS QDs can be produced
by using non-injection synthesis methods, which are compatible with high-throughput and
scalable processes [31][65][79][80]. The simple, scalable synthesis of CIS QDs make them
more compatible with large-area manufacturing environments. Devices based on CIS QDs
have shown comparable performance to Cd, Pb-based QD devices [35][44][56]. CIS QDs
are a safe option for synthesis and device implementation.
Prior to the emergence of third generation photovoltaic technologies, the CuIn(Ge)(S,Se)
(CIGS) family of semiconductors, which encompasses CIS, were successfully applied to sec-
ond generation thin film solar cells. Furthermore, these I-III-VI chalcopyrites have taken
the form of multinary semiconductor quantum dots, for a range of applications unsuitable
for Cd- and Pb-based QDs [67]. The 1.05-1.5 eV wide, tunable bandgaps of these materials
are ideal for the visible spectrum [75][67], displaying high absorption coefficients[56][67][68],
good radiation stability [67][68], and promising characteristics for photon conversion [67].
Unfortunately, bulk phase cupric chalcopyrites, such as CIGS thin films, have proclivity for
instability. In CIS bulks, CuxS and In2S3 phases separate due to the cations, which have
tendency to form independent bonds with S (resulting in separate Cu-S and In-S bonds).
CIGS films are notorious for clusters, domains, and non-uniformities, making fabrication
processes expensive [81]. For these reasons, CIGS thin film solar cells lost favour as third
generation PV gained prominence. Conversely, the dual-cationic structure of cupric chal-
copyrite materials becomes favourable in the nanoscale, as it can be leveraged to tailor the
QDs.
The many advantageous and curious optoelectronic properties displayed by CIS QDs
motivates their further development for light management device applications. As they
show many traits that make them compatible with large-scale PV and photodetector in-
tegration and fabrication, continued improvement is a worthy undertaking. Specifically,
synthesis processes should be developed to achieve facile, high-throughput synthesis that
is amenable to industrial production. Furthermore, strategies must be established to over-
come the disadvantageous of their complex, defective lattices. The formation of high-
quality CIS QDs is paramount to their translation to uniform, device-quality QD films for
implementation in commercial PV, photodetector, and light management devices.
1.3.2 Developing Reliable QD Device Fabrication Processes
In the march of progression for light management technology, the poor optoelectronic
properties displayed by silicon materials have been deemed increasingly inadequate. In
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the research community, QDs have been cemented as a dominant alternative for light
emission, detection, and harvesting. As QD usage becomes more widespread, there is
strong motivation towards the development of novel and less-toxic QDs, including CIS.
However, the investigation of these relatively novel materials poses many uncertainties
in the course of device implementation. Incorporation of novel QDs in light management
devices necessitates the development of reliable processes in every step of material synthesis
and device fabrication, to eliminate ambiguities posed by fabrication. Achieving reliable
QD devices is paramount to QD commercialization.
Nanoparticles (NPs) have transitioned from research labs into the marketplace for a
multitude of applications [64][82][83][84][85]. Large-scale nanoparticle and QD production
are required for many fields, including photovoltaics, photodetectors, displays, light man-
agement, power generation, energy storage, and medicine [39][40][82][84] . In contrast to
conventional bulk silicon devices, which are usually fixed in a planar configuration upon
rigid substrates [3], nanomaterial devices require more complex processing. As there are
limitations that make nanomaterials incompatible with the VLSI processes and equipment
used in commercial silicon devices, nanomaterial devices tend to be implemented on a
smaller scale. Nanomaterial devices entails exhaustive, multi-step fabrication (mainly so-
lution processing) and assembly of the discrete components. Although this is acceptable in
research environments, it is far too bothersome for manufacturing [3]. Complex fabrication
reduces the repeatability of the process, bringing forth additional uncertainties regarding
device performance.
Furthermore, considerations towards safety and prevention of exposure are a necessity
in the development of large-scale fabrication processes for QD devices. As nanomaterials
are associated with inherent toxicity, this raises concerns regarding production safety. Even
nanoparticles comprised of materials that are classified as non-toxic as bulks, such as Si, are
implicitly toxic due to their small size [86], which allows easy aerosolization. Currently,
safe handling procedures are addressed on a case-by-case basis and are mostly limited
to small-scale, research settings [82]. The millimeter to centimeter-size scale on which
research is conducted makes exposure risks more manageable. There are no adequate
standardized safety guidelines for handling nanomaterials at the large scale required in
industrial processes [85][87]. Safety is paramount in utilization of nanomaterials [86], and
standardized processes must be developed to mitigate exposure.
The processability of CQDs make them advantageous for low-cost, large-area, large-
scale devices on a variety of substrates [31][88]. The handling and manipulation of bottom-
up CQDs are fairly straightforward. QDs are compatible with a flexible range of substrates,
presenting architectural possibilities beyond the traditional rigid bulk semiconductor de-
vices [3]. Furthermore, their solution processability allows them to be handled much in the
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manner of inks, allow large-scale implementation and flexible customization. Therefore,
CQDs are the most likely candidates to succeed in commercially processed devices. The
design of systematic, repeatable fabrication processes for CQDs is paramount to the future
of QD devices in industry.
1.4 Objectives of this Research
This PhD project focuses on the synthesis and application of copper indium sulfide
quantum dots for photovoltaic and photodetector device architectures. As such, the main
objectives of the research were defined in four categories: QD synthesis, QD film formation,
characterization, and device design and fabrication. They are outlined further in the
following sections.
1.4.1 QD Synthesis
The development of scalable, bottom-up synthesis for less-toxic quantum dots is imper-
ative to industrial production. Although quantum dots are available for purchase, the small
selection sold by suppliers are expensive with little allowance for customization, making in-
house synthesis more practical. In this research, a facile, low-temperature, high-throughput
synthesis process was developed for less-toxic CIS QDs. Significant development of the QDs
was completed, with exhaustive investigation on the impact of synthesis temperature and
precursor variation on the QD structure and properties. Furthermore, surface functional-
ization and alloying procedures were developed to improve the stability and performance
of the QDs. Finally, a theoretical model was developed to understand the formation of the
QDs and their optical behaviours.
1.4.2 QD Solid Formation
The formation of CQD solids is significant to the application of QDs in solid state de-
vices. However, the 1-dodecanethiol (DDT) ligands utilized in the facile CIS QD synthesis
process is incompatible with film formation and interfacing with common electron trans-
port materials. Therefore, a ligand exchange process was developed to replace the DDT
ligands with shorter 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) molecules, which are more conducive
to QD film formation. Methodologies of QD film formation were studied in effort to obtain
smooth, crack-free, uniform QD solids. As well, ZnO films were developed for fabrication of
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ZnO/QD heterojunction devices. The ZnO/CIS QD interface was investigated to optimize
vertical carrier transport, while the CIS QD film was studied to improve carrier mobility
through the QD solid.
1.4.3 Characterization
To ensure the quality of the synthesized quantum dots, QD films, and other materi-
als used in device formation, optical, structural, and electrical characterization were per-
formed. The QDs were optically characterized via photoluminescence, ultraviolet-visible
spectroscopy (UV-Vis), and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometry. Structural
characterization of QD solids, ZnO films, and ZnO/QD heterojunctions were primarily
performed using atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
Electrical characterization was performed using illuminated current-voltage (I-V), dark I-V,
and photoconductivity studies. Additionally, toxicity studies were performed to investigate
the safety and exposure risks of this research.
1.4.4 Device Design and Fabrication
To eliminate ambiguities posed by fabrication, it is important that standardized, reliable
processes are utilized in the fabrication of novel, nanomaterials-based devices. Currently,
fabrication of QD and other nanomaterials devices in research labs tend to utilize ques-
tionable, multi-step assembly processes with poor repeatability. This is unacceptable in
industry, which emphasizes the importance of repeatable, standardized fabrication proto-
cols. The fabrication of nanomaterial devices should strive for the same process control. As
the use of novel QDs and nanomaterials themselves bring forth ambiguities, it is important
to eliminate questions of device performance related to poor fabrication practices. A pla-
nar heterojunction ZnO/CIS QD device architecture was designed and investigated, then
scaled down to micro-scale dimensions through photolithography and patterning. Tools
and procedures were designed to ensure repeatability and scalability, producing reliable
micro-scale devices on cm-scale substrates compatible with standardized fabrication facili-
ties. The repeatability of the process eliminated uncertainties regarding device fabrication,
allowing more focus on optimizing factors that contribute to improving device performance.
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1.5 Organization of Thesis
Chapter 1 is an introduction to this research, presenting a general overview of the area,
as well as the motivations that drive this work.
Chapter 2 presents a literature review of relevant topics required to understand this
research. In particular, this chapter provides background on progress in quantum dots and
QD light management devices, including QD PV and QD photodetectors.
Chapter 3 focuses on the development of facile, low-temperature, high-throughput syn-
thesis of CIS QDs. A bottom-up method of synthesis was developed, and the resultant QDs
were optically, elementally, and structurally characterized. Various parameters of synthe-
sis, including temperature, precursor stoichiometry, and T-ramping, were investigated to
determine the impact on the synthesized QDs. Ultimately, it was found that a Cu-deficient
precursor ratio, in conjunction with gradual T-ramping, produced the highest-quality QDs.
Theoretical models were developed to propose explanation for QD formation, as well as
their optical mechanisms.
In Chapter 4, an overcoating technique was established for fabricating CIS/ZnS core/shell
QDs. Due to the lattice complexities in CIS QDs, surface nonidealities arise, leading to
sub-optimal optical properties. Thus, ZnS overcoating was developed to improve surface
passivation and stability of the core CIS QDs. Reaction conditions, including precursor
stoichiometry and synthesis temperature, were optimized to improve the quality of the
resultant core/shell QDs. It was found that Zn-excess precursor ratios significantly im-
proved optimal properties, especially lifetime. A theoretical model was developed for the
mechanisms of overcoating, wherein it was proposed that Zn cations diffuse into the CIS
core during overcoating, giving way to unique optical properties and a graded, alloyed
Cu/Zn-CIS/ZnS core/core/shell structure.
Chapter 5 explores the functionalization of CIS QDs for device applications. The
long, non-polar DDT ligands used in synthesis are incompatible with formation of metal
oxide/QD heterojunctions, which are significant in achieving QD-based devices. Addition-
ally, due to the imposition of a carrier-confining structure, core/shell CIS/ZnS QDs are
not conductive to formation of conductive QD films. Therefore, a ligand exchange process
was developed to replace the as-synthesized DDT ligands on core CIS QDs with shorter,
bifunctional MPA. The ligand exchange allowed successful achievement of good quality
ZnO/CIS QD heterojunctions, which are applicable for PV and photodetector devices.
Chapter 6 presents the development of a synthesis strategy for alloyed zinc copper in-
dium sulfide (ZCIS) QDs, in effort to exploit Zn-associated enhancement without an over-
coat that hinders carrier transport. Similar to the process for CIS QDs, a low-temperature,
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scalable, high-throughput synthesis strategy was developed for ZCIS QDs. Variation of
cationic precursor ratios were studied to determine the impact on the quaternary ZCIS
lattice. As with CIS, it was found that Cu-deficient ratios resulted in ZCIS QDs with the
most advantageous optical properties. The QDs were successfully applied to a ZnO/ZCIS
QD diode, which showed preliminary response to illumination.
In Chapter 7, CIS and ZCIS CQDs were applied towards formation of QD solids.
Strategies of QD film formation was studied and evaluated, to determine the impact of
various common film formation methodologies on QD solid morphology. In particular,
dip-coating was studied to explore the self-assembly formation of crystalline, uniform CIS
and ZCIS QD solids. The impact of various parameters, including rate of withdrawal,
number of dipping cycles, and annealing temperature, were explored to study the impact
on the resultant QD solid. Ultimately, it was found that dip-coating could not produce
films of sufficient thickness for QD device application. However, the observation of factors
which impact film uniformity and crystallinity was valuable for subsequent device studies.
Chapter 8 presents the fabrication of a simple, large-area, planar device based on a
ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction. Using vacuum deposition and solution casting processes
amenable to VLSI, a photodetector device was successfully fabricated. In addition to
refining the main ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction, other aspects of the device, including an
MoO3 hole transport layer (HTL) and metallization, were studied and optimized. The
device was characterized using optical and elemental methods, providing clarity on the
structure of the individual films comprising the device structure, as well as the interfaces
present. The device showed response to visible and UV illumination.
Chapter 9 describes the design and fabrication of a small-area ZnO/CIS QD hetero-
junction photodetector device. Although the planar device displayed promising results,
the lack of repeatability in forming a large-area device led to the design of a much smaller
active area fabricated onto a standard 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 substrate. Insulating SU-8 and pho-
tolithography were utilized to define 5 µm-diameter wells (19.63 µm2 active device area)
onto standard cm-scale substrates. A QD injection system was designed and developed to
confine QDs within a small area, producing QD films with better uniformity and repeata-
bility. This reliable fabrication process allows the use of standardized fabrication masks
and equipment with the atypical small-area device, achieving repeatable device structures.
The resultant devices showed good response to illumination, and the highest ON-OFF
ratios compared to other devices fabricated in this work.
Chapter 10 presents an investigation of the exposure risk and biological toxicity of the
QDs investigated in this work. In vitro cytotoxicity studies were conducted on HeLa cells,
to compare the impact of common CdSe QDs and CIS QDs on cell death. Additionally,
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studies were conducted to determine the risk of aerosolization and worker exposure in QD
research and processing environments. The findings in this chapter were significant to
determining the feasibility of continuing this research, as well as designing and evaluating
the processes and studies conducted in the remainder of this work.
Chapter 11 summarizes the results achieved in this work and provides outlook and
recommendations for the future of CIS QDs and CIS-based optoelectronic devices.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
Crystalline nanostructures of semiconductor materials are of great interest in optoelec-
tronics research. One nanostructure investigated for third generation photovoltaics is the
semiconductor quantum dot, which exhibits a number of attractive properties for light
management applications. The quantum dot’s small size and large surface-to-volume ra-
tio lends to three-dimensional quantum confinement of carriers, resulting in remarkable
properties and behaviour [25]. Some of its most touted properties include size-tunable
photoluminescence emission, high photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), broad ex-
citation spectrum, multiple exciton generation (MEG), and resistance to photobleaching
[89][90][91]. This chapter provides background on the synthesis and application of QDs
for photovoltaics and photodetector applications. This literature review begins with an
overview of quantum dot structures, continues with exploration of solution-based quantum
dot synthesis, and concludes with a summary of progress in quantum dot-based devices.
2.1 Quantum Dots
Quantum dots are a family of materials with size-dependent optical and electrical prop-
erties, which can be tailored for a wide range of applications [90][92]. Quantum dots are
structurally composed of a metalloid crystalline core with a shielding overcoat [64]. They
assume a variety of shapes, including spherical, cubic, tetragonal, and rodded, as shown in
Fig. 2.1 [1]. Physical characteristics such as size, shape, defect, composition, crystallinity,
surface composition, and doping greatly influence the behaviour of QDs.
Due to quantum confinement, QDs are not governed by the rules of classical physics,
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Figure 2.1: Quantum dots of different shapes and materials, including (a) PbSe cubes, (b)
CdSe tetrapods, (c) hollow iron oxide spheres [1], and (d) tetrahedral CIS/ZnS [2].
Figure 2.2: Comparison of electronic states in bulk materials and QDs [3].
imbuing them with extraordinary properties that significantly differ from their bulk coun-
terparts [4]. QDs are composed of far fewer atoms than bulks, resulting in fewer energy
states. As there is less overlap of the energy states, this produces discrete states for carrier
occupation, rather than continuous bands for carrier locomotion [3]. As QD sizes increase,
more atoms are added, contributing to more energy states that overlap, resulting in the
energy states becoming more band-like [3]. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the band structure differ-
ences between bulk materials, and small and large QDs. The majority of the notable QD
properties arise from their unique energy state configurations.
QD dimensions range from 2-3 nm to under 30 nm [1][4], placing them between atomic-
molecular and bulk. QD optical, electrical, and magnetic properties are primarily influ-
enced by the energy difference between their unoccupied and occupied molecular orbitals
(“bandgap”). Increasing QD sizes tend to redshift emission and absorption. This is be-
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Figure 2.3: CdSe QDs displaying size-dependent photoluminescence emission [4].
cause, due to the scarcity of atoms in the nanostructure, the addition of each atom impacts
the QD much more significantly than in bulk materials. The increase in atoms causes the
electronic band structure in larger QDs to become more band-like, leading to a smaller
separation between unoccupied and occupied molecular orbitals (i.e., a smaller bandgap).
Different material compositions are capable of having bandgap values (and therefore emis-
sion and absorption) within a specific range; Fig. 2.3 shows variation in emission by size.
For example, CdSe-based QDs are noted for having emission in the visible range, while
Pb-based QDs typically have bandgaps that place their emission in the infrared.
Quantum dots are often viewed as a lower-cost alternative to expensive, process-intensive
bulk semiconductor materials. Highly fluorescent Group II-VI QDs such as CdSe, CdTe,
and PbS are the most commonly applied in research of electronics, optoelectronics, and
medical biology [93]. However, despite early excitement over the advantageous perfor-
mance and stability of these QD materials, their actual consumer applicability has been
limited due to concerns over toxicity [74]. Increased research efforts have been dedicated
toward QDs based on less-toxic materials. Group III-V quantum dots such as GaAs, InP,
and InAs share the direct bandgap, high mobility, and reliable doping of their bulks, while
being less expensive to manufacture than their high-purity bulk counterparts [94]. Apart
from binary structures, ternary I-III-VI semiconductor quantum dots such as CuInS2 and
AgInSe2 show advantageous absorption, emission, and lifetime [78][67][95], making them
particularly ideal for photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications. Non-toxic, environmen-
tally benign ternary QD structures are of significant interest among device engineers [96].
Of I-III-VI QDs, cupric chalcopyrite QDs such as copper indium sulfide have increasingly
gained attention among the photovoltaics community due to their solar-compatible absorp-
tion spectra [74][81] and large extinction coefficients [81][97]. The biological stability [98]
and comparative non-toxicity [63][99] of CIS QDs make them a suitable alternative to Cd-
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Figure 2.4: Bandgap diagrams of (a) Type I and (b) Type II core/shell QDs.
and Pb- containing QDs in light management applications.
2.1.1 Quantum Dot Surface Passivation
As their surface-to-volume ratios are so large, QDs are strongly influenced by surface
functionalization. QDs tend to possess a high density of carrier-trapping surface sites
and states, with many dangling bonds and uncoordinated surface atoms [3][4]. Therefore,
surface passivation is necessary. Surface-passivating inorganic overcoats, which cover the
entirety of a QD’s surface, can impart high emission, stability, and high quantum yield [89];
they improve QD optical properties by carrier confinement, dangling bond saturation, and
reduction of surface states [4]. Core/shell QDs are typically classified as either Type I
or Type II. Type I QDs are configured with a wider bandgapped shell semiconductor
straddling a small bandgapped core, as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). Type II quantum dots form
a staggered alignment, with the band edges of the core material offset (usually lower) from
the band edges of the shell (Figure 2.3(b)).
Overcoating is often leveraged to improve a quantum dot’s stability and optical proper-
ties. Type I core/shell structures are effective in carrier confinement within the cores, as the
band edges of the core are wrapped by the bandgap of the shell [3]. Although not conducive
to carrier conduction, this is effective in correcting intrinsic deficiencies and suppressing
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single-dot blinking, as demonstrated by Chen et al’s work with Type I CdSe/CdS QDs [100]
and Hollingsworth group’s work with “giant” CdSe QDs comprising multiple passivating
shells [101]. Type II configurations selectively confine one type of carrier within the core,
an effective strategy in reducing recombination in devices that rely on single-carrier mo-
bility. This type of configuration is seen more often in device applications, such as Ivanov
et al’s synthesis of Type II core/shell CdS/ZnSe QDs with efficient separation of electrons
and holes between the core and shell [7], or Zhao et al’s fabrication of solar cells using
hole-confining Type II CdTe/CdSe core/shell structures [12]. Deviation from traditional
Type I and Type II configurations can produce unique architectures, such as Zhong et al’s
inverse Type I CdS/CdSe QD, which uses a wide bandgap/small bandgap core/shell con-
figuration to control carrier localization [12]. Intricacies in band alignment are correlated
to shell thickness and can decrease quantum yield [102]. In particular, large core-shell
QDs are disadvantageous due to having poor size distribution and broad PL spectra [100].
Thick capping layers may cause misfit locations to form, negating the benefits of surface
passivation [4]. Most importantly, thicker shells hinder conductivity of QD films, as they
provide larger barriers to tunnelling of carriers from the QD core [3]. Such factors must be
considered when selecting shell materials for overcoating.
While core/shell structures are greatly advantageous for stability, many device appli-
cations forgo overcoating to avoid issues with carrier conduction. Ligand functionalization
is another significant method of surface passivation in QDs. The term “ligand” denotes
a class of molecules bonded to a central metal core though attractive interaction. For
quantum dots, ligands are organic molecules that bind to its surface to control growth and
stability, prevent agglomeration [1][3][103][104], and influence fluorescence and quantum
yield [105]. The surface imperfections in QDs lead to formation of trap states within the
bandgap (Fig. 2.5) [3]. Such states easily capture carriers and promote fast electron-hole
recombination, leading to non-radiative recombination pathways, which compete with de-
sirable radiative recombination [3]. Ligand molecules can bind to the dangling bonds and
surface imperfections that create these states, pushing them beyond the band edges such
that they cannot act as detrimental traps [3].
Ligands are significant to QD interactions with and reaction to the surrounding envi-
ronment [3][105]. The polarity of a ligand imparts solubility onto the QD, and significantly
determines its wettability to a substrate. Most surface ligands are composed of long hy-
drocarbon chains, which are advantageous for solution stability, but hinder uniform film
formation. The most common ligands found on colloidal QDs are oleic acid (OA), tri-
octylphosphine oxide (TOPO), 1-dodecanethiol, oleylamine, and hexadecylamine [105].
When the as-synthesized ligands are not ideal, they may be “exchanged” for more suitable
ligands, provided the new ligands have stronger affinity to the surface. MPA is a common
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Figure 2.5: Ligands contribute to surface passivation through eliminating surface states.
ligand for QDs intended to form interfaces with metal oxides. 1-ethandithiol (EDT) is a
common non-polar alternative; its high concentration of hole carriers and electron traps
makes it attractive for photodetection applications that require preferential carrier trap-
ping [47]. Iodide and halide passivation via tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI) ligands
have also become commonplace. Halide ligands are smaller and can sterically conform
onto the QD surface to passivate traps and surface trenches that MPA cannot fit into
[106]. Iodides have advantageous desorption kinetics that allow efficient stabilization of
QD surfaces [90][107]. Recently, more conductive inorganic and metallic ligands have risen
in prominence in effort to improve conductivity between QDs [3][94]. Finally, some have
explored the use of multiple ligand strategies to passivate all forms of unwanted surface
states [106]. Generally, desirable ligands have strong adherence to a QDs surface, pro-
vide colloidal stabilization, enable stable electronic communication between QDs, and con-
structively supplement core properties. Ligands that are able to cross-link to form tightly
packed, electronically coupled QD networks are advantageous for device applications.
Beyond polarity and passivation, ligands affect QD energy levels. The band-tuning
effects of adsorbed ligands arise from the formation of microscopic surface dipoles that
modify the energy level alignment at the QD/ligand interface [108]. Changing the ligands,
especially the chemical binding groups attached to the QD surfaces, results in modifying
the QD/ligand surface dipole, producing a shift in the vacuum energy, and therefore,
valence band and conduction band maxima [5]. Bawendi’s group investigated the effects
of thiol, amine, and halide ligands on the energy levels of PbS QDs; Fig. 2.6 shows their
findings. Ligand exchange was found to shift the band level of the QDs by as much as 0.9
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Figure 2.6: Effect of ligand exchange on energy levels of PbS QDs [5].
eV, significantly impacting bandgap engineering.
Soreni-Harari et al conducted similar research on ligand exchange in InAs, finding that
the energy levels of the QDs could be shifted as much as 0.3 eV [108]. It was concluded that
the properties of the isolated ligand molecule does not largely correlate with its influence
on QD energy levels. Therefore, inspecting the properties of the independent ligand is not
helpful in determining its effect on QD band levels. Energy level position is impacted by
the interactions between the ligand’s anchor group and the QD surface where it is bound.
QD band levels are susceptible to the influence of these surface effects because interactions
on their abundant surfaces affect the entire volume of the nanoparticle [108]. However, due
to the complexity of interactions and screening effects on and within QDs, it is difficult to
exactly control band alignment using ligand functionalization.
Aside from ligand influence on the QD bandgap, it is notable to recall that in QD device
structures, carriers transport in and out of QDs via their ligands. Conduction between
neighbouring QDs is significantly impacted by the uniformity and arrangement of the QD
solid, which is determined by ligands. Conduction at QD device junctions is contingent on
the band alignment at the interface, which are managed by ligand properties. As such, the
carrier locomotion between QDs and their neighbours are effectively controlled by their
ligands. Therefore, ligand selection and control is one of the most significant aspects of
consideration in QD device design and fabrication.
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2.2 Quantum Dot Synthesis
Like most nanomaterials, synthesis of QDs is classified into two categories: top-down
(synthesis through cleaving of bulk materials) and bottom-up (growth from raw precursors).
Bottom-up synthesis has dominated since the beginning, as early methods of QD growth
were accomplished through molecular beam epitaxy and Stranski-Krastonov growth [109].
Quantum dots have been successfully synthesized via a multitude of strategies, including
lithography [110], plasma synthesis, via gaseous precursors in microdischarge reactors [111],
and using low-pressure non-thermal plasma [112]. As QD research matured, preference
shifted towards synthesis methods that support large-volume, high-throughput production.
The most common technique is pyrolysis, in which solid- and liquid-phase precursors
are combined and heated, decomposing and reforming into colloidal nanoparticles [11]. The
resultant QDs are dispersed in solvent and deposited onto substrates to form films [3][105].
Colloidal QD synthesis via pyrolysis holds similarities to established chemical synthesis
procedures, making it popular among chemists [1][4][6]. Furthermore, colloidal synthe-
sis allows complete control over the QD characteristics via synthesis conditions including
temperature, growth time, precursors, environment, and more. These QD “inks” are com-
patible with large-volume, low-cost production, and suitable for roll-to-roll manufacturing,
making them feasible for industrial production [113].
In QDs applied towards electronic devices, strategies such as successive ionic layer ad-
sorption and reaction (SILAR) and chemical bath deposition (CBD) are sometimes utilized
instead of pyrolysis. Such processes entail submersion of the substrate into precursor so-
lutions to allow nucleation and particle growth of QDs; in CBD, this is usually extended
immersion in one QD precursor solution, while SILAR requires sequential, repeated dip-
ping in multiple solutions to grow a QD film ion-by-ion [104]. These methods allow the
direct growth of QDs onto substrates, which advantageously mitigate issues with QD at-
tachment associated with CQD deposition. However, CBD and SILAR are time-consuming
and resource-intensive, resulting in defective, inefficient films with poor QD thickness [104]
and size control [114]. Therefore, colloidal QD growth is preferred due to the ease of pro-
duction and allowance for greater tunability [113][115][116][117]. Although scalability of
production, QD robustness, and production under ambient environment are issues that
require further addressing [113], CQD inks are the most compatible with manufacturing.
The following sections further discuss solution-based colloidal quantum dot synthesis.
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2.2.1 Colloidal Quantum Dot Growth
The essence of CQD synthesis via pyrolysis entails adding metal-organic and ligand pre-
cursors to surfactants and solvents, then heating the synthesis chamber to a high temper-
ature under vigorous stirring [6][11]. Under sufficient temperature and mixing, nucleation
occurs, and precursors become colloidal nanocrystals that increase in size over time. The
resulting colloidal quantum dots are extracted, purified, and dispersed in an appropriate
solvent [105]. While the basis of all pyrolysis involve the addition of solid precursors to
solvents, the specifics of the QD synthesis procedure varies depending on material, desired
ligands, and the intended application. A notable technique is hot-injection, in which pre-
cursor solutions are separately prepared, and rapidly injected into solvent that has been
heated to very high temperatures (in excess of 300◦C) [1][100]. Hot-injection is sometimes
preferred due to more precise control over the growth stages, but is infeasible for scaled-up
production, as it requires high precision and poses safety concerns. In contrast, one-pot
synthesis procedures require all precursors to be added to the reaction chamber and heated,
without further injection during the procedure. The reaction proceeds on its own when
the conditions for QD formation kinetics are reached. For device engineers, development of
straightforward, scalable methods such as injection-free and one-pot synthesis is desirable.
The growth of a monodisperse colloid occurs in two steps: a nucleation event, then
subsequent slower, controlled growth on the nuclei. Initial size distribution depends on
nucleation time, which is controlled by maintaining the rate of precursor addition below
precursor consumption [6]. Nucleation and growth time should be balanced at approxi-
mately the same rate. If nucleation occurs too quickly, bulk crystals will form instead of the
desired nanocrystals, and if nucleation occurs too slowly, the precursors will form molecular
clusters [1]. This initial period of nucleation and growth is referred to as focusing of the
size distribution, or simply “focusing”. During focusing, monodispersity is fairly high, as
all of the nanocrystals in solution grow at a uniform rate [6]. Following focusing, quantum
dot synthesis enters the “defocusing” regime, which is dominated by Ostwald ripening.
During defocusing, smaller nanocrystals dissolve due to their high surface energies, and
their elemental constituents redeposit on larger nanocrystals. As synthesis proceeds, the
total number of nanocrystals in the solution decreases, while the remaining nanocrystals
grow larger in size [1][6]. The formation of colloidal nanoparticles is sometimes referred to
as the Nano-Ostwald ripening model [1]. Fig. 2.7(a) presents a schematic diagram of the
quantum dot growth process, which occurs in the setup shown in Fig. 2.7(b). Figure 2.7(c)
shows that as synthesis proceeds, quantum dots become bigger, with redshifted emission.
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Figure 2.7: Colloidal QD synthesis: (a) Nucleation and growth of monodisperse quantum
dots in solution-based colloidal synthesis [6]. (b) Three-neck flask used for synthesis of
colloidal quantum dots [6]. (c) Redshifting emission spectra of CIS QD synthesis conducted
between 5 minutes to 60 minutes [2].
2.2.2 QD Overcoating
Colloidal QDs are surface-passivated with ligands, which allow them to remain stable in
solution. However, more robust surface coverage may be preferred, leading to overcoated
core/shell QD structures. In the formation of core/shell QDs, the overcoating of the shell
is typically performed after the core is synthesized and purified. As shell materials tend to
have larger bandgaps than the core, with a significantly different lattice constant, the cores
lattice may be strained during growth, impacting the absorption and emission spectra of the
final structure [4]. Typically, the QD grows larger following overcoating, as shown in Fig.
2.8(a) and 2.8(b), but cation inter-diffusion and other core-shrinking effects can produce a
smaller quantum dot, as shown in Fig. 2.8(c) in comparison to 2.8(d) [73][95][118]. Shell
thickness is tuned by controlling temperature and precursor loading [89]. To be compatible
for overcoating, the surface energies of the core and shell material must be similar, and
the shell materials barrier for heterogeneous nucleation should be lower than barrier for
homogeneous nucleation [6].
Colloidal QD overcoating begins with heating purified core quantum dots in solvent to
a sufficient temperature conducive to epitaxial growth onto their surfaces. The precursors
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Figure 2.8: (a) HRTEM images of CdS and (b) CdS/ZnSe QDs [7]. (c) PL spectra of CIS
QDs overcoated with ZnS shell(d) CdS; the ZnS overcoat causes blueshift [2].
for the shell material are gradually added, allowing time for nucleation onto the surface of
the core crystal. The rate of precursor addition should be fast enough for nucleation onto
the core, but not so quick that the overcoat precursors agglomerate and nucleate amongst
themselves. Temperature control is also significant, as high temperatures facilitate surface
diffusion of shell. Although overcoating at higher temperatures creates thicker shells and
larger QDs, the resulting overcoat may lack uniformity due to faster growth [89].
2.2.3 QD Solids
For solid state device applications, colloidal QDs are deposited onto a substrate to
form films [3]. The properties of the QD solid relate to the intrinsic optical and structural
characteristics of the QDs themselves. The QD solution impacts film formation, as the
arrangement of individual QDs onto the substrate depends on the QD size, monodispersity,
and stability within the solvent [3]. The ligand plays an overwhelming role in the formation
of QD solids, dictating the interaction of QDs amongst themselves, and with the substrate
material. It is not typical for as-synthesized QDs to be applied towards QD solids, as the
long, insulating ligands that keep them colloidally suspended in solution are detrimental
to ordered film formation. External factors such as solvent characteristics, evaporation
rate, and ambient environment also determine the quality of the QD film. QD solids are
fundamental in the fabrication of QD-based devices.
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2.3 Device Applications of Quantum Dots
Although silicon continues to dominate as the semiconductor of choice in electronic
devices, alternative materials have gained strong traction due to its optical shortcomings.
Although virtually unheard of outside of academic research just a decade ago, the general
public has become aware of QDs’ existence through the commercial availability of QD
displays and other consumer goods. The QD market is expected to reach a value of US
$9 billion by 2024, growing at a compounded annual growth rate of 27% from 2019. Fig.
2.9(a) shows the recent and projected market presence of the quantum dot market based
on applications. Asia Pacific and Middle East dominate the global QD market, but North
America is expected to contribute further over the next several years [9].
The majority of QD applications revolve around display technologies, and it is expected
that they will continue to be the primary employers of QD technology. Light management
applications such as photovoltaics, lighting, and sensing are expected to gain prominence
over the next decade, eventually holding equal shares of the QD market. As QDs possess
particularly advantageous photoluminescence emission and quantum efficiency, it is unsur-
prising that the majority of QD applications revolve around their optical capabilities. QDs
have significantly progressed in the past decade, from sub-20% photoluminescence quan-
tum efficiency (PLQE) in 2006, to achieving near-unity PLQE in 2016. With the current
progress and extensive research efforts made in this area, the potential for a QD-dominant
optoelectronics market is promising.
2.3.1 QD-Based Light-Emitting Diodes
Light detection, emission, and control applications of quantum dots are intensively
investigated among the research community. Aided by their high luminous efficiency and
narrow linewidth, QDs are frequently applied towards light-emitting diodes [10][78]. The
small size of QDs can prevent light scattering, and they are particularly useful for white
LEDs due to their strong retention of the green and red spectral regions [78]. Fig. 2.10(a)
shows a typical schematic for a simple QD-based single-wavelength LED, which sandwiches
a thin layer of light-emitting QDs between two carrier-injecting transport layers [1]. QDs
of different sizes can be mixed to produce multi-wavelength emitting LEDs of different
colours. Unfortunately, while numerous and varied CQD LEDs are found in literature, they
show poor carrier injection and subpar lifetimes. In effort to improve performance, more
complex structures with multiple carrier blocking and transport layers, and architectures
such as distributed Bragg reflectors and quantum wells, have been applied to various success
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Figure 2.9: Market predictions for (a) QDs devices [8] and (b) the global QD market [9].
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Figure 2.10: QDs in light management devices: (a) QDs as emitters [1] and (b) colour
converters in LEDs [10]; (c) QDs as luminescence down conversion layers [10].
[10][28]. Inorganic-organic devices combining organic HTL with QDs have shown particular
benefit to electroluminescence efficiency [28].
The superior optical characteristics of QDs make them efficient for optical applications
such as filtering and conversion. Fig. 2.10(b) shows the utility of multiple QD layers
as colour converters for a commercial LED. In such applications, QDs are mixed with
resins and cured onto an existing blue- or UV-emitting LED as optical filters to produce
LEDs with varied emission (typically white LEDs) [119][120][121]. The strong absorption
and narrow emission capabilities of QDs also make them appropriate as conversion and
concentrators for solar cells [102][122]. In luminescence down-conversion (LDC) and up-
conversion, materials modify incoming photon wavelengths to optimize the absorption and
performance of a device [25][41]. QDs are suitable for down-conversion, as they can ab-
sorb photons with energies higher than its bandgap, reliably emitting photons with energy
equivalent to its bandgap. QD LDC was applied by Lin et al, using a layer of CQDs to
down-shift UV photons to visible photons for more efficient absorption [10]. In Sadeghi-
makki et al’s 2013 work (Fig. 2.10(c)), an internal quantum efficiency improvement of
100% was achieved for bare silicon solar cells enhanced with down-converting CdSe/ZnS
QDs [122]. In these light management applications, QDs do not perform electrical func-
tions, and are sealed within resins, spin-on-glass, or other transparent, non-conductive
materials to avoid chemical and mechanical degradation.
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Figure 2.11: Common QD solar cell structures: (a) Heterojunction [1], (b) Schottky (mod-
ified from [11]), (c) QDSSC [12], and (d) bulk heterojunction (modified from [13]).
2.3.2 Progress in Quantum Dot Solar Cells
Solar cells are one of the largest fields of research incorporating quantum dots. Requir-
ing less material and tedious fabrication conditions than bulk semiconductors, quantum
dot solar cells are a green solution in an industry that values sustainability. QDs can be ap-
plied in multiple areas of the photovoltaic structure, including photonic down-conversion,
explored above. However, the designation of “quantum dot solar cell” generally implies
the use of the QDs as absorbers.
Solid state QD photovoltaic architectures can take the form of Schottky, heterojunction,
and bulk heterojunction structures, illustrated in Fig. 2.11. Quantum dot-sensitized solar
cells (QDSSCs), analogous to bulk dye-sensitized solar cells, are liquid interface devices
that form the fourth major category of QD PV (2.11(c)) [11]. QDs are applied in conjunc-
tion with other nanomaterials, such as nanowires, graphene, and perovskites, especially
in bulk heterojunction and QD-sensitized architectures [123]. As absorbers, QDs display
multiple functions not found in bulk semiconductors. One phenomenon is exploited by
QD-based hot-carrier solar cells, which operate by directly extracting high energy carri-
ers [124], efficiently using the high-energy photons to increase conversion efficiency, lower
cost, and reduce thermalized energy loss [124]. Quantum dots have also been utilized in
multi-exciton generation solar cells to leverage the areas of the spectrum with low semi-
conductor response [124]. However, the performance of MEG by QDs during photovoltaic
applications has so far been dubious, likely due to defect density and non-optimal cell
fabrication.
The quantum dot sensitized solar cell dominates as one of the most common configu-
rations for QD-based photovoltaics. The basic structure of the QDSSC is a translation of
the TiO2 photosensitizer/organic dye absorber/solution electrolyte structure of the tradi-
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tional dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC), but with highly-efficient QDs replacing messy, fast-
evaporating organic dyes. The photoanode is comprised of QDs absorbed within the porous
TiO2 structure, forming bulk heterojunctions throughout, allowing carriers generated by
the QDs to be quickly separated and transported into the TiO2. Although record effi-
ciencies have been dominated by heterojunction PV structures, [125], QDSSCs efficiencies
are comparable; the current quantum dot photovoltaic (QDPV) photovoltaic conversion
efficiency (PCE) record is 18.1% [125], while the highest PCE for QDSSCs is 13.08% [126].
The greatest issues arise from incident light absorption, recombination, QD degradation,
and counter electrode compatibility [12], mainly stemming from the liquid electrolytes used
in QDSSCs. Liquid electrolytes have been the most efficient in hole conduction, as they
act similarly to bulk heterojunction structures, forming a percolative network throughout
the photoanode structure to quickly separate holes from the QD absorber. However, this
also allows fast recombination throughout the photoanode, reducing solar cell efficiencies.
Additionally, common electrolytes such as I−/I−3 corrode the TiO2/QD photoanode [104],
requiring atypical alternatives. From the perspective of manufacturing, the use of liquids
are not desirable, as liquid components are difficult to assemble, and poses stability issues
due to leakage and evaporation. Gel and solid electrolyte-based QDSSCs are an ongoing
area of investigation but have not shown similar success [104].
The current QDPV PCE record is held by Ulsan National Institute of Science and
Technology; their reported 18.1% efficiency is a significant improvement from the sub-
1% efficiency reported 15 years prior [90][125]. The previous two records were held by
Hao and Sanehira, both using perovskite QDs to achieve PCE of 16.6% and 13.43%, re-
spectively [14][15]. Both cells utilized a simple heterojunction architecture, with a metal
oxide/perovskite QD interface (SnO2/QDs for Hao et al, TiO2/QDs for Sanehira et al) and
the same conductive polymer HTL on top of a transparent conductive oxide. Although
inorganic lead halide perovskite QDs have greatly elevated the performance of QD solar
cells, it is important to note that the performance is not comparable to bulk perovskite
PV, which surpassed 16.6% efficiency in 2014, and currently holds a 25.5% efficiency [125].
Prior to the work of Hao and Sanehira, QD solar cells based on PbS QDs reigned the
best research cell efficiency chart, without exception [125]. The earliest efficiency achieve-
ments were demonstrated by NREL, using ZnO/PbS QD heterojunctions. The majority
of the record-breaking cells were fabricated by Sargent’s group, which primarily increased
cell efficiencies through QDs-enhancing functionalizations. Sargent group contributed sig-
nificantly to enhancement of PbS QDs, developing methods of halide incorporation to
passivate surface traps, which have served to incrementally improve record cell efficiencies
[90][106][127][128][129]. Architectures to improve the metal oxide/QD interface [130] and
enhance QD absorption [34] were also successful, while maintaining the primary depleted
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Figure 2.12: Perovskite QDPV achieved record PCE of (a) 16.6% [14] and (b) 13.43% [15]
Figure 2.13: (a) QD solar cell using PbS QDs as absorber and electron-blocker [16]. (b)
Band diagrams of the QD/QD heterojunction [16].
heterojunction solar cell structure.
In 2014, Bawendi’s group fabricated a PbS QD-based solar cell that achieved a record
power conversion efficiency of 8.55% [16][125]. Although it was overtaken in the following
year, this work was significant in promoting the use of QD/QD interfaces for charge sepa-
ration. The primary heterojunction was formed between solution-processed ZnO nanocrys-
tals and inorganic halide-passivated PbS quantum dots, but several layers of EDT-ligated
PbS QDs were incorporated; a schematic is shown in Fig. 2.13(a). The EDT ligation of
the PbS QDs changed the band alignment, efficiently blocking electrons and separating
carriers. The formation of interfaces between the same inorganic QDs negated issues of
stability and material incompatibility, while ligand exchange allowed tuning of the band
alignment (Fig. 2.13). The use of halide/EDT-ligated PbS QD/QD interfaces subsequently
rose in prominence among those endeavouring to produce QDPV with record efficiencies
[127][128][129][131][132].
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Figure 2.14: Simple QD infrared photodetectors with (a) CuInSe2 QDs deposited onto
pre-patterned electrodes [17], (b) PbS QDs in a vertical architecture between two contacts
[18], and (c) PbS QD photodetector with various carrier transport layers [19].
2.3.3 Progress in QD Photodetectors
Photodetectors are another area of device application in which QDs have shown signif-
icant potential. QDs’ size-tunability is a great asset in their application to photodetectors,
allowing them to absorb a greater range of the light spectrum and achieve high detectiv-
ity at low cost. Narrow-bandgap QDs such as PbS and InAs are particularly useful due
to their ability to absorb infrared and far-infrared wavelengths, which are untapped by
commercially available Si-based photodetectors [1][133]. Fig. 2.14(a) presents a lateral
structure of QD photodetectors, in which a layer of CQDs are deposited onto a substrate
with pre-patterned electrodes. The conduction in these devices is lateral, making the uni-
formity of the CQD solid essential to charge transport and response [17]. This simple
lateral, planar device architecture is effective as proof-of-concept for the employment of
novel QD materials. Specific detectivity in the order of 1013 Jones have been achieved in
such configurations, for photodetectors based on PbS QDs [88].
Vertical photodetector architectures are more desirable, as they reduce the carrier trans-
port distance before collection by electrodes. In its simplest form, a Schottky device is
formed, in which a layer of CQDs is inserted between two metallic contacts, one of which
is a transparent conductive oxide to allow light penetration (Fig. 2.14(b)). Heterojunction
architectures, often with multiple layers of electron and hole transporting materials, as
shown in Fig. 2.14(c), are more typical in the realization of sophisticated photodetector
devices. Although there is more complexity in fabrication, the improved charge separa-
tion and reduced recombination afforded by such architectures significantly improves per-
formance over single-layer devices [47]. Schematics with metal oxide/QD heterojunction
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has produced photodetectors with high detectivity as high as 1012 to 1013 Jones [19][50].
QD/QD heterojunctions have also been utilized, in which QDs with doping established
through ligand functionalization, are combined to form devices with QD/QD interfaces,
resulting in high specific detectivity in the range of 1012 Jones, fast response time [134],
and high ON-OFF ratios [47]. Vertical architectures allow for more control over the device,
and strategies such as interface passivation and functionalization significantly reduces traps
and recombination to enhance device response [135]. However, compared to lateral pho-
todetector schematics, vertical architectures significantly increase the probability of device
shorts [33].
The fabrication of QD-based photodetectors is similar to QDPV and suffers from simi-
lar obstacles. Fabrication challenges regarding scalability, process reliability, and formation
of reliable QD solids are the main barriers to the commercialization of QD devices. Com-
pared to QDPV, QDs play one more significant role in photodetectors, as they determine
the absorption spectrum, and therefore, the selectivity of the ensuing device. The range
of detection of QD photodetectors are based on the QD size [30], and thus, tailoring QD
properties affects the response of the photodetectors. QD-based photodetectors hold signif-
icant advantages in sensitivity over silicon photodetectors, as PbS QD photodetectors are
capable of detection beyond the 940 nm limit of silicon detectors [134], while the tunability
of other QDs allows detection of visible and UV wavelengths.
2.3.4 QD Nanocomposites
As conductivity losses due to poor carrier transport and recombination is a large
issue in QD solids, many QD-based devices combine QDs with conductive polymers,
shown in Fig. 2.15. Conductive polymers such as poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-
phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and others have
been used in conjunction with QD photodetectors and devices to improve conductiv-
ity and charge separation, benefiting both photodetector and photovoltaic performance
[12][19][21][30][33][36]. Polymers are either mixed with QDs to form a nanocomposite
(Fig. 2.15(a)) or incorporated as a separate layer to form a heterojunction with QDs (Fig.
2.15(b)). As shown in Fig. 2.15(c), the typically much higher lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) of these polymers prevent electrons entering the polymer from the QD’s
conduction band (CB), while the relatively matched highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and valence band (VB) levels allow for hole conduction [20][21].
QD/polymer nanocomposites are advantageous through the creation of many hetero-
junctions throughout the bulk of the absorber (“bulk heterojunctions”), which significantly
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Figure 2.15: Simple QD infrared photodetectors based on (a) PbS QDs/MEH-PPV
nanocomposite [12], and (b) PbSe QDs/MEH-PPV junction [20]. (c) Electron-blocking
mechanism of MEH-PPV for PbS [21].
enhances charge separation and transport [13]. Nanocomposites have also been formed with
QDs and other conductive materials, including metal nanoparticles and graphene [33]. The
plentiful distribution of heterojunctions improves carrier transport over planar configura-
tions, but may impart QDs with its partner’s undesirable traits. The low mobility and
instability of organic polymers results in decreased carrier mobility and faster degradation
of the composite compared to standalone inorganic QDs [3]. The large surface energy
differences between the organic/inorganic polymers and QDs results in poor interpenetra-
tion. Additionally, the increased frequency of these heterojunctions increases instances of
interfacial charge recombination as well as separation [13]. Creating bulk heterojunctions
with metal NPs mitigates the issues posed by organics, but also results in the production
of traps for hot carriers [47]. Other conductive materials such as graphene aid in improv-
ing separation and transport, but may disadvantageously cause conduction to become too
high, resulting in high dark currents that lead to poor device sensitivity and low ON-OFF
ratios [47]. These disadvantages must be considered before ceding QDs to nanocomposites
for bulk heterojunction structures.
2.3.5 Cupric Chalcopyrite QD-Based Devices
Heretofore, all record efficiency QD solar cells have been based on lead-containing PbS
and perovskite QDs [125], benefiting from their advantageous optical properties and ma-
ture fabrication techniques [134]. However, the continued research focus on Pb-based QD
applications hinders the goal of QD devices for consumer applications. Lead is well-known
for its environmental and biological toxicity. The many advantageous physical, chemical,
and optical properties of lead has resulted in its usage in many industries throughout his-
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tory, causing it to be one of the largest global environmental pollutants [136]. Pb exposure
causes damage to the central nervous system, renal system, reproductive system, and cir-
culatory system, among others. Pb is associated with decreased cognitive performance in
both children and adults, leading to behavioural issues and learning deficits in the former,
and dementia in the latter [136]. Lead-containing nanomaterials cannot be safely applied
to consumer goods made available to the general public.
Pb-based QDs are attractive due to its excellent absorption of the abundant near in-
frared (NIR) spectrum, producing photodetectors and solar cells with exceptional per-
formance [47][134]. It is tantalizing to pursue Pb-based QDs for photovoltaic and pho-
todetection applications; no other QDs have achieved equal performance. However, the
notable toxicity of lead, combined with the inherent toxicity of nanomaterials [137][138],
poses alarming implications for the commercialization of Pb-based nanoparticles and QDs.
Therefore, the research of less-toxic QDs is critical to the future of consumer QD devices.
Cupric chalcopyrite QDs are promising as a less-toxic alternative to PbS QD absorbers.
The (Zn)CuIn(S, Se) family of QDs have been applied with great success in QDSSC struc-
tures, keeping pace with the record-breaking efficiencies achieved by Pb-based QDPV. Pan
et al’s 2014 QDSSC used Type I CIS/ZnS QDs, which successfully achieved a 7.04% effi-
ciency, at a time when the record efficiency for QDPV was 8.55% [16][56]. In 2015, Kim
et al applied CISe QDs to a QDSSC with an efficiency of 8.1%; the record efficiency for
QDPV was approximately 9% at that time [125]. In 2016 and 2017, ZCISe-based QDSSCs
attained 11.61% and 12.56% efficiency, respectively, while the benchmark was between
10.6% and 13.3% [15][35][104][128]. The current record efficiency QDSSC is also based on
a cupric chalcopyrite QD; in 2019, Zhang et al fabricated QDSSCs with a 13.08% efficiency
using alloyed ZnCISxSe1−x QDs [126].
Simulations by Scheunemann et al found that in planar metal oxide/CIS QD hetero-
junctions, carriers are lost beyond 40 nm of the interface, resulting in reduced collection
[139]. For these reasons, the more plentiful interfaces formed by QDSSC structures have
been more desirable for cupric chalcopyrite QDs. Conversely, as liquid electrolytes cause
difficulties with fabrication and stability [104], it is more prudent to investigate solid state
architectures. Furthermore, the majority of record efficiency QD solar cells have been
based on metal oxide/QD heterojunctions. As (Zn)CI(S,Se) QDs are much less commonly
applied towards heterojunction architectures, more investigation is required in this area.
Even compared to other QDs, CuInS QDs show significantly defective structures, with deep
traps that reduce carrier mobility [140]. CIS QDs’ odd surface properties pose difficulties
in forming high-quality interfaces. CuInSe QDs have shown better crystallinity, but the
presence of Se does not fully mitigate toxicity concerns.
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Similar to QD PV, although PbS QDs are also primarily employed in QD-based pho-
todetectors, some success has also been achieved with solid state photodetectors based on
CIS QD films. CIS QD photodetectors mainly have lateral architectures, whose small but
present response to illumination have sufficed as proof-of-concept [141]. More sophisticated
lateral structures have been demonstrated, with employment of a bi-layer to enhance detec-
tion, such as Hong et al’s incorporation of up-conversion nanoparticles with CIS/ZnS QDs,
which demonstrated sensitivity to NIR illumination [142]. Huang et al presented a lateral
device employing a film of CIS CQDs, formed onto SnS2 and pre-patterned Au/Cr elec-
trodes, which showed high responsivity and enhanced photocurrent compared to devices
lacking CIS QDs [58]. For lateral devices, the crystalline film formation of the CQD solids
is extremely significant, due to the lateral traversal of carriers for collection. More sophis-
ticated heterojunction photodetector structures, which have shown better performance,
are mainly the domain of PbS-based QD devices. Although advanced device structures
incorporating cupric chalcopyrite QD nanocomposites have produced devices with high
photocurrent gain [143], responsivity [144], detectivity [36], and fast response [145], the is-
sues arising from nanocomposite materials still pose issues for commercialization. Research
of CIS QDs in sophisticated, multi-layered photodetector architectures are comparatively
rudimentary, and require significant investigation.
In the pursuit of device improvement, success arises from improvement of both material
and architecture [104]. Although great strides have been made on Pb-based QD photo-
voltaics, their toxicity and environmental contamination make their continued development
problematic for commercial optoelectronics, motivating the investigation of less-toxic al-
ternatives. The QDSSC architectures utilized for (Zn)CI(S,Se) QDs are not sustainable
for large-scale manufacturing and commercialization. Therefore, QDPV based on metal
oxide/CIS QD heterojunctions are a promising area of investigation. Research efforts must
approach this problem systematically from two perspectives: enhancing the defective sur-
faces and lattices of cupric chalcopyrite nanoparticles, and seeking improved architectures
for CIS-based QD devices. The intrinsic advantages of QDs have continuously propelled
interest in QD-based photovoltaics and devices, leading this field to progress rapidly over
the last decade. Although more progress is needed for CIS QD-based heterojunction pho-
tovoltaic and photodetection devices, it is a worthy undertaking to secure a future with
sustainable, mass-producible QD devices. The extraordinarily fast pace of nanotechnology




Synthesis of Core Copper Indium
Sulfide Quantum Dots
Achieving safe and large-scale production of QDs is critical for industry applications.
Top-down QD synthesis methods are typically low-yield and do not allow impactful tailor-
ing of QD properties, making them unsuitable for large-scale adaptation. While bottom-up
colloidal QD synthesis is the most facile method of QD production, the synthesis of toxic
Cd- and Pb- based QDs involve hot-injection processes at high temperatures, posing great
safety risk in industrial processes. Therefore, a methodology for scalable, one-pot synthe-
sis of core CIS quantum dots was developed in this work. The synthesis was completed
at lower reaction temperatures than previously reported in literature, and yielded gram-
scale throughput of QDs. The resulting quantum dots showed intense photoluminescence,
achieving a maximum PLQY of 10%. The synthesized core CIS QDs were evaluated using
optical, structural, and elemental characterization. Synthesis via low-temperature regime
processes, wide range of tunability in the visible-to-IR range, and intense and long-lived
emissions make these less-toxic, CIS-based QDs attractive for large-area, scaled-up device
applications such as photovoltaics, light-emitting diodes, sensors, and bioimaging. The
following sections present the development and investigation of the one-pot, non-injection,
low-temperature synthesis of less-toxic CIS QDs.
3.1 CIS QD Structure and Mechanisms
Unlike the more common binary QDs, cupric chalcopyrite QDs possess unique ternary
structures that allow greater structural and compositional flexibility. It has been shown
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that for such QDs composed of multiple cations, employing different molar ratios of Cu,
In, and S precursors allow control over their growth rate, as well as structural and optical
properties [146]. Thus, the optoelectronic properties of CIS QDs can be manipulated by
adjusting the composition of their complex lattices via elemental stoichiometry. Although
there is no consensus on the optimal Cu:In precursor ratio, which may vary for different
processes, Cu-deficient ratios have been preferred due to favourable generation of radiative
optical pathways [146][147]. There is some evidence that increasing sulfur precursors also
leads to improvement in optical behavior [148], although not to the extent achieved via
cation ratio variation. This section analyzes the unique aspects of CIS QDs’ structures
and their impact on optical mechanisms. The understanding of CIS QDs presented in this
section is critical to the development of effective synthesis strategies.
3.1.1 The CIS QD Lattice
Cupric chalcopyrite bulks are not new to the world of optoelectronics devices, as they
occupy an important place among thin film materials used for Gen II solar cells. The CIGS
family materials have a chalcopyrite lattice, a tetragonal crystal structure derived from the
zinc-blende system [149]. Unlike II-VI semiconductors (such as CdSe and PbS), CIS and
other cupric chalcopyrite QDs are a two-cation compound, with each cation forming sepa-
rate bonds with the S2− anion. These bonds give rise to two new ionic compounds within
the CIS system: Cu+-S2− bonds become Cu-S− donors while In3+-S2− become In-S+ ac-
ceptors. The Cu-S bond is approximately 5% smaller than the In-S bond, causing lattice
distortions if either cation is placed on sites intended for the other [149]. The lattice of
ternary I-III-VI semiconducting QDs such as CIS accommodate many off-stoichiometric
compositions, allowing more flexibility than their binary II-VI counterparts [149]. Due to
the differences in the lengths between Cu+-S2− and In3+-S2− bonds, changing the cationic
stoichiometry (Cu/In ratio) results in changes to the lattice, and therefore QD bandgap
[150]. The unit cell parameter for CIS QDs is given by Equation 3.1 [149]:
d =
a√




In this relation, d is interplanar spacing, a and c are unit cell parameters, and h, k, l
are Miller indices. In a tetragonal lattice, a = b and all angles are 90◦. Changes to the Cu
and In precursor ratio produces Cu or In vacancies, and interstitials of the more abundant
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Figure 3.1: CIS QD lattice, referenced from [22].
cations positioned in sites intended for the deficient cations. Substitution of In at Cu
sites (or vice versa) produces deformations of the lattice, and changes a and c. Fig. 3.1
depicts the unit cell of a CIS QD chalcopyrite lattice. Due to the combative dual-cationic
system of its lattice, CIS QDs are very defective, with significant trap formation [140].
The intrinsic defects and cationic off-stoichiometry of CIS QDs contribute significantly to
unique features of their optical properties [56][68][149], which deviate from that of their
simpler binary counterparts.
3.1.2 Emission in CIS QDs
Unlike bulk semiconducting materials, CIS QDs radiative emission is primarily defect-
dependent, resulting from internal donor-acceptor pair (DAP) recombination through trap
states, rather than band-to-band recombination [114]. Instead of relaxing from the con-
duction band to valence band, excited electrons in CIS QDs descend from a donor trap
state near the conduction band to an acceptor trap state near the valence band, producing
emission (Fig. 3.2). DAP recombination in CIS QDs occurs from donor sulfur vacancies
(VS) and In interstitials in Cu (CuIn), to acceptor copper vacancies (VCu) [93][149].
There are two main recombination pathways in CIS QDs: non-radiative surface traps
and radiative internal states [31]. Non-radiative recombination occurs via pathways pro-
vided by surface trap states, and compete with radiative internal DAP recombination. To
better understand the recombination mechanism in CIS QDs, a conceptual sketch map of
its energy band structure is presented in Fig. 3.2.
Radiative recombination is increased by i) reducing non-radiative recombination states
and ii) increasing radiative DAP recombination states. Non-radiative recombination path-
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Figure 3.2: Energy band structure for CIS QDs (a) before and (b) after surface passivation.
ways are removed by passivating the surface to eliminate surface traps, via strategies such
as overcoating or surface reconstruction (illustrated in Fig. 3.2(b); discussed further in up-
coming chapters). As a result, recombination via radiative channels dominate, leading to
improved optical quality of the QDs [2][151]. Radiative internal DAP states are increased
by manipulating precursor stoichiometry, but as emission weakens with overabundance
of DAP states (due to mutual quenching), there is a limit to the optical enhancements
achieved with creating more states [149]. Furthermore, emission is also affected by tem-
perature, as CIS QDs are susceptible to “thermal quenching effects”, where non-radiative
transitions in CIS QDs increase with temperature [78].
CIS QDs display characteristically broad emission, with extreme Stokes-shifting with
respect to absorption. This mainly stems from the DAP recombination [68][67][75][78][152].
As the internal defect states involved in the radiative recombination occupy a broader range
of energies, it follows that the resultant transitions also have more variations in energy
compared to band-to-band transitions of bulk semiconductors.
3.2 Synthesis of Stoichiometric CIS QDs
Due to the expected wide-spread use of nanomaterials, scalability, throughput, and
safety are major considerations in creating QDs for industry applications. Synthesis of
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less-toxic QDs at lower temperatures is favored due to simplicity, control, and safety. As
CIS QDs belong to a less-developed area of nanomaterial research, their synthesis and
functionalization is less adequately covered than their more established II-VI counterparts.
The following sections present the non-injection, one-pot synthesis of CIS-based QDs in the
low reaction temperature regime, with gram-scale throughput. The synthesis procedure
is first discussed in detail, followed by optical characterization. Subsequent subsections
provide detailed analysis of reactions taking place throughout the process, in effort to
better elucidate the nature of ternary cupric chalcopyrite QDs.
3.2.1 Synthesis Setup
Synthesis of the CIS QDs is executed inside of a three-neck glass reaction flask (Cole
Parmer) under an oxygen- and moisture-free atmosphere. A Schlenk line connected to a
nitrogen gas line and a vacuum pump is used to maintain an inert atmosphere inside of the
reaction flask. Although the synthesis process can proceed under ambient when provided
with the correct kinetic conditions, this more intricate setup protects QDs from humidity
degradation, as QD adsorption of H2O from ambient humidity undesirably shifts band
properties and compromises charge transport [113].
The vacuum line is connected to a condenser, which is used to condensate and return
evaporated precursor materials to the reaction flask. A cold trap connected between the
condenser and vacuum line is used to further capture and densify fumes before they reach
the exhaust. Water is flowed through the condenser, above the reaction chamber, in order
to cool the condenser. The entire setup is housed within a fume hood. Fig. 3.3(a) shows
the synthesis setup schematic.
The reaction flask is mounted onto a stirring heating mantle (Cole Parmer); an RF
coil stirring controller (Cole Parmer) with a magnetic stirrer, and a proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controller (Omega) are used to regulate stirring and temperature, respec-
tively (Fig. 3.3(b)). The heating mantle is filled with silica beads to ensure even heat
distribution around the base of the flask, and the top of the flask is bundled in synthetic
insulation. The center neck of the flask is connected to the condenser, which in turn con-
nects to the Schlenk line; vacuum is applied through this neck. Nitrogen flow is controlled
through one of the side necks connected to the Schlenk line. When performing synthesis, a
thermocouple is inserted through this neck to monitor the temperature; this thermocouple
is connected to the PID controller to ensure accurate T input. The final, unconnected
neck is used for extraction and insertion under an inert atmosphere; it is sealed with an
airtight rubber septum with a fold-over skirt. This schematic is designed to contain the
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Figure 3.3: Diagrams of (a) synthesis tower used in QD synthesis and (b) reaction flask;
(c) photograph of synthesis tower.
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reaction within the flask, thus minimizing exposure and contamination. Fig. 3.3(c) shows
a photograph of the synthesis setup.
3.2.2 CIS QD Synthesis Procedure
In a typical synthesis with a stoichiometric 1:1 ratio of Cu:In precursors, 1 mmol (0.19 g)
copper iodide (CuI), 1 mmol (0.292 g) indium acetate (In(Ac)3), and 5 mL 1-dodecanethiol
are added to the 3-neck reaction flask. Other stoichiometries will be discussed in later
sections. The flask is sealed and degassed for 15 minutes, followed by 20 cycles of nitrogen
purging. In the initial phase of growth, the stirring heating mantle is set to input to
obtain a solution temperature of 80◦C inside the chamber. From room temperature, the
solution reaches this temperature in approximately 15 minutes. The reaction is kept at this
temperature for 30 minutes, until the precursor mixture decomposes into a transparent,
nearly clear liquid, indicating the onset of nucleation. The one-pot nature of this synthesis
is enabled by DDT, which serves multiple functions as the sulfur and ligand precursor,
solvent, reaction control, and stabilizer [141].
From the initial growth at 80◦C, the solution temperature is gradually raised to 120◦C
degrees in 5-10◦C increments, with 10-20 minutes of growth time between each temper-
ature. Throughout the growth process, the QD solution undergoes a visual color change
from green, to yellow, orange, red, dark red, and finally, black. Fig. 3.4 shows the colour
progression of synthesized CIS QDs, as stills obtained from film. The increasingly red-
shifting solution colour correlates to increase of nanoparticle size, and indicates colloidal
nanocrystal growth. The solution temperature is kept at 120◦C for the last phase of growth.
Maintaining a steady final temperature is significant in ensuring the yield of high-quality
of colloidal CIS quantum dots.
As CIS quantum dots increase in size over the duration of synthesis, extraction time
and synthesis length depends on the desired quantum dot emission wavelength. Fig. 3.5(a)
shows aliquots of CIS QDs extracted after growth times of 5-140 min following nucleation.
Fig. 3.5(b) and (c) show the normalized emission and absorption of QDs withdrawn at
different points of growth. Photoluminescence was investigated using a fluorescence spec-
trometer (Edinburgh Instruments) with a 450W Xenon lamp as the excitation source.
Upon excitation at 380 nm, the emission was recorded using a cooled photomultiplier de-
tector. Absorption spectra were recorded using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 1050). QD concentrations of 10 mg/mL and 1 mg/mL were used for emission and
absorption measurements, respectively. Lower concentrations were used for absorption
to avoid detector saturation. Broad, visible to infrared spectra in the 600-800 nm range
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Figure 3.4: Colour change of synthesized CIS QD solution, indicating quantum dot growth.
(yellow to infrared) were obtained. The characteristic broad emission of the CIS QDs,
stemming from DAP recombination, is apparent. The emission spectra is significantly
Stokes shifted from absorption spectra. Some emission spectra appears dual-peaked due
to lattice defects, which produce more mid-gap states, and solution polydispersity; this is
remedied through more careful control over the temperature during synthesis.
The synthesis reaction is halted by briefly immersing the flask into a cool water bath,
or injecting with cold solvent (hexane). The synthesized CIS quantum dots are extracted
through the stopper-sealed neck using a clean syringe. The freshly synthesized colloidal CIS
quantum dot solution is dispersed in hexane, precipitated with addition of anti-solvents
(acetone or ethanol), and purified using centrifugation (8000 rpm at 5 min over several
cycles). Finally, the precipitate is dried under nitrogen, and re-dispersed in hexane. This
process is capable of producing as much as 800 mg of QDs per run. The synthesized
DDT-ligated core-only CIS QDs will remain stable for several weeks.
3.2.3 Regimes of Colloidal CIS QD Growth
The colloidal, one-pot synthesis of CIS QDs is given in 4 regimes: Decomposition,
Nucleation, Ripening, and Termination. Each regime is determined by the reaction tem-
perature within the flask, notably the temperature upon which nucleation occurs (Tn) and
the terminal temperature upon with QDs overshoot the optimal size and become unstable
(Tt). The reaction temperature dictates the kinetics of each regime.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Core CIS QD solutions with corresponding (b) emission and (c) absorption
spectra; growth time refers to time from nucleation. The shoulder at 670 nm originates
from a step in quantum efficiency of the detector.
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I. Decomposition, T < Tn
The synthesis reaction begins when the solid cationic precursors dissolve into the DDT.
With heating and stirring, CuI, In(Ac)3, and DDT decompose to their elemental and
molecular components. This is the Decomposition Regime, in which QDs have not yet
began to form, but the precursors separate, releasing the Cu+, In3+, and S2− ions that
form the basis for the CIS QD cores. At this point, the synthesis solution is thick, bright
yellow, and slightly powdery.
II. Nucleation, T = Tn
As T passes reaches Tn (80
◦C for the CIS QDs presented in this work), the synthesis
solution enters the Nucleation Regime, in which nanocrystal cores begin to form. This
initial stage of QD growth is also known as focusing of the size distribution, or “focusing”.
The clarifying of the synthesis solution signals transition from Decomposition Regime to
Nucleation Regime. At this stage, the QDs in solution are overall fairly small; monodisper-
sity and nanocrystal concentration is high. Notably, if temperature variations exist within
the reaction vessel, partial nucleation will occur. In this situation, portions of the synthesis
solution with fully decomposed precursors will begin nucleation, while masses of congealed,
non-decomposed precursors will remain until they are broken down. This results in uneven
nucleation and polydispersity within the solution, and should be avoided.
III. Ripening, Tn < T < Tt
As nucleation saturates, QDs enter the Ripening Regime, also referred to as “defocus-
ing” or “Nano-Ostwald Ripening”. In this regime, smaller QDs decompose due to their
high surface energies, contributing their elemental components as raw material to increase
the size of larger nanocrystals. The total number of QDs in the system decreases, while
the average QD size increases. In this stage, the synthesis solution undergoes a visual
colour change, corresponding with increased size and redshift of PL emission. This regime
requires the gradual, consistent increase of input temperature beyond Tn. The reaction
may be halted in this regime when the desirable colour is obtained.
IV. Termination, Tt ≤ T
CIS QDs possess an optimal size, in which all precursors are completely consumed, and
their surfaces are optimally passivated with the DDT ligands. The optimal size corresponds
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Figure 3.6: Regimes of CIS QD Synthesis.
to a specific terminal temperature (Tt, approximately 150
◦C here), beyond which improp-
erly passivated, overly large QDs with poor solubility and incomplete surface passivation
are obtained. Higher temperatures may even decompose attached ligands and precipitate
them in reaction mixture, where they do not contribute to QD surface passivation [95].
Thermal runaway occurs beyond Tt, eventually sintering the QDs and decomposing them.
Fig. 3.6 illustrates the four synthesis regimes. Time is arbitrary; the onset temperature
of each regime is the most significant in determining QD growth. QD growth can complete
in under 10 minutes to over several days, contingent on rate of temperature increase.
Although the duration of the reaction does not determine the onset of each regime, the
speed of synthesis significantly affects the quality of the QD lattice, discussed later.
3.2.4 Optimal Sizing
The synthesis reaction is typically halted before reaching the terminal temperature,
curbing the size and emission of the QDs. As seen from the normalized emission presented
in Fig. 3.5(b), the emission curves obtained for QDs with emission between 650 and 800
nm are the most selective (80-140 min), showing the highest intensities. The best PL
intensity and PLQY were achieved for the dark-red QDs with emission peak at 700 nm,
corresponding to a growth time of 110 min after nucleation. Based on the quality of the
QDs’ optical properties, this was identified as the optimal size for QDs synthesized using
the stoichiometric ratio presented above. At this stage of growth, the QD size, precursor
consumption, and DDT ligand coverage of QD surface is near-optimal. The range of
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Figure 3.7: Ligand coverage and QD stabilization for QDs that are (a) too large, (b) too
small, and (c) optimal.
optimal QDs size varies with cationic stoichiometry.
Beyond the optimal size, the QDs emit in the infrared wavelength range. Although
they are still capable of emission, dispersion of these QDs in solvent results in a sabulous,
gritty solution in which they cannot stay suspended. The QDs grow too large for sufficient
surface passivation, resulting in QDs agglomerating and fusing together. This is due to two
reasons: i) complete consumption of DDT precursors, and ii) lack of surface sites for ligand
attachment. As QDs become larger, the different facets are exposed, and more facets with
fewer sites for ligand binding appear [129]. Increased addition of DDT precursors does not
resolve this issue, as the surfaces of the large QDs do not have sufficient binding sites, and
excess DDT would simply remain within the solution as an unwanted by-product of the
reaction. The QDs have poor stability and sub-par optical performance. The correlation
between QD size and ligand coverage is shown in Fig. 3.7.
QDs extracted at much shorter wavelengths become gelatinous when dispersed in sol-
vent. Beneath this optimal size, emissive QDs are obtained, but their intensity is much
smaller compared to the emission of optimally-sized QDs. This is consistently observed in
literature, in which CIS QDs with shorter peak emission wavelengths tend to be optically
inferior [121]. At sizes smaller than the optimal size, the passivation sites on the smaller
QD surfaces become saturated with bonded DDT, and excess DDT remains in the solution.
As well, the excess DDT cross-link with each other, other organic by-products, and ligands
attached to QDs, forming strong, insulating networks of bonded polymers, which trap the
QDs and decrease optical performance. The trapped QDs can be extracted by continuous
purification of the QD solution to break down the cross-linked DDT matrix, but this is
time-consuming, and presents the threat of stripping ligands from the surfaces of the QDs.
When QDs are grown to optimal size, the precursor DDT is adequately consumed,
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and the small amount of excess DDT and other unreacted by-products are easily removed
through purification. The surface traps become modified and reduce in concentration in
presence of sufficient thiol groups, resulting in good surface coverage. DDT optimization
is important for achieving high-quality core QDs. The quality of these QDs are affirmed
by their excellent optical performance.
3.2.4.1 Impact of QD Size on QD Films
Solutions containing non-optimally sized QDs form poor-quality films. In a synthesis
reaction that is halted before the QDs reach optimal size, the QDs are trapped in cross-
linked organic DDT matrices. This translates to a glossy film with poor solvent evaporation
due to solvent trapping by the DDT matrix. This makes application and manipulation
difficult; the QD films do not stabilize and are removed from the substrate easily. The
uniformity and smoothness of the films are very poor, as the long DDT molecules’ winding
nature make it difficult to control QD position on the substrate surface. Some areas have
large clusters of QDs intertwined in the DDT matrix, while other areas have insufficient
coverage, leaving the substrate bare. These films have poor conduction due to the insulating
DDT molecules, which provide large interdot separation.
QDs that are grown too large form cracked, discontinuous films with poor QD distri-
bution across the substrate. These large QDs have poor surface ligand coverage, and are
fused and agglomerated in solution. The poor solution dispersion leads to difficult control
over their film formation properties. Their poor surface properties result in the formation
of amorphous films with poor substrate coverage, leading to great risks of device shorting
in vertical architectures.
3.3 Effect of Temperature on CIS QD Growth
Reaction temperature, T-ramp profile, reaction time, precursor concentration and flow
rate, and surfactant content are the main synthesis parameters that affect the growth rate
and quality of the quantum dots. Among these, reaction temperature is particularly notable
contributing to the structural and optical properties of CIS QDs, as it determines kinetics
of precursor decomposition, core nucleation, and size distribution. High-T synthesis results
in faster growth of large QDs with narrow bandgaps, crystalline structures, narrow emission
peaks, and gradient composition [120]. However, undesirable reactions can also arise from
such processes, such as precipitation of decomposing ligands within the reaction mixture
[95]. It is critical to achieve careful control of temperature throughout the duration of QD
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synthesis. The low reaction temperature of this synthesis process is advantageous, as it
prevents undesirable reactions and unwanted precipitation of ligands [120].
From a purely kinetic view, sufficient thermal energy must be provided to trigger the
onset of each temperature regime, but the duration of each thermal regime is inconse-
quential. However, the duration of each regime has significant effect on the lattices, and
therefore the structural and optical properties of QDs. The temperature ramping profile,
which determines the duration of each regime, is highly significant in influencing the envi-
ronment of QD growth, and therefore, contributes to determining the growth rate, shape,
and quality of the QDs [153].
CIS QD synthesis was conducted under two temperature ramping schemes: abrupt and
gradient. In abrupt T-ramping, the initial temperature set point is intentionally positioned
beyond the nucleation temperature, directly to a value beyond the Ripening Regime (Tt <
T ), and halted before sintering. CIS QD synthesis completes more quickly using abrupt
temperature ramping, the higher the set temperature, the faster the growth.
In the gradient T-ramping scheme, the temperature is increased slowly, allowing a
duration of soaking at temperatures within each regime. The recipe presented in Section
3.2.2 uses gradient ramping. Although the specifics of duration is dependent on each
synthesis, this entails a first set point to the nucleation temperature, followed by a soak
duration until all precursors have decomposed and nucleation has occurred. Subsequently,
the temperature is slowly increased (5-10◦C increments for 5-10 min in this work) to allow
the QDs to slowly grow larger. The final temperature should not exceed the terminal
temperature. Fig. 3.8 shows two typical abrupt and gradient T-ramp profiles. It can be
seen that the gradient T-ramping scheme extends the synthesis time to nearly three times
the length of the abrupt T-ramping scheme.
The products of the two different ramping schemes show variation, as the temperature
ramping determines growth rate and QD shape and quality [153]. In abrupt T-ramping,
higher temperatures and faster growth speed combine to produce improperly formed, low-
quality CIS QDs with poorer lattices and less ligand passivation sites on their surfaces. The
abrupt scheme provides a large amount of thermal energy in a relatively short duration,
which does not allow sufficient time for the cations comprising the QD lattice to traverse
to optimal, energetically favourable positions in the lattice. Meanwhile, the slower growth
and more gradual thermal energy input of gradient T-ramping affords more opportunity
for cations to traverse to energetically favourable positions, as well as providing in-situ
annealing that results in lattices with fewer defects and better crystallinity. Ligand coverage
is also better on QDs grown using gradient T-ramping; the less defective surfaces provide
more passivation sites that allow greater ligand coverage.
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Figure 3.8: Abrupt and gradient temperature ramping profiles for CIS QD growth.
Both abrupt and gradient T-ramping pass through all of the QD formation regimes,
but this will occur so quickly in abrupt ramping, that it is nearly impossible to halt the
reaction at the desired optimal size, before the QDs reach the Termination Regime. The
gradient T-ramping scheme is more desirable, as slower synthesis allows more control over
the reaction, without overshoot of the desired QD size. If thermal runaway occurs, the
synthesis reaction can exit gradient T-ramping and enter abrupt T-ramping at any point
of the reaction. High temperatures decompose the QDs, resulting in destabilization and
agglomeration due to insufficient ligand coverage [67]. Temperature must be carefully
controlled to prevent overshooting the nucleation and terminal temperatures.
Photoluminescence emission and absorption spectroscopy were used to compare the
quality of the quantum dots produced using the abrupt and gradient temperature ramping
profiles. The absorption, PL, and decay lifetime of core CIS QDs synthesized using gradual
and abrupt T-ramps are shown in Fig. 3.9. Time-resolved spectroscopy was investigated
using a fluorescence spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments) with a pulsed LED of 375 nm
wavelength, 5 MHz repetition frequency, and 943.3 ps pulse width. The decay curves were
obtained by time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) method with a pulsed laser
(EPLED) used for excitation at a wavelength of 380 nm, with 5 MHz repetition frequency,
pulse width of 943.3 ps, 20 µw power, and 10 nm bandwidth. The decay data was fitted
to decay functions using fluorescence analysis software technology software (FAST, Ed-
inburgh Instrument), which allowed more than four decay constants to be obtained by
multi-exponential tail fitting analyses, ensuring that χ2 < 1.3. QD concentrations of 50
mg/mL and 4 mg/mL were used for PL/lifetime and absorption measurements, respec-
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Figure 3.9: (a) Absorption, PL, and (b) decay lifetime spectra of the CIS QDs synthesized
using abrupt and gradient T-ramps.
tively. Cu:In molar compositions of 1:2 were used for both, as the difference in QD quality
between abrupt and gradient T-ramping was not as apparent for the 1:1 stoichiometric ra-
tio; precursor stoichiometry will be further discussed in later sections. The PL of the core
QDs grown using gradient T-ramp showed almost 10-fold improvement compared to those
produced by abrupt T-ramp. The slow growth provides in-situ gradual annealing, allowing
for increased crystallinity, yielding core QDs with fewer vacancies and defect sites, and
more effective ligand coverage. The results indicate that the ramping rates have greater
impact than the final growth temperature, and are key in developing processes in the low-T
regime. Large Stokes shifts of 230 nm and 140 nm can be seen for the QDs grown using
gradient and abrupt T-ramps, respectively.
Photoluminescence quantum yield was obtained using an integrating sphere, with the
Edinburgh PL/FL system. PLQY of 5% was obtained for core CIS QDs grown with abrupt
T-ramp. Core CIS QDs with PLQY of 10% and improved lifetimes were obtained using
the gradient T-ramp. Therefore, gradient ramping was adapted as the primary method
of temperature ramping. The synthesized QDs remained stable when tested even after
several weeks. No significant change was observed in the stability of the QDs grown using
the two temperature ramp profiles.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of graded lattice of CIS core QDs. This schematic is illustrative;
the core contains sulfur, but to a less concentrated degree than the surface.
3.4 Cationic Stoichiometry
The two-cation system of the CIS QD core gives rise to its flexible and off-stoichiometric
lattice. Both Cu+ and In3+ are electron donors which form separate bonds with the
accepting S2− anion. Furthermore, DDT precursor serves as both sulfur and ligand source.
As the DDT ligand attaches onto the QD surface via its thiol group, CIS QDs tend to
have a greater S concentration on its surface. This leads to a graded structure shown in
the schematic in Fig. 3.10, with a more metallic core and greater concentration of sulfur
on the surface.
As the flexibility of the ternary CIS QD lattice accommodates significant off-stoichiometric
variations, the optical and electrical properties of the QDs can be tuned by changing the
stoichiometric ratio of Cu:In cations. Eq. 3.2 above showed the interplanar spacing to be a
function of unit cell parameters a and c, which are both impacted by the bonding lengths
between bonding species. Because of the difference between the lengths of Cu-S and In-S
bonds, changing their ratio induces changes to the lattice. The extent of lattice deforma-
tion can be quantized by two parameters: tetragonal strain (η) and anion displacement (u).
The tetragonal strain parameter describes the crystal distortion of the tetragonal lattice






Cell parameter a, corresponding to the shorter edge of the tetragonal lattice along the
x-axis, decreases as Cu:In ratio is increased. c (parallel to the z-axis), the “height” of
the tetragonal lattice, increases with Cu:In ratio; a and c are inversely affected by Cu
deficiency [149]. This can be understood from viewing the placement of Cu and In atoms
in Fig. 3.1. Increasing the Cu:In ratio induces excess Cu, which would become interstitials
at In sites. As Cu-S bonds are shorter than In-S, this produces a compressive strain that
elongates c and reduces a. Tetragonal strain approaches unity as Cu:In approaches 1:1,
and for Cu-excess stoichiometric ratios [149].
Equation 3.3 provides a quantitative calculation for anion displacement, u, which de-









RCuS and RInS give the lengths of Cu-S and In-S bonds, respectively. Anion displace-
ment is maximum (0.239) at Cu-deficient ratios, minimizing at Cu:In 1:1 and slightly
increasing with excess Cu [149]. Viewing Fig. 3.1, Cu deficiency results in In cations
inserted at Cu sites, replacing Cu-S bonds with longer In-S bonds that produce a tensile
strain and cause lattice deformation. Therefore, both Eq. 3.2 and 3.3 indicate that changes
in the Cu:In ratio contribute to deformations in the CIS chalcopyrite lattice [149].
The CIS QD recipe presented earlier utilizes a stoichiometric 1:1 Cu:In precursor ra-
tio. However, in the majority of this work, off-stoichiometric, Cu-deficient 1:2 ratios were
primarily used. In Cu-deficient CIS QDs, Cu vacancies and In interstitials are preferably
generated, producing radiative recombination pathways and improving the QD optical
quality [148]. Thus, Cu-deficient Cu:In molar ratios were studied to determine the ef-
fect on the synthesized QDs’ optical, electrical, and structural properties. The results are
presented in the following sections.
3.4.1 Copper Deficiency
Inducing copper deficiency in synthesis produces lattice deformations that affect the
optical properties of the resultant CIS QDs. In addition to lattice distortion, Cu-deficient
CIS QDs generates increased Cu vacancies and In-in-Cu site interstitials. As DAP states
form from 2V−Cu + In
2+
Cu pairs, Cu deficiency promotes the increased formation of radiative
recombination pathways [31][114][148][149]. For this reason, Cu-deficient stoichiometry are
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Figure 3.11: Optical characterization of synthesized CIS QDs: (a) PL emission and absorp-
tion measurements of CIS QDs synthesized with Cu-deficient ratios, and (b) comparison
of emission peak positions. (c) Lifetime measurements performed for CIS QDs synthesized
with different precursor ratios.
preferable for synthesis [146][147]. The use of Cu-deficient stoichiometry leads to improved
PLQY [149] and higher luminescence [154]. Cu deficiency corresponds to In-excess and In
occupation of M1 metal sites, which produces higher lifetimes and better photoluminescence
emission [154].
Cu deficiency is typically induced through addition of excess In precursors rather than
removal of Cu precursors; each excess In atom induces two Cu vacancies [154]. It is recom-
mended to use excess In while keeping Cu constant (i.e., 1 mmol:2 mmol Cu:In rather than
0.5 mmol:1 mmol), to ensure that there is sufficient input of In cations to occupy vacant
Cu sites. It has been shown that temperature has effect on stoichiometry [31], in which
the precursor composition may be kept constant while the reaction temperature is changed
to tune the lattice composition [155]. However, as the reaction is sensitive to changes in
temperature, stoichiometry tuning via precursor composition is the recommended method
for lattice tuning.
3.4.2 Blueshift Induced by Copper Deficiency
Fig. 3.11 shows the absorption, PL, and lifetime of the CIS core QDs synthesized using
various Cu:In molar ratios. QD concentrations of 50 mg/mL and 4 mg/mL were used for
PL/lifetime and absorption measurements, respectively. It can be seen that, of the 4 ratios
investigated (1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:6), a ratio of 1:2 Cu:In yielded quantum dots with the highest
PL intensity and lifetime; this is in close agreement with theory [31][74][148][154].
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It can also be seen in Fig. 3.11(a) that varying Cu:In composition at a fixed growth time
and temperature produces QDs with different emission peaks, indicating that the bandgaps
of the QDs are tunable via varying reactant composition. Inducing Cu deficiency via In
excess produces some blueshifting in CIS QDs and produces 4.5-6.5 nm QDs with emission
in the range of 650-750 nm. These results suggest that variation in Cu:In ratio can be
leveraged for tuning the bandgap and subsequent emission properties of CIS QDs. The
ratio of the Cu:In precursors does not necessarily correspond to the same ratio of Cu:In
atoms in the synthesized cores.
The blueshift of absorption and emission in CIS QDs, produced by Cu deficiency, is
noted in literature [31][149]. It stems from Cu deficiencies in CIS lattices, corresponding
with a decrease of orbitals originating from Cu, thus producing a weakened repulsion
between the Cu d orbital and S p orbitals. This subsequently causes lowering of the
acceptor states, a hybrid of Cu 3d and S 3p orbitals, leading to an overall wider “bandgap”
[78][146][148][152]. At the same time, In results in induction of more In-S bonds, which
stretch the lattice to widen the separation between conduction and valence bands [149].
Therefore, the energy between the radiative recombination states is increased, resulting
in emission of higher energy photons with shorter wavelengths. The production of larger
bandgaps, and subsequent blueshift through In-excess stoichiometry is a noted phenomenon
in other ternary chalcopyrite QD structures [154].
In the results shown in Fig. 3.11, the 1:2 ratio produces the highest-quality QDs,
despite having less Cu deficiency than 1:4 and 1:6 ratios. This is attributed to insufficient
DDT and over-deficiency of Cu in the 1:4 and 1:6 ratios. Due to the high molar mass of
In(Ac)3, indium-excess synthesis greatly increases the amount of solid precursors that must
be dissolved. In this study, the DDT volume was fixed at 5 mL, which was insufficient
to dissolve the more In-abundant ratios. In order to decrease the solid precursor mass,
synthesis was performed using lower molar masses of CuI and In(Ac)3 at the same relative
ratios (i.e., 0.25 mmol:1 mmol instead of 1 mmol:4 mmol), but the poor quality of the
resultant QDs indicated instability due to over-deficiency of Cu. Although small amounts
of Cu deficiency (such as 1:2 Cu:In) distorts the lattice to within acceptable bounds,
compositions with too little Cu weakens and collapses the lattice, making it thermally
unstable and prone to quenching [78]. Very Cu-deficient QDs show particular susceptibility
to thermal quenching compared to other ratios [78].
3.4.3 Anionic Precursor Variation
Throughout the investigation of temperature and cationic stoichiometry, the DDT was
kept at a constant volume of 5 mL. Synthesis conducted with lower DDT volumes of 1 mL
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and 3 mL produced lower-quality QD solutions with less uniformity, higher viscosity, and
organic debris. Thus, a minimum of 1 mmol each of CuI and In(Ac)3, and 5 mL of DDT,
must be used during synthesis for sufficient CIS quantum dot growth. Based on the results
of this study, the 1:2 Cu:In ratio produced with 5 mL DDT under gradient T-ramping,
was primarily used for ongoing core CIS QD synthesis and investigation.
3.5 Structural and Elemental Analysis of CIS QDs
Structure, size, and morphology of the synthesized QDs were studied by high resolu-
tion transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, ZeissLibra200MC). Transmission electron
microscopy, provided in Fig. 3.12, was used to visually investigate the structure, disper-
sity, and crystallinity of the synthesized CIS quantum dots. The core QDs appear quite
polydisperse. The spherical shape and crystalline structure of the QDs are visible in the
HRTEM image (top inset); from here, it can also be deduced that the CIS core QDs are
approximately 4 nm in size. Diffraction patterns (bottom inset) also demonstrate the
QDs to have good crystallinity. The TEM images shown here present QDs grown using
gradient temperature ramping. TEM images of CIS QDs grown using abrupt T-ramping
showed crystalline structures, but the gradient T-ramp structures had stronger diffraction
patterns, indicating that the crystal quality is improved to some degree.
Elemental analyses were performed using energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS;
Bruker Quantax) and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (Agilent 7700). El-
emental analysis of the CIS quantum dots was performed using EDS (Fig. 3.12(b)); Cu,
In, and S were detected in the core CIS samples. Inductively coupled plasma mass spec-
troscopy (ICP-MS) was performed on drop-cast QDs to study the effects of T-ramp profile
on stoichiometric ratio of QDs (Fig. 3.12(c)). A Cu:In:S ratio of 1:2:0.2 was detected
for the quantum dots synthesized via gradient temperature ramping, corresponding with
a core structure of CuIn3S0.4. The Cu:In:S ratio was 1:3:0.4 for the CIS QDs synthesized
using abrupt temperature ramping, corresponding more closely to a core composition of
CuIn2S0.2. It can be seen that neither are stoichiometrically exact, and Cu:In precursor
ratio does not solely determine the elemental composition of the core CIS QD [156]; the
T-ramp profile influences stoichiometry to some extent. This stoichiometric deviation from
the elemental ideal is attributed to the complicated lattice imperfections found within CIS
QDs, partially caused by distortion of their tetragonal lattices.
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Figure 3.12: (a) TEM images of the synthesized CIS QDs. Insets show QDs’ diffraction
pattern (bottom) and HRTEM image (top). (b) ICP-MS characterization of CIS QDs
grown using different temperature ramping profiles showing different stoichiometry. (c)
EDS of synthesized core CIS QDs.
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3.6 Conclusions
CIS quantum dots were synthesized at low temperatures using a one-pot process, dis-
playing high PL emission and a maximum PLQY of 10% through optimizing QD elemental
composition and growth temperature. Four regimes of colloidal CIS QD growth were iden-
tified, with their kinetics determined by the reaction temperature. The effects of temper-
ature during growth were systematically investigated, and found to have significant effect
on the surface passivation of resultant QDs. Gradient T-ramps with gradual temperature
increase during growth produced core CIS QDs with more ligand coverage and fewer de-
fects. It was determined that these ternary QDs show optimal properties at a specific size,
with the most complete ligand coverage, associated with the best colloidal stability and
film quality. The impact of cationic stoichiometry on CIS QD properties were investigated.
Precursor molar ratios of 1:2 for Cu:In resulted in the strongest efficiency of CIS QDs. The
improved quality of the CIS QDs are attributed to the preferential copper deficiency and
more efficient growth during a gradual temperature ramping schematic. Based on these
results, QDs synthesized with a molar ratio of 1:2 Cu:In, using a gradient ramping method
to gradually increase the temperature during growth, were applied to continued materials
investigation and device implementation.
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Chapter 4
Synthesis of Core/Shell CIS/ZnS
Quantum Dots
Although the synthesized core CIS QDs show advantageous optoelectronic properties,
their complicated ternary lattices and presence of non-radiative surface recombination
pathways lead to non-optimal behaviour. The extensive surfaces of CIS QDs are rid-
dled with traps and recombination states, which detract from radiative emission. The
complicated, dual-cationic lattices of QDs are inherently defective, leading to effective
emission at only one optimal size. These issues significantly impact the application of CIS
QDs in photovoltaic, photodetection, and light-emitting devices. Overcoating is a com-
mon methodology for engineering quantum dot properties, including bandgap adjustment
and surface passivation. Overcoating eliminates undesirable surface states by removing
dangling bonds and surface states [44][78][157], promoting radiative recombination [2][151]
and producing more desirable optical properties. Core/shell structures contribute to QD
coupling [3], which enhances the electronic behaviour of QD solids. Core/shell structures
allow control over carrier confinement, and improve the long-term air-stability of QDs.
For CIS QDs, overcoating with a ZnS shell improves PL emission, increases lifetime,
and promotes stability. ZnS is chemically stable and nontoxic [67], making it suitable
in this work. Therefore, a method for solution-based ZnS overcoating of CIS QDs was
developed, presented here. A controlled, drop-wise shell growth process was implemented to
achieve more flexibility in emission wavelengths. Parameters such as core quality, reaction
temperature, and overcoat precursor composition were explored to determine their impact
on CIS/ZnS growth. The following chapter presents the methodology for formation of
high-quality CIS/ZnS QDs.
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Figure 4.1: Zinc blende lattice of ZnS.
4.1 Overcoating of Stoichiometric ZnS Shell
ZnS is a wide-bandgapped semiconductor with a zinc blende lattice, as shown in Fig.
4.1. CIS and ZnS are fairly compatible, with a small lattice mismatch of 2-3% between
their similar chalcopyrite and zinc blende structures [65][67]. CIS/ZnS is categorized as a
Type I alignment, in which the band edges of the core is wrapped by the shell, confining
both electrons and holes. Type I configurations are conducive to QDs with high PLQY,
reducing exchange interactions and radiative recombination rates. ZnS shells passivate
surface defects on CIS QDs, eliminating undesirable non-radiative recombination pathways
and improving optical properties [31][65]. Zn-incorporated CIS QDs possess less surface
defects and show enhancement compared to core-only CIS QDs [78][157]. This section
presents a procedure for ZnS overcoating of CIS QDs. The impact of ZnS on the optical
properties of the QDs are investigated and mechanisms of passivation are proposed.
4.1.1 ZnS Overcoating Procedure
The overcoating procedure uses the same Schlenk line setup as the core CIS QD syn-
thesis in the previous chapter. CIS/ZnS core/shell QDs are created by incorporating a ZnS
precursor solution into pre-synthesized CIS QDs. To prepare the synthesized CIS cores for
overcoating, 4 mL of ODE and 1 mL of the concentrated, purified core CIS QD solution is
added to the reaction flask. Ambient purging is completed according to the core synthesis
procedure in the previous chapter, to remove unwanted oxygen and moisture. The temper-
ature of the solution is gradually raised to 150◦C, upon which the ZnS overcoat solution is
added drop-wise, at a rate of ≈1 drop per second. Overcoating begins immediately. The
same temperature is maintained throughout the reaction. As the reaction proceeds, the
solution begins to blueshift from the starting colour (red cores were primarily used in this
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work, as they show the most optimal structural and optical properties), to orange, yellow,
and down to green. Emission wavelengths smaller than green were not achieved, as the
core material is completely consumed. Like the core procedure, the reaction is halted via
water bath or injection of cold solvent when the desired QD emission colour is obtained
[31]. The process must be monitored carefully to ensure that it is terminated at the correct
wavelength. Upon completion of the growth, the core/shell CIS/ZnS QDs are subsequently
washed via centrifugation with ethanol, and re-dispersed in hexane.
The ZnS overcoat solution is prepared using 0.4 mmol (0.253 g) zinc stearate (Zn(SA)2),
0.4 mmol (0.0128 g) sulfur, 4 mL 1-octadecene (ODE), and 5 mL trioctylphosphine (TOP;
ligand). The overcoat solution is thoroughly mixed using ultrasonication for 90 minutes,
upon which the precursors are dissolved and the solution becomes a uniform, white, milky
solution. Up to 9 mL of the ZnS overcoat solution is produced. The entire volume does
not need to be used at once; the solution is stable for several weeks, and one bottle of
precursor can be used over multiple runs of overcoating. The Zn(SA)2:S ratio presented
here provides equal amounts of the cationic and anionic precursors (0.4:0.4 mmol, or, 1:1
ratio of Zn:S); other ratios will be further discussed in subsequent sections.
4.1.2 Blueshifting of CIS/ZnS Emission
The notable blueshifting emission of CIS/ZnS QDs deviates from other Type I core/shell
QDs, such as CIS/CdS, whose emissions redshift, corresponding to increased particle size
[152]. The cause of the blueshift has been attributed to four processes: i) zinc inter-
diffusion, ii) surface reconstruction, iii) surface cation exchange, and iv) core S consump-
tion. These factors mainly generate blueshifting by decreasing the size of the core QD;
however, some blueshifting is attributed to modification of primary recombination mecha-
nisms. The blueshifting in CIS/ZnS QDs is some combination of all four processes.
(i) Zinc Inter-diffusion
This mechanism proposes ionic Zn movement from the wider bandgapped ZnS (∼3.6
eV) shell to the smaller bandgapped CIS (∼1.5 eV bulk) core [156]. During the ZnS
overcoating, Zn2+ ions diffuse into the CIS core, removing Cu+ and In3+ ions [72][158],
physically reducing the size of the QD [152]. This decreased size impacts the electronic
band structure, resulting in blueshift [67][152][158]. Fig. 4.5 illustrates Zn inter-diffusion.
Zinc inter-diffusion is considered to be the dominant mechanism of blueshift in CIS/ZnS
QDs. In addition to decreased QD size, the blueshift induced by zinc inter-diffusion is also
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Figure 4.2: (a) Blueshifting caused by Zn2+ cation exchange with Cu+ or In3+ during the
overcoat process. (b) Schematic of CIS/ZnS structure; the core size becomes decreased
due to surface reconstructing from the ZnS.
attributed to improved recombination mechanisms. Zinc inter-diffusion fills copper vacan-
cies and removes indium interstitials, decreasing the donor states in DAP recombination,
which stems from internal defect states. This leads to more CB-to-VCu band-to-acceptor
recombination mechanisms, which produce more blueshifted emission due to the higher
energy of the transition [78].
(ii) Surface Reconstruction
Overcoating reconstructs the QD surface [67][158], disturbing the atomic arrangement
by removing organic DDT ligands and replacing them with inorganic ZnS. The more stable
composition of the ZnS compound removes surface states that contribute non-radiative
recombination pathways. This also serves to decrease the overall physical size of the QDs,
resulting in enhanced, blueshifted emission.
(iii) Surface Cation Exchange
This is a variation of the first phenomenon, in which Zn cation exchange specifically
occurs on the QD surfaces, removing surface Cu+ and In3+ cations and reducing the overall
QD size [65][158]. The surface-specific Zn inter-diffusion form alloyed Zn-CIS locally at the
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Figure 4.3: Formation of a graded Zn-CIS shell during ZnS overcoating of CIS.
CIS/ZnS interfaces, with a wider bandgap compared to CIS deeper in the core (Fig. 4.3)
[78]. The structure of the CIS/ZnS core/shell QD can be considered to have a more graded
CIS/ZCIS/ZnS composition, rather than distinct boundaries between the CIS core and
ZnS shell [31][74]. The production of the graded structure results in greater passivation.
(iv) Core S Consumption
During overcoating, S atoms from the core contribute to the construction of the shell
[31]. This results in a decreased QD size, which causes blueshift of emission. This phe-
nomenon will be further discussed in the subsequent section.
4.1.3 Sulfur Source
Unexpectedly, the elemental S contained in the ZnS precursor solution is not the main
source of S during ZnS shell growth. The sulfur primarily originates from the thiols com-
prising the core QDs’ DDT ligand, as well as the bulk of the core itself. The dominant
source of S is determined by method of temperature ramping during core growth, which
dictates DDT coverage. Fig. 4.4 conceptually illustrates the mechanism of ZnS shell
formation onto core CIS QDs grown using different T-ramping profiles.
QDs grown using gradient T-ramping have more crystalline lattices with better-passivated
surfaces abundantly covered by DDT ligands. In such QDs, the DDT ligands are the pri-
mary source of the S in the shell. Sulfur is stripped from the thiol terminal groups in the
DDT molecules, which become displaced when ZnS nucleate onto the QD surface. The
remainder of the organic ligand is not needed, and becomes discarded during purification.
In QDs grown using abrupt T-ramping, the fast growth process results in weak and
less-stable bonds in the core structure, with a low percentage of ligand coverage on the
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Figure 4.4: Conceptual mechanism of ZnS shell formation on core CIS QDs grown using
(a) abrupt and (b) gradient temperature ramp profiles.
surface. The ligands do not provide sufficient S for shell growth, and S must be drawn
from within the QD core as the dominant sulfur source. This process breaks Cu-S and
In-S bonds, which create defects that form non-radiative recombination pathways, leading
to low lifetime. Core/shell QDs synthesized from gradient T-ramped QDs are preferable.
4.1.4 Optical Tuning via Overcoating
The photoluminescence emission of synthesized, uncoated CIS quantum dots is shown
in Fig. 4.5, overlaid with the emission of the same quantum dots after briefly overcoating
with ZnS. It can be seen that there is a 10-fold improvement in the PL efficiency, as well
as a 160 nm peak position blueshift. Compared to core CIS, the synthesized CIS/ZnS QDs
have higher quantum yield and photostability.
It is known that the core CIS QD is only optimal within a small range of sizes, cor-
responding to specific emissions (typically red). Shorter emission wavelengths cannot be
effectively obtained in CIS core QDs, but the blueshifting associated with overcoating
provides CIS-based QDs with more emission flexibility. Due to the improved surface passi-
vation and more optimal lattices achieved through Zn-S bonds, the PL emission spectra of
CIS/ZnS QDs is narrower and more intense compared to the emission properties displayed
by core QDs. Thus, overcoating provides a method for tuning the fairly rigid emission of
CIS QDs beyond the “optimal” wavelength.
In order to observe the blueshifting of the CIS/ZnS structures being formed, aliquots
were extracted at 5 min and 10 min (after ≈60 min of growth, when the rate of blueshifting
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Figure 4.5: PL spectra of synthesized core CIS and CIS/ZnS QD overcoated with a stoi-
chiometrically balanced Zn:S ratio.
slowed) intervals. A 1 min wait-time was implemented between drop-wise addition of ZnS
solution and extraction of each aliquot, to ensure the overcoat material was sufficiently
incorporated into the solution. The corresponding emission and absorption spectra is
shown in Fig. 4.6; QD concentrations of 5 mg/mL and 1 mg/mL were used for emission
and absorption measurements, respectively.
Systematically tuned emissions over a wide range (544-650 nm) that extended to the
shorter wavelengths were observed with up to 10-fold increase in PL intensity. Brightly-
emitting orange, yellow, and green QDs were obtained (Fig. 4.6(a)). Emission of shorter
wavelengths were not possible; extending the overcoat reaction beyond this range com-
pletely consumed the CIS QD cores, leaving ZnS nanoparticles with their characteristic
broad emission in the blue wavelength range. The first extracted peak position (3.5 min)
showed a 150 nm shift compared to the CIS core (≈680 nm), and a PLQY up to 20% was
obtained. Notably, the peaks are sharper and narrower than obtained for even the best
core CIS QDs. Thus, ZnS shell growth advantageously allows a much higher degree of
emission tunability to be achieved.
4.1.5 Overcoat Injection
The rate of shell precursor injection is significant in controlling the core/shell quality.
Although more tedious, drop-wise precursor addition is preferred to high-volume, instan-
taneous addition. When the overcoat solution is added in a controlled rate (1 drop/s) as
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Figure 4.6: (a) Vials of CIS/ZnS QDs extracted at different growth times, and their cor-
responding (b) emission and (c) absorption spectra.
described previously, it is possible to extend the synthesis of core/shell QDs to shorter
wavelengths, as short as 544 nm. Compared to faster growth, the drop-wise methodology
maintains QD efficiency throughout the process [31].
Slow addition corresponds to slower growth that results in higher-quality shells; the
continuous thermal energy provided throughout the process contributes in-situ annealing,
which improves QD lattice crystallinity over extended duration. Instant, high-volume
addition promotes less crystalline growth, inducing interactions that cause the QD core to
resize too quickly, making it more difficult to halt the reaction at the desired time. As well,
QDs within the solution are overcoated (and therefore resized) at different rates, resulting
in significant polydispersity. Fig. 4.7 shows the effect of controlled addition of the overcoat
solution compared to uncontrolled (or quick) injection.
The PL intensity of the CIS/ZnS QDs produced using uncontrolled injection decreased
dramatically after a short growth period of 40 min, with a longer final wavelength than
core/shell QDs grown using the drop-wise method. The core was completely consumed
after 60 minutes, coinciding with total absence of PL emission intensity. In contrast, the
QDs produced using prolonged injection continued to blueshift in emission, and could be
extracted after 90 min, resulting in the shortest emission peak of 544 nm (left-most peak
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of controlled and quick ZnS precursor injection.
in Fig. 4.6(b)). Due to the better emission characteristics and control, subsequent studies
used drop-wise injection.
4.1.6 Temperature Dependence of Optical Properties
Temperature significantly determines the decomposition kinetics of the ZnS precur-
sor solution. Overcoating at higher temperatures promotes Zn inter-diffusion, improving
core/shell structures [31]. However, overcoating at overly high temperatures causes nucle-
ation of the shell precursors, leading to nonepitaxial shell growth [119]. Controlling the
overcoat temperature is important to ensure crystalline, monodisperse CIS/ZnS QDs.
To study the effect of shell growth temperature on the properties of core/shell QDs,
ZnS shells were grown onto core CIS QDs synthesized using gradient T-ramp. Overcoating
temperatures ranging from 70◦C to 160◦C were investigated; the same temperature was
maintained throughout the reaction. The Zn:S precursor molar ratio was kept constant at
8:1; precursor stoichiometry will be discussed in the next section. Fig. 4.8 presents the
lifetime of CIS/ZnS QDs grown at increasingly higher temperatures and extracted after a
fixed growth time (10 min). The concentration of QDs was kept constant at 10 mg/mL for
the measurements. The PL and lifetime of the obtained CIS/ZnS QDs were most optimal
at the two highest shell growth temperatures, 130◦C and 160◦C. Core/shell CIS/ZnS QDs
with PLQY of 20% was obtained at a maximum temperature of 160◦C.
Reaction temperatures higher than 100◦C allows better consumption and inter-diffusion
of Zn precursors during alloying and shell formation, resulting in good-quality core/shell
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Figure 4.8: Lifetime of the CIS/ZnS QDs produced at different shell growth temperatures.
structures. This is consistent with the findings of this study, in which the overcoating
temperatures equal to or lower than 100◦C showed lifetimes equivalent to the defective
core’s lifetime. The higher temperatures provide sufficient thermal energy to allow shell
crystallization kinetics to proceed. It should be noted that 130-160◦C is considered to be
in the low-T regime compared to most prior work on QD synthesis. These temperatures
are low enough that the overcoating reaction is not driven to complete too quickly, and
shell materials are afforded sufficient opportunity to traverse to energetically favourable
positions on the core surface. Prolonged precursor addition via the drop-wise method,
combined with maintenance of the reaction at the optimal growth temperature, results
in a longer synthesis duration that yields tunability and higher-quality core/shell QDs.
Based on the findings of this study, overcoating temperatures between the optimal range
of 130-160◦C (mainly 150◦C) was used in subsequent study of CIS/ZnS QDs.
4.2 ZnS Precursor Stoichiometry
Precursor composition is significant in determining the structural, and subsequent op-
toelectronic properties of quantum dots. This was observed previously for the core CIS
QDs, in which varying Cu:In ratios had profound effect on the optical behaviour of the
QDs. Likewise, the optical properties of core/shell CIS QDs also have dependence on the
Zn:S precursor ratios.
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Overcoat solutions with different Zn:S composition ratios were investigated for shell
growth, and various composition ratios of Zn:S precursors were investigated to deter-
mine the optimal recipe for the ZnS overcoat solution. The procedure described above
presents overcoating using a strochiometrically balanced Zn(SA2):S ratio (0.4 mmol:0.4
mmol, herein referred to as 1:1). Based on this 1:1 ratio, the zinc stearate and sulfur pre-
cursors were subsequently doubled, quadrupled, and octupled, while keeping the other solid
precursor constant at 0.4 mmol. The TOP and ODE precursors were also kept constant.
Sulfur-excess (0.4 mmol:0.8 mmol, i.e., 1:2 Zn:S molar ratio or greater) or zinc-excess (0.8
mmol:0.4 mmol, i.e., 2:1 Zn:S or greater) solutions were appropriately prepared by multi-
plying the molar masses of the sulfur or zinc stearate as required. Increasing the amount of
zinc stearate notably results in a more opaque, viscous precursor solution, while S-excess
precursor solutions do not appear visually different from the 1:1 ratio. As with varying
Cu:In ratio, the ratio of Zn:S precursor do not necessarily correspond to the elemental
composition of Zn:S atoms in the shell.
It was established that the T-ramping used for core preparation significantly affected the
results of overcoating. In QDs produced through gradient T-ramping, which have higher
surface ligand coverage, the displaced ligands are the primary source of sulfur. For abrupt
T-ramped QDs, the sulfur must be provided from the core; as a result, these core/shell QDs
are more defective and unstable. Although elemental sulfur in the ZnS precursor solution
is not a significant source of sulfur, S-excess precursor stoichiometries were nevertheless
examined to determine anionic precursor variation on core/shell structures. This section
investigates the effect of precursor stoichiometry on core/shell QD structures. The ZnS
overcoating of abrupt and gradient T-ramped, Cu-deficient core CIS QDs were studied
separately, and presented in their respective subsections.
4.2.1 Core QDs Grown with Abrupt T-Ramps
Core CIS QDs with a 1:2 Cu:In ratio were synthesized using abrupt T-ramping, then
overcoated with different Zn:S ratios. Fig. 4.9, shows the absorption, PL intensity, and
lifetime of core/shell QDs with Zn-excess Zn:S precursor ratios. QD concentrations of 10
mg/mL and 4 mg/mL were used for PL/lifetime and absorption measurements, respec-
tively. All other parameters, including overcoat time and temperature, were kept constant.
The length of each overcoating process was adjusted to keep the emission wavelength fairly
constant across different ratios.
Core CIS QDs have a proclivity for dual-peak emission, attributed to lattice defects and
polydispersity. This is particularly prevalent in abrupt T-ramped QDs, which are grown
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Figure 4.9: Abrupt T-ramped CIS QDs overcoated using various Zn:S ratios optically eval-
uated using (a) PL and UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy and (b) lifetime measurements.
The labeled Zn:S ratios indicate the added Zn:S precursors, not the stoichiometric compo-
sition of the shell.
quickly at high temperatures. In Fig. 4.9(a), the core QD shows a visible dual-peak at
650 and 720 nm. For all Zn-excess ratios, upon overcoating, the intensity of the core’s
primary 650 nm emission peak greatly increased and slightly blueshifted, attributed to Zn
inter-diffusion. The secondary peak at 720 nm neither blueshifted nor increased, instead
tapering as a weak shoulder. As the appearance of the 720 nm peak is associated with the
inhomogeneity of QDs and defect sites arising from the small CIS cores, its disappearance
after overcoating is indicative of core passivation.
In ratios with excess Zn, there is greater inter-diffusion of Zn to the core. This is
poignant for abrupt QDs, as the process of overcoating draws sulfur from its bulk, resulting
in a weakened lattice. Greater Zn diffusion aids in stabilization of these S-depleted cores.
Additionally, as proposed above, the inter-diffusion of Zn shifts the dominant recombination
mechanism from defect-dependent DAP to CB-to-VCu, which more closely resembles band-
to-band mechanism. Optical properties are enhanced as a result.
To further explore the effect of Zn:S compositional ratio on the quality of CIS/ZnS
structures, S-excess shell precursors were utilized for overcoating. The addition of excess
S produced some improvement in PL, but to a lesser extent compared to excess Zn. For
lower Zn:S (S-rich, Zn-deficient) ratios, the lifetime of the QDs remained unchanged. As
the elemental S in the ZnS precursor is not a significant source of sulfur for the shell, it is
unsurprising that its inclusion excess does not have a meaningful impact on QD properties.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of (a) PL intensity and (b) decay lifetime of CIS/ZnS QDs grown
using shell overcoat solutions with different Zn:S molar ratios.
The complete PL and lifetime data are shown in Fig. 4.10, respectively, for solutions with
S-excess and Zn-excess precursors.
The two recombination pathways that contribute to the PL decay lifetime of CIS QDs
also guide the emission properties of core/shell CIS/ZnS QDs. Table 4.1 presents lifetime
components extracted from multi-exponential fitting analyses for core/shell CIS/ZnS QDs
produced using various Zn- and S-excess ratios. Here, β represents the pre-exponential
factor, τ represents the decay lifetime component in ns, and χ2 is defined as the fit quality
factor, which should fall below 1.3. Short-lived lifetime components (τ1 , τ2), in the range of
few tens of nanoseconds, are associated with surface trap states; the long-lived component
(τ3) in the range of hundreds of nanoseconds, is associated with internal defects. Lifetime
values for core CIS QDs are also given for comparison. Lifetime was increased from 84.33
ns for the core CIS QDs, to 246 ns for the best quality core/shell QDs. The results also
illustrate that when S-excess precursors are used for shell growth, the excitons with short-
lived emission in the range of few tens of nanoseconds (∼15.93 ns) dominate the PL.
The best lifetimes were achieved by overcoating core QDs with Zn-excess precursors.
In this case, the excitons with long-lived emissions in the range of hundreds of ns (∼246
ns) are dominant, specifically at an optimal Zn:S ratio of 8:1, enhancing both PL and
lifetime. Zinc-excess shells reduce the contribution from the fast decay and results in
close to single-exponential decay. As conceptually presented in the previous chapter, in
core/shell CIS/ZnS QDs, surface trap states are eliminated through surface passivation.
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Table 4.1: Decay lifetime components for CIS and CIS/ZnS QDs.
Sample B1 τ1 B2 τ2 B3 τ3 〈τ〉 χ2
CIS core 207.80 2.85 780.29 16.41 1050.6 84.33 75.33 1.01
CIS/ZnS 2:1 853.99 2.81 690.43 11.39 212.35 167.91 132.47 1.07
CIS/ZnS 4:1 328.36 1.75 353.12 10.97 829.60 157.9 153.04 1.06
CIS/ZnS 8:1 635.41 43.94 1058.5 246.0 226.43 1.04
CIS/ZnS 1:2 614.43 2.69 844.23 13.62 747.18 65.34 54.07 1.01
CIS/ZnS 1:4 637.63 2.79 853.58 15.93 637.80 75.14 60.39 0.98
CIS/ZnS 1:8 643.62 2.9 963.45 14.94 614.84 64.59 49.76 1.00
As a result, relaxation via the slower internal defects channel becomes dominant, and
radiative emission dominates. Through overcoating, CIS-based QDs can show even longer
lifetimes than CdSe-based QDs [41]. PLQY of 12.5%, 17.98%, and 19.89% were obtained
for the CIS/ZnS QDs with Zn:S ratio of 2:1, 4:1, and 8:1, respectively. QD solutions with a
concentration of 0.2 mg/mL were used for the PLQY measurements. The results indicate
that core/shell QDs with enhanced optical quality were achieved at higher Zn:S ratios.
Notably, the lifetime of the CIS/ZnS QDs overcoated with S-excess precursor ratios
are low, failing to match even the lifetime of the core CIS QDs. Compared to Zn-excess
solutions, fewer Zn atoms are provided to diffuse and passivate the shell during growth. Si-
multaneously, in abrupt T-ramped QDs, the core is stripped of S to provide material for the
shell, weakening the core. The excess S in the ZnS solution do not significantly contribute
to the shell, and the improvement to QDs is no different than the use of the stoichiometric
1:1 ratio. In Zn-deficient core/shell QDs, blueshifting through core S consumption is more
dominant than in other CIS/ZnS configurations.
The improvement in PL intensity and lifetime following Zn-excess overcoating is at-
tributed to zinc passivation, discussed above. The possible formation of a Zn-CIS alloy,
discussed above, produce either a Zn-CIS/ZnS core/shell structure or a graded CIS/Zn-
CIS/ZnS core/multiple shell structure, both with lower lattice mismatch than the already
well-matched CIS/ZnS. However, excess zinc may impede the quality of the core/shell
quantum dots by over-passivation. There may be reduced PL intensity through eliminat-
ing necessary non-radiative recombination processes for emission [118]. It can be seen that
the quantum dots produced using 8:1 Zn:S are lower in PL intensity than QDs with a
4:1 ZnS overcoat. There is a diminishing return on CIS/ZnS QD quality as Zn precursor
ratio is increased; the improvement in QD quality from 4:1 to 8:1 Zn:S is not as significant
as improvement between 2:1 and 4:1. In fact, over-excess of Zn precursors do not even
contribute to the overcoat, and contaminate the QD solution as an unreacted by-product.
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Thus, although Zn-excess ZnS overcoats can be considered to improve the optical properties
of CIS QDs, oversaturation of Zn is undesirable.
4.2.2 Core QDs Grown with Gradient T-Ramps
Core/shell QDs were synthesized from core CIS QDs with a 1:2 Cu:In ratio, grown using
gradient temperature ramping. The slow growth rate and gradual annealing during core
growth produced stable core QDs with stronger bonds and more surface passivation sites.
Overcoating of gradient T-ramped QDs primarily obtains S from surface DDT ligands,
rather than the core (see Fig. 4.4(b)). Therefore, the core is not destabilized by S-
extraction during overcoating.
The gradient T-ramped core/shell CIS/ZnS QDs showed strong absorption and PL
even when ZnS precursor solutions with lower Zn:S ratios (1:1 or 2:1) were used (Fig.
4.11(a)). With Zn-excess precursors, long-lived emissions were also observed as shown in
Fig. 4.11(b). At higher Zn:S molar ratios (8:1) Zn inter-diffuses into the core, replacing Cu
or In cations, resulting in ZCIS/ZnS or CIS/ZCIS/ZnS structures with stronger bonds and
improved lifetime. With a QD concentration of 0.2 mg/m, PLQY of 18.05%, 17.84%, and
20% were obtained for the CIS/ZnS QDs with Zn:S ratios of 1:1, 2:1, and 8:1, respectively.
These relatively similar values indicate that the optical quality of the resulting core/shell
CIS/ZnS QDs is high, and less dependent on the Zn:S ratios.
In abrupt T-ramped QDs, excess Zn atoms are required to fill vacancies induced by
core S-consumption. The simultaneous surface and core passivation, from the ZnS shell
and Zn2+ diffusion, respectively, results in improving the PL emission and lifetime of
the core/shell QDs. As the cores of gradient T-ramped QDs are not destabilized during
overcoating, there is no need for excess Zn. Therefore, strong PL is obtained even with
lower Zn:S ratios (1:1 or 2:1) in the overcoat solution (Fig. 4.11(a)). Compared to the
abrupt T-ramped QDs, higher excess of zinc do not yield more significant improvements
than balanced ratios.
Varying the Zn:S precursor ratio in the ZnS precursor solution has profound effect on
core QDs that show defects and nonidealities. High Zn:S ratios result in QDs with improved
PL and lifetime, due to the increased contribution of lattice-stabilizing Zn [31]. However,
beyond certain concentrations, excess Zn does not contribute to QD improvement, as the
QD lattice cannot accommodate more Zn inter-diffusion. The excess Zn simply remains
in solution and is wastefully removed during purification. Although overcoating benefits
the optical properties of all QDs by eliminating non-radiative pathways, zinc-excess ratios
produce fewer benefits for more stable core QDs. Excess elemental S does not notably
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Figure 4.11: (a) Absorption and photoluminescence emission, and (b) PL decay spectra of
CIS/ZnS QDs grown with Zn-excess shell overcoat solutions. The core QDs were grown
using gradient T-ramp profile.
improve the optical properties of the QD, as it does not serve as a primary source of S for
the shell.
4.3 Compositional Analysis of CIS/ZnS QDs
Fig. 4.12(a), top, shows EDS analysis of the synthesized CIS/ZnS QDs, in which Zn
was detected in addition to Cu, In, and S. The EDS measurements for the synthesized
core CIS quantum dots are also shown for comparison. Elemental mapping (bottom) was
also performed on the synthesized CIS/ZnS QDs, detecting the presence of elemental Cu,
In, Zn, and S corresponding to the EDS results. Thus, elemental analysis confirmed the
incorporation of zinc and production of CIS/ZnS QDs.
TEM and HRTEM were used to observe the structure, crystallinity, dispersity, and
size of the synthesized CIS/ZnS quantum dots. The TEM image presented in Fig. 4.12
shows that the synthesized CIS/ZnS quantum dots are spherical in shape and display
monodispersity. The top inset shows an HRTEM image of the synthesized CIS/ZnS QDs,
which are crystalline, and approximately 2.5 nm in size. The bottom inset shows diffraction
patterns, presenting the crystallinity of the QDs. The CIS/ZnS QDs are smaller compared
to CIS QDs, corroborating Zn-induced core size decrease.
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Figure 4.12: Structural/elemental characterization of CIS QDs. (a) Elemental charac-
terization of synthesized CIS/ZnS quantum dots via EDS and elemental mapping. The
Cu content of the elemental mapped QDs is high due to the copper TEM substrate. (b)
HRTEM image of synthesized CIS/ZnS QDs. Top inset shows close-up of the core/shell
QD. Bottom inset shows diffraction patterns.
4.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, CIS/ZnS QDs were produced via ZnS overcoating, resulting in improve-
ments to the PL, PLQY, and lifetime of the original core CIS QDs. CIS/ZnS QDs achieving
20% photoluminescence quantum yield and long-lived emissions in the 85-246 ns range were
obtained. The main mechanisms proposed for the observed improvements are elimination
of competing non-radiative surface pathways through surface passivation and core stabi-
lization via Zn inter-diffusion. Implementing a drop-wise addition of the ZnS precursor
led to prolonged QD extraction that yielded shorter emission wavelengths, allowing more
tunability in QD emission compared to core QDs. Several theories were proposed to ex-
plain the characteristic blueshifting of CIS QD emission following ZnS overcoating. In
differentiating the ZnS growth onto abrupt and gradient T-ramped core QDs, a concep-
tual mechanism involving S consumption from the core and ligands for the shell formation
was presented. Different Zn:S precursor ratios were investigated, and it was found that
generally, using higher amounts of Zn(SA)2 produced better QDs due to Zn passivation of
the core. A precursor ratio of 4:1 Zn:S produced CIS/ZnS QDs with the best PL, while
8:1 produced abrupt T-ramped QDs with the best lifetime. The use of Zn-excess precur-
sor solutions produced particularly pronounced improvement for QDs synthesized using
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abrupt T-ramping, as it aided in repairing the more defective lattices. It was determined
that over-excess of zinc precursors did not improve QD quality, as the zinc surplus did
not contribute to overcoating or passivation. It was found that gradient T-ramped QDs
are preferential for use in overcoating, as the formation of the shell does not disrupt the
core structure, and off-stoichiometric precursor ratios do not need to be used. Overall,
core/shell, Zn-passivated QDs with efficient emission covering a wider range of the visible
spectra were produced with good control under the low-T regime. The results of this work
are significant for scaled-up, high volume commercial QD production for light emission and
management applications. The findings in this chapter were applied to tune and stabilize
the optical properties of the as-synthesized core CIS QDs in this work.
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Chapter 5
Ligand Functionalization of CIS QDs
Chapter 3 describes the one-pot, low-temperature synthesis of CIS QDs with long, 1-
dodecanethiol ligands. The use of DDT is important during the CIS QD synthesis phase,
given its multiple roles as solvent, stabilizer, sulfur and ligand precursor, which make it
possible to complete the synthesis in a non-injection and one-pot manner. The length of
the DDT is key to controlling the dispersion of the QDs in solution. However, while the
QDs produced from this process show promising optical characteristics, the DDT ligands
pose obstacles to device implementation.
Many QD-based devices utilize metal oxide/QD heterojunctions. Record-achieving QD-
based solar cells have primarily been implemented using metal oxide/QD heterojunctions,
specifically ZnO/PbS QDs [125]. Unfortunately, the apolarity and length of DDT ligands
hinder adhesion to ZnO, making assembly and binding of QD films onto ZnO surfaces
difficult. This leads to the production of non-continuous interfaces, causing shorting in
large-area devices. Electron transport through DDT-ligated QDs is poor, resulting in
subpar device performance. Therefore, DDT is not conducive to forming high-quality QD
solids for well-matched metal oxide/QD interfaces in devices. The TOP-ligated core/shell
CIS/ZnS QDs present the same issues, as well as additional challenges related to carrier
confinement.
Surface treatment and ligand exchange are commonplace for QDs, as the ligand re-
quirements during synthesis and application are vastly different. QD surfaces are riddled
with traps and imperfections, leading to mid-gap trap states that promote non-radiative
recombination pathways, which compete with radiative recombination [3]. Efficient surface
passivation and sufficient ligand attachment is key to removing trap states and improving
QDs optical properties. In addition to improving the intrinsic properties of the QD itself,
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ligand exchange modifies QD surfaces to make them better-suited for film formation. Tai-
lored surface passivation can significantly improve QD arrangements, forming high-quality
QD solids. In functionalization of QDs for photovoltaic and photodetector applications,
long lifetime and high mobility should be targeted to reduce recombination and improve
interfacial transport between layers of the device.
This chapter presents the functionalization of CIS QDs via a solution-based ligand
exchange method. The MPA ligand was chosen due to its compatibility with ZnO interface
formation and similarity to DDT, which are conducive to a successful ligand transport
process. The totality of the ligand exchange and the optical properties of the QDs were
studied by FTIR, PL, and absorption analyses. AFM was employed to investigate the
quality of CIS QD films. Simple planar diodes with ZnO/CIS QD heterojunctions were
fabricated using both DDT-ligated and MPA-exchanged CIS QDs. The resultant I-V
characteristics demonstrate the necessity of ligand exchange for devices
5.1 Ligand Contribution to QD Behaviour
For QDs, ligands are typically nucleophilic hydrocarbon species that attach onto an
electrophilic metal site [3]. As the surface-to-bulk ratio is so high in QDs, the surface
contributes significantly to structural and optical characteristics. The atoms, molecules,
and ions present on the QD surface effectively control the electron affinity of the entire
structure [3]. Ligands dictate QD interactions with surroundings, stabilize QDs from pre-
cipitation, and passivate the dangling bonds and imperfections abundant on QD surfaces
[3][104]. Ligands also dictate interfacial properties between QDs and other materials. They
are significant to carrier transport, and can even control the effective bandgap of a QD
with respect to adjacent materials [5][16].
5.1.1 Interdot Transport
Although some device researchers have moved toward directly growing QDs onto sub-
strates (via CBD, SILAR, etc.), colloidal QDs are advantageous, providing more control
over QD properties during synthesis [115][116]. For films formed from colloidal QDs, sur-
face ligands significantly dictate electronic, excitonic, and thermal transport through the
QD solid [3]. In addition to directing the QD arrangement, carriers traverse between QDs
via their ligands, leading ligands to directly participate in transport. In organic ligands,
the mode of carrier transport through QD solids is via tunnelling. Carriers are transported
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out of each QD and onto the next QD via a series of tunnelling events, “hopping” between
QDs. The rate of tunnelling is given as Equation 5.1 [3]:
Γ ∼ exp[(−2m*∆E/~2)1/2∆x] (5.1)
Here, m* is effective mass of electrons, ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and ∆E and
∆x are the height and width of the tunnel barrier, respectively.
For QD solids, ∆E and ∆x are defined by ligands [3][159]. Decreasing width and height
through reducing ligand length (and therefore QD separation) increases the rate of tun-
nelling, resulting in better conduction between adjacent QDs in the film. Long, inorganic
ligands provide significant barriers, which block interparticle transport [50]. Notably, the
relationship between ligand length (number of hydrocarbon groups) and electron trans-
port is not linear, as longer ligands bend and curl to bring the QDs closer to the substrate
surface [160]. However, the unpredictable placement and poor uniformity resulting from
these contortions mitigate any small reductions in tunnelling barrier.
Efficient carrier transport is crucial for PV and detector devices, in which electron-
hole pairs are generated in the QD film absorber. In QD devices, charge transfer rates
improve as distance is decreased, such as in shorter ligands [161]. Additionally, carrier
mobility tends to be higher for shorter ligands, increasing transport and collection [5]. The
QD/ligand and ZnO/ligand interfaces must also be considered in addition to the ZnO/QD
interface [160]. The terminal end groups (-COOH and S for DDT) are chemically attached
to the QD and ZnO surfaces they are attached to, leading to strong electronic coupling
[160]. The center of the ligand molecule is not bound, and therefore weakly coupled. In
shorter ligands, the electronic states of the QD/ligand and ZnO/ligand interfaces strongly
overlap, resulting in good coupling throughout the ligand [160]. However, in longer ligands,
there is less overlap of the electronic states, causing more resistance to electron flow [160].
Fig. 5.2 illustrates the differences in ligand coupling between long and short ligands.
In the as-synthesized CIS QDs, Cu+, In3+ cations interact with the nucleophilic ligands,
forming bonds with the S2− anions in the DDT thiol groups [3], while the hydroxyl groups
maintain QD stability in non-polar solvents. Thiols are particularly advantageous for
ligand utility, as they bind strongly to QDs due to their crystal-bound state, and the sulfur
atom incorporates as part of the QD surface [162]. The electronic coupling between the
QD surface and the DDT thiol functional group is very strong.
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Figure 5.1: Differences in electronic coupling between short and long ligands.
5.1.2 Metal Oxide/QD Interfaces
Metal oxide/QD junctions constitute an important part of many QD-based device struc-
tures [163][164]. Due to its good stability, conductivity, transparency, and electron trans-
port, ZnO is a metal oxide that is frequently employed as an electron transport layer in
LED and PV devices, especially for devices based on QDs [131][165][166][167][168]. ZnO
exhibits compatible band alignment with core/shell CIS QDs [169][170]; dense conformal
ZnO films have a wide bandgap that shows good alignment with CIS, which promotes elec-
tron transport. The offset of ZnO’s CB pairs with the CIS’s shallow CB to readily accept
electrons, while its VB is located far beneath the VB and acceptor DAP states near the VB
of CIS QDs’s relatively shallow bandgap, preventing hole transport [11][169][170]. ZnO/QD
heterojunctions have formed the majority of record-setting QD-based photovoltaics. Thus,
ZnO/CIS QD heterojunctions were utilized in this work. The development of the ZnO thin
films will be described later in this thesis.
Due to ZnO’s hydrophilicity, long, non-polar DDT ligands hinder electron transport,
surface adhesion, and uniform film formation, posing challenges for device integration
[162]. The apolarity of DDT ligands result in poor adhesion and wettability to metal
oxides, producing discontinuous QD films with agglomeration. Ligand length also signifi-
cantly affects QD distance and ordered assembly, determining carrier mobility in QD films
[18][24][50][162][171]. Although the length of DDT makes it advantageous for stabilizing
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of MPA and DDT at ZnO interface.
QDs and controlling growth during synthesis [172], it provides significant barrier to elec-
tron transport. As discussed previously, longer ligands suffer from poor coupling. Hence,
the long, 12-carbon chain of the DDT molecule in CIS QDs produce longer electron path-
ways and weaker coupling throughout its length, resulting in increased electron trapping
and recombination compared to shorter molecules. Furthermore, the flexibility of the long
DDT ligand make formation of uniform, periodic QD solids nearly impossible. Apolarity
and length are the two primary reasons devices cannot be formed from DDT-ligated QDs.
In contrast to DDT, 3-mercaptopropionic acid is a short, hydrophilic ligand with a thiol
functional group. The use of these polar, bifunctional ligands were found to improve the
binding and interparticle electron transfer between CdSe QDs and ZnO [32][36][48][171][173].
MPA is a suitable replacement ligand for DDT; it possesses a thiol terminal group that
bonds to QD surfaces similarly to DDT, but its shorter 3-hydrocarbon chain reduces the
barrier to tunnelling. Due to enhanced binding, MPA ligands promote good interparti-
cle electron transfer between QDs and ZnO thin film surfaces [173]. The carboxylic acid
functional group in MPA promotes adhesion to ZnO thin film surfaces due to electrostatic
repulsion [117], allowing better surface assembly and higher QD loading onto a substrate
[56]. Compared to longer ligands, shorter MPA ligands reduce interdot separation, promot-
ing faster band-like charge transport [32] instead of lower-mobility hopping transport [32],
resulting in improved carrier conduction [24]. The short, strongly-coupled MPA-ligated
QDs pack more closely, leading to higher QD loading [56]. Therefore, a continuous inter-
face with higher density of QDs forms between ZnO films and MPA-ligated CIS QDs. Fig.
5.2 illustrates a comparison of DDT and MPA-ligated QD attachment onto ZnO film.
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5.2 Ligand Exchange
The properties of ligands that are advantageous for maintaining QD dispersion are
not conducive for film formation. Therefore, the as-synthesized DDT ligands must be
expunged. It is possible to partially remove ligands through mechanical methods such as
washing, filtering, and sintering, but it is very difficult to completely remove all ligands
from a QD [105]. Furthermore, since ligands play an important role in QD passivation
and stabilization, total removal is undesirable, creating unwanted dangling bonds and
surface traps which lead to QD agglomeration [94], uncontrollable sintering, and instability
in solution. These disadvantageous properties lead to formation of poor QD films with
insufficient adhesion to ZnO. Complete removal of the ligand also exposes the metalloid
cores, leading to leakage and destabilization.
Aqueous QD synthesis, such as in water, have been attempted to imbue as-synthesized
QDs with desirable ligands for device application. However, these have produced devices
and solar cells with poor performance and low PCE [97]. Long ligands are essential to
QD solvent stability during synthesis. Since QD synthesis with MPA ligands requires
more complex aqueous environments, it is preferable to synthesize the CIS QDs with DDT
ligands, followed by a post-synthesis ligand exchange process prior to device integration.
Ligand attachment is a matter of attraction between electron-deficient cations and
electron-rich anions, encouraging bond formation. As-synthesized attached ligands can
be removed with the introduction of a molecule with a stronger proclivity for surface
binding [3]. In ideal ligand exchange conditions, the new ligand molecule should have
stronger binding than the original ligand. Following ligand exchange, it is common to
see a reduction in absorption and PL emission intensity. Ligand exchange performs some
surface modification, which alters optical properties, as well as producing additional surface
non-radiative recombination states. Trap states at the air/solid interface of the QD solid
become more abundant, capturing carriers more quickly [50]. Therefore, the benefits of
ligand exchange must be considered against the emergence of undesirable properties.
CQD ligand exchange is performed using two methods: liquid-phase or solid-phase.
Liquid-phase ligand exchange is accomplished via phase separation of solvents with differ-
ent polarities. In this process, the QDs are kept in solution, and an additional solution
containing the desired replacement is added. If the surface binding of the new ligand is
stronger, the old ligand will be removed, with the new ligand attaching to the passivation
sites. The old ligand is removed with the supernatant during purification. Solid-phase
ligand exchange entails formation of a QD solid, then “ligand dosing” the film (spreading
the ligand solution onto the QD solid, or dipping the solid into the ligand) [19]. QDs with
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the initial ligand are applied as a film onto the substrate, then immersed into a solution
containing the desired ligand replacement. The solution containing the new ligand propa-
gates through the QD solid bulk, replacing old ligands and attaching onto the passivation
sites. The detached ligands are removed during purification.
The main advantage of liquid-phase ligand exchange is thoroughness, as the entire
surface of each QD is accessible during this process. For solid-phase ligand exchange,
the QDs have already immobilized onto the substrate, and some facets are not accessible
[106]. The solution-based exchange allows better control over surface balance charges,
and can access the entire QD to eliminate undesirable midgap states more effectively
[106]. However, if it is desirable to limit the ligand reattachment, solid-phase exchange
is advantageous as the ligands have less access to the substrate-affixed QDs [174].
As QD solids are difficult or impossible to re-disperse in solution after forming film,
the QD film and substrates must be in their final arrangement prior to solid-phase ligand
exchange. It is detrimental to device performance if the ligand solution contains solvents
that are harmful to any other materials in the device. Furthermore, thicker QD films require
longer duration of ligand exchange, and the ligand solution cannot permeate through very
thick layers of QDs. This can be circumvented with more steps of QD film formation and
solid-phase exchange, which requires more time and interaction [107]. Therefore, liquid-
phase ligand exchange is relatively less time consuming. Although QD pellets are readily
re-dispersed in solvent, ligand exchange is not performed on QD pellets due to their density,
which prevents ligand solution permeation.
Ligand exchange is typically performed to replace long ligands with shorter ligands. As
long ligands are better for colloidal stability, the exchange to shorter ligands can cause QD
aggregation in solution. This poses some difficulties during subsequent film formation, as
the QDs may not be well-stabilized in solvent. In this situation, solid-phase ligand exchange
is more advantageous, as it circumvents issues with short-ligand QD colloidal instability
[3]. However, solid state exchange is not entirely absolved from poor film formation, as
the differences in length between the old and new ligand causes some re-adjustment of
the QD positioning, which may result in cracked films during solid-phase ligand exchange.
Careful selection of the solvent largely mitigates dispersion issues for QDs that undergo
liquid-phase ligand exchange.
Due to the advantages presented above, liquid-phase ligand exchange was selected for
this work. As the ligand-exchanged QDs remains stable in (new, polar) solution, film
manipulation did not cause issues during device fabrication.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the non-aqueous ligand exchange process. A:
as-synthesized DDT-ligated QDs in hexane, B: ethanol (anti-solvent), C: separated QD
sediment after centrifuging, D: supernatant to be removed, E: MPA to disperse QDs via
sonication, leading to ligand exchange, F: MPA-ligated QDs, G: hexane (anti-solvent), H:
separated QD sediment after centrifuging, I: supernatant containing detached DDT ligands
and excess MPA to be removed, J: methanol added to dried sediment for re-dispersal, K:
MPA-ligated QDs in methanol.
5.3 DDT-to-MPA Ligand Exchange Process
As-synthesized, DDT-ligated CIS QDs in hexane are purified and centrifuged with
polar anti-solvent (ethanol) to separate QD sediment from solvent. After disposing of the
supernatant and allowing the QD sediment to dry, concentrated 3-mercaptopropionic acid
(99%, Sigma Aldrich) is added to the QDs. The QDs-in-MPA mixture is sonicated for
over 60 minutes to thoroughly disperse the QD sediment in solution. The QDs must be
thoroughly dispersed in the MPA; a small amount of hexane is added to facilitate this. The
CIS QDs-in-MPA solution is sealed, then left in a dark environment for ≈3 days to allow
the MPA molecules in the solution to displace the DDT ligands and bond to the vacated
attachment sites on the QD surface. This process is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
After this process, the MPA-ligated QDs in the solution are centrifuged using non-
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Figure 5.4: DDT-ligated CIS QDs dispersed in hexane and methanol (left), and MPA-
ligated CIS QDs dispersed in methanol and hexane, under (a) ambient illumination and
(b) UV illumination.
polar antisolvent (hexane). After removing the supernatant containing excess MPA and
displaced DDT ligands, the sediment of MPA-ligated QDs are dried, then re-dispersed in a
polar solvent. Successful dispersion of the QDs in the polar methanol solvent provides clear
indication that ligand exchange is complete. Fig. 5.4 shows DDT- and MPA-ligated CIS
QDs, dispersed in hexane and methanol, respectively. The less dense hexane causes the
DDT-ligated CIS QDs to form a two-phase solution with the denser methanol; a similar
effect is observed with the MPA-ligated CIS QDs in denser methanol with hexane.
5.4 Characterization of MPA-ligated QDs
Chemical and optical analysis were performed to evaluate the properties of the MPA-
ligated QDs. FTIR was performed to analyze the bonding species on the MPA-ligated QDs,
compared to DDT-ligated QDs, to determine the success of the process. Optical analysis
was conducted based on emission and absorption properties of the QDs, to contrast the
quality of optical behaviours. Finally, AFM was used to analyze the uniformity of the QD
solids formed using QDs before and after ligand exchange. The ligand exchange was suc-
cessful, and determined to produce QDs with desirable properties for device applications.
5.4.1 Chemical Analysis
The DDT- and MPA-ligated QDs were chemically analyzed using FTIR, performed
using a Vertex 70v FTIR spectrometer. Samples for FTIR measurements were prepared
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Figure 5.5: FTIR spectra of CIS QDs before and after ligand exchange. The differences in
absorption peaks indicates successful DDT-to-MPA ligand exchange.
by drop-casting QDs, diluted to 25 mg/mL, onto acetone and IPA-cleaned 2.2 × 2.2 cm2
glass substrate via syringe.
The FTIR absorbance measurements of the CIS QDs before and after ligand exchange
are shown in Fig. 5.5. Prior to the ligand exchange, there is a large stretch between 3000-
2800 cm−1, corresponding to the C-H stretching from alkane groups. This is consistent
with the long hydrocarbon chain in the DDT molecule. This peak significantly reduces in
size following ligand exchange, in accordance with the much shorter hydrocarbon chain in
MPA. Also, a new peak appears at approximately 1700 cm−1. This peak corresponds to
a C=O stretch and is consistent with the carboxylic acid group contained in MPA. The
results show successful DDT-to-MPA ligand exchange.
Notably, the S-H stretching corresponding to thiol functional groups at 2600-2550 cm−1
is absent from both spectra. This is because both DDT and MPA ligands anchor to the CIS
surface via their thiol groups, in good agreement with literature [103]. Due to the strong
attachment of both ligands to the QD surface, a specific thiol peak cannot be detected.
5.4.2 Optical Analysis
Samples for absorption and PL emission measurements were prepared by spin-casting
QDs (25 mg/mL) onto acetone and IPA-cleaned 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 glass substrate (500 rpm for
10 s, then 1500 rpm for 30 s). Optical characteristics of the CIS QDs were analyzed before
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Figure 5.6: (a) Photoluminescence emission and (b) absorption spectra of quantum dots
before and after ligand exchange.
and after ligand exchange. The PL emission spectra of the QDs are shown in Fig. 5.6(a).
Both curves show the characteristic broad full width half maximum peak of CIS QDs. The
emission peak of the DDT-ligated QDs is stronger than that of the ligand-exchanged QDs
(5 × 105 vs 1 × 105 counts).
It appears that the ligand exchange process causes an increase in surface defect states
leading to greater non-radiative surface recombination. While one can observe a slight
redshift in the peak following the ligand exchange (from 638 to 658 nm), this is insignificant
and can also be attributed to slight surface modifications due to ligand exchange. The
small secondary peak at 683 nm is a relic of the PL detector in the fluorescence lifetime
spectrometer system used in measurements. Fig. 5.6(b) shows the absorption spectra of
the CIS QDs, before and after ligand exchange. Similar to the trend in PL emission spectra,
the intensity of the absorption peaks decreases after ligand exchange. The absorption peaks
are at the same location before and after ligand exchange (≈460 nm; Fig. 5.6(b) inset).
The above results suggest that ligand exchange does not significantly alter the emission
and absorption peak positions, and that the CIS QDs retain their properties despite a
slight reduction in the PL and absorption characteristics. A reduction in QD PL emission
intensity is consistent with literature, as MPA molecules behave like hole scavengers on
QD surfaces, reducing recombination [115]. However, these characteristics of the MPA-
ligated QDs are still of an acceptable magnitude; the ligand-exchanged QDs show strong
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PL emission peak of 1 × 105 counts and distinct peaks in the absorption spectra. This
slight decrease in optical performance is a worthy compromise for the increased wettability
and improved electron transport afforded by the shorter, polar MPA ligands.
5.4.3 Surface Analysis
AFM measurements (Veeco DimensionTM 3100 Atomic Force Microscope in tapping
mode) were taken to study the surface morphology of MPA and DDT-ligated CIS QD
films. DDT- and MPA-ligated Zn-alloyed CIS QDs were diluted to a concentration of 50
mg/mL, and dip-coated onto spin-cast ZnO on glass substrates. Both substrates were
formed under the same conditions (30 mm/min immersion, 60 s submersion, 1 mm/min
extraction, 5 cycles). Samples were carefully controlled to ensure transparency without
obvious roughness, as the AFM cannot be used to characterize films with a height disparity
greater than 6 µm.
Fig. 5.7 presents an AFM scan of the two samples over a 10 µm area. Although some
areas of agglomeration are present, the MPA-ligated QDs show better uniformity, with
good order and coverage over the surface. There is a small amount of noise arising from
nuances in the AFM instrument. In comparison, the DDT-ligated sample surface is visibly
agglomerated with significant island formation and an extremely large height variation.
Areas of the surface appear to be bare, corresponding to a lack of QD coverage, which
negatively impacts device operation.
Fig. 5.8 presents an AFM scan across a smaller, 1 µm area. The MPA-ligated QDs
again form a more uniform and ordered morphology with good surface coverage. The
DDT-ligated QDs show significant agglomeration and poor adhesion. Root-mean-square
(RMS) roughness measurements, which indicate the overall surface roughness of the sample,
were measured to be an average of 1.423 nm and 1.139 nm for DDT- and MPA-ligated
QDs, respectively, after 1 cycle of dipping. Increasing the thickness of the QDs (5 cycles)
significantly increased the RMS roughness of DDT-ligated QDs to 4.817 nm, while the
roughness of MPA-ligated QDs remained fairly low, at 1.447 nm. Considering the spin-
cast ZnO’s existing RMS roughness of 0.869 nm, the MPA-ligated QDs therefore have a
very small overall roughness. The significant roughness of DDT-ligated QDs, especially
following successive layer build-up, shows that the QD film is clustered and agglomerated,
resulting in undesirable films lacking periodicity. Thus, AFM studies confirm the necessity
of DDT-to-MPA ligand exchange for device applications.
The studies of QD optical and film formation showed the MPA ligand exchange to be
successful. Although the optical properties of the MPA-ligated QDs are slightly dampened,
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Figure 5.7: AFM images of ZCIS QDs with (a) MPA and (b) DDT ligation, coated under
the same dip-coating parameters.
Figure 5.8: AFM images of ZCIS QDs with (a) MPA and (b) DDT ligation, coated under
the same dip-coating parameters, on a 1 µm scale.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of the planar test structure with CIS QD/ZnO film heterojunction.
The QD layer window area on the glass is 20 mm × 16.25 mm.
the absorption and emission intensity is within a reasonable range. The MPA-ligated CIS
QDs show stronger adhesion to ZnO, with more uniform film formation.
5.5 Preliminary I-V Characterization of QD Diodes
In order to test the device applicability of the ligand-exchanged CIS QDs, simple pla-
nar diode structures were fabricated. Commercial indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass
substrates of 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 size were cleaned and a ZnO film was spin-cast from solution
as a blanket film. DDT- or MPA-ligated QDs were then spin-cast as a blanket film (500
rpm for 10 s, followed by 1500 rpm for 30 s). For the hole transport layer, MoO3 was
thermally evaporated using a shadow mask. Finally, Ti/Ag top contacts were formed by
electron beam evaporation from commercial pellets (Kurt J. Lesker Co.). A schematic of
the test structure is shown in Fig. 5.9. The chosen vertical architecture of the devices
reduces the carrier traversal distance in the QD layer before collection and allows study of
the effectiveness of the ligand exchange process.
An Agilent 4155C Semiconductor Parametric Analyzer connected to a probe station
inside of a dark, sealed chamber was used to perform current-voltage measurements on
test devices. Fig. 5.10 compares the current-voltage characteristics of the devices fabri-
cated using DDT-ligated and MPA-ligand exchanged samples, measured in the dark. The
ligand-exchanged samples show a diode-like characteristic with a turn-on voltage of ≈0.8
V. In contrast, the as-synthesized DDT-ligand samples show resistive behaviour, suggest-
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Figure 5.10: I-V characteristic of the CIS/ZnO heterojunction devices comparing the DDT-
ligated and MPA-ligated CIS QDs.
ing shorting. This trend was observed in all devices fabricated; as discussed earlier and
presented in the AFM images, this is due to the poor adhesion of the apolar DDT lig-
ands to the ZnO film. For instance, when the interface between ZnO and QD film is not
continuous and instead contains islands of the QD film, there is increased probability of
shorting. Given the large area of this device, any discontinuity in the QD film leads to
shorting between the MoO3 and ZnO films.
The results show that with MPA-ligated CIS QD films, it is possible to achieve good
and continuous interfaces with ZnO over large areas. In contrast, long organic ligands tend
to reduce inter-particle coupling and disrupt charge transport in QD films [175]. Hence,
the ligand exchange is crucial when using core CIS QDs with ZnO films for photovoltaic
and photodetector applications.
5.6 Conclusions
Although CIS QD synthesis with DDT ligands is conducive to low-T, one-pot synthesis
and maintaining stable colloidal dispersion, such long organic ligands produce poor inter-
faces that lead to subpar devices. Ligand exchange was implemented on the as-synthesized,
DDT-ligated CIS QDs to improve interfacing with ZnO for device implementation. The
completeness of the liquid-phase DDT-to-MPA ligand exchange process was verified by
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FTIR analysis, and optical measurements showed that the absorption and emission of the
ligand-exchanged QDs were only slightly less intense compared to the DDT samples. AFM
studies showed MPA-ligated QDs to form films with more desirable morphology than the
DDT-ligated QDs. The long and apolar DDT molecules, despite being helpful in the syn-
thesis phase and providing barrier for particle aggregation, hinder device implementation
due to poor adhesion to ZnO and impediment of electron transport. Comparison of the
I-V behaviour of both DDT-ligated and MPA-ligated QD devices proved the suitability
of the latter for formation of high-quality ZnO/QD interfaces, and the importance of the
ligand exchange process. The ligand exchange process developed in this chapter is key to
the device application of the synthesized CIS QDs.
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Chapter 6
Zinc Copper Indium Sulfide QDs
Traditionally, core QDs are implemented in devices to obtain higher electron transfer
rates [176]. However, this is problematic in CIS QD-based devices, as the defect-rich struc-
tures of unpassivated CIS QDs cause significant carrier trapping. As such, synthesis of
CIS core QDs is often accompanied by ZnS overcoating, which are effective in improving
the defective lattices of Cu chalcopyrite QDs [35][177]. Disadvantageously, these better-
passivated CIS/ZnS core/shell QD structures bring forth issues in carrier confinement,
which reduces electron transport in devices. Furthermore, overcoating requires an addi-
tional synthesis procedure, necessitating additional purification and characterization of the
QDs, reducing overall scalability of the process. Methods of zinc incorporation without
carrier confinement are desirable.
Alloying Zn with CIS QDs circumvents issues of core and core/shell CIS QDs. The bet-
ter structural stability of ZCIS reduces defects, while the absence of a shell prevents carrier
confinement. A method was developed to improve the lattice structure of unstable ternary
CIS QDs via zinc alloying, leading to quaternary ZCIS QDs. A facile, low-temperature,
non-injection, one-pot synthesis process was developed for high-volume production of ZCIS
QDs. The variation of cationic stoichiometry was investigated to determine the effects on
QD structure and optical behaviour. Furthermore, the impact of ZnS overcoating was
explored to analyze the performance of core/shell ZCIS/ZnS structures. The QDs were
implemented in a simple planar photodetector. This chapter presents the synthesis and
characterization of Zn-alloyed CIS QDs.
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6.1 Alternate Strategies for Zinc Incorporation
Reports of zinc-enhanced CIS QDs via are prevalent in literature. For instance, Li
et al coated thick ZnS shells over CIS QDs, which resulted in a highly photostable QD
(photostability rivalling high-quality CdSe/CdS/ZnS QDs) with higher fluorescence effi-
ciency and significantly lower surface defects than the original core [67]. Nam et al utilized
ZnS overcoating in enhancing the QY of core CIS QDs from 5.4% to 50% [75]. Pan et
al found that incorporation of zinc into CIS QDs resulted in a 10-fold increase of PLQY,
attributed to Zn-induced defect suppression [56]. Chapter 4 of this work also reported
the improvement of CIS QD stability and optical properties via ZnS overcoating. In the
implementation of CIS/ZnS QD structures, Zn ions inter-diffuse into the CIS core, stabi-
lizing the core to produce QDs with intense photoluminescence emission and long lifetime
[31]. Zn-incorporated CIS QDs have been applied towards light-emitting devices [67][68],
fluorescent biological labeling and sensing, [67][68], solar cells, lasers, and sensors [68].
ZnS overcoating entails high-temperature addition of a zinc precursor to a crude core
CIS solution [31][74], as described in Chapter 4. The zinc precursor combines with the
sulfur in the DDT ligands to form a ZnS shell, while simultaneously displacing core cations
and forming ZCIS at the interface, reducing the core/shell lattice mismatch of CIS/ZnS.
This typically leads to some ionic zinc inter-diffusion, resulting in a graded CIS/ZCIS/ZnS
or ZCIS/ZnS structure. Although overcoating provides QDs with greater passivation and
improved PLQY and lifetime, it is not desirable in electronic devices, due to issues of carrier
confinement that complicate transport dynamics. The most stable core/shell arrangements,
including CIS/ZnS, show a Type I arrangement where the larger bandgap of the shell
confines carriers inside the core. It is not impossible for carriers to escape the core; carriers
have a probability of tunnelling from the core, determined by core thickness (∆x ) and
the extent of band offset (∆E ). However, due to relative difficulty in controlling the Zn
movement and concentration, this is not the best method for Zn incorporation into the QD
core. It should also be noted that superficial passivation techniques such as overcoating
limit QD enhancements to the surface, and cannot repair defects deep in the CIS QD’s bulk
[56]. Finally, the necessity of overcoating increases the steps of QD preparation, making
it disadvantageous for mass production. Methods for incorporating Zn into the CIS QD
structure without overcoating are desirable.
Doping and alloying are efficient methods for manipulating structural, optical, electri-
cal, and other properties in unstable core quantum dots without the use of overcoating.
In CIS QDs, Zn alloying provides passivation, reduces trap density, tunes band proper-
ties, and improves chemical stability [35] without posing confinement issues. Zn-alloying
in ternary chalcopyrite QDs can shift the LUMO, which further improves electron injec-
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tion when the QDs act as electron donors [35]. Compared to Cu-S and In-S bonds that
form ionic CuS− and InS+ compounds, Zn2+ forms more stable ZnS compounds with S2−.
Zn-CIS structures have better fluorescence and more flexible bandgaps, and the addition
of Zn to CIS QDs can make the absorption band more homogeneous. Alloyed QDs have
better chemical and structural stability, with reduced trap formation [35]. Zn-alloyed CIS
quantum dots tend to have a more blueshifted emission in comparison to their zinc-free
counterparts. This is attributed to the same mechanism of blueshifting in Cu-deficient CIS
QDs, in which reduced Cu contribution results in a larger “bandgap” [78][149]. Based on
these advantages, zinc alloying was pursued as a method for CIS QD passivation.
6.2 Synthesis of Stoichiometrically Balanced ZCIS QDs
Zn-CIS quantum dots can be synthesized using a process similar to the recipe presented
in Chapter 3, in which precursor complexes of the required metals (Zn, Cu, and In) are
added to a solvent, followed by the S precursor, then heated [96]. Alternatively, zinc atoms
may also be introduced to pre-existing CIS quantum dots by adding zinc stearate and oleic
acid to a crude core CIS QD solution, then heating [118]. In the latter case, controlled
Zn-doping is achieved by monitoring parameters such as Zn precursor concentration, tem-
perature, and the maintenance of a contamination-free environment (through application
of vacuum and ambient purging). In this work, the former method was chosen due to
providing better control over QD properties. This section presents the synthesis and char-
acterization of stoichiometrically balanced ZCIS QDs using a solution-based, bottom-up
method.
6.2.1 ZCIS QD Synthesis Procedure
The ZCIS synthesis procedure is based on the synthesis of CIS QDs, described in
previous chapters [31][171]. ZCIS quantum dot synthesis is performed using the Schlenk
line method, under an inert atmosphere with vacuum and nitrogen, with the aid of a
heating/stirring mantle. In synthesizing a stoichiometrically balanced cationic ratio, 1
mmol of CuI, 1 mmol of In(Ac)3, and 1 mmol of Zn(SA)2 are added to a three-neck, round-
bottom flask. Different cationic molar ratios will be discussed in subsequent sections.
The flask is sealed under vacuum and nitrogen flow, and left for 10 minutes to remove
contamination from ambient. 5 mL of DDT is subsequently added to the flask. DDT
continues to be critical to this reaction; similar to its function in CIS core QD synthesis,
it plays the roles of sulfur precursor, stabilizing ligand, and solvent [31][67][75][171]. The
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temperature is allowed to gradually reach 80◦C over 60 min. Following the complete
decomposition of precursors, a clear solution forms, indicating the start of QD nucleation.
Then, the temperature is slowly raised to 150◦C over a period of 300 min, according to
the gradient T-ramping technique. As with CIS QDs, the solution turns from yellow to
orange, red, and black over the course of growth, indicating redshifting of emission.
Purification is performed via centrifugation with acetone and ethanol, and the cleaned
QD pellet is re-dispersed in hexane. Typically, synthesis is halted at a size correspond-
ing to the optimal emission (approximately 650 nm), although the synthesis can proceed
further to a very dark red colour (≈750 nm emission). Unlike the ternary CIS QD, the
ZCIS QD cannot reach a size capable of infrared emission. This is due to the addition
of Zn in the C-I-S structure, which modifies the stoichiometric CIS chalcopyrite lattice
composition, therefore limiting the energy of possible radiative transitions within the core.
Over 900 mg of ZCIS QDs are produced per run using this procedure. Compared to Zn
inter-diffusion during overcoating, this method of Zn incorporation should produce more
uniformly incorporated Zn cations throughout the core, as zinc precursors are included
from the start of the core creation process.
6.2.2 Growth Profile of ZCIS QDs
Fig. 6.1 shows the normalized PL and absorption spectra of the ZCIS core QDs, grown
over 65 minutes following precursor decomposition and nucleation. Aliquots were extracted
every 10 minutes, such that the growth profile and PL shift of the core ZCIS QDs could be
studied. As they grew, the QD emission redshifted, with broad emission spectra ranging
from 500 nm to 750 nm. The highest peak intensity was achieved for the 650 nm emission,
corresponding to a dark red emission colour; this is the optimal size. Growth beyond 750
nm resulted in agglomerated QDs, while halting the synthesis before this point produced
a gelatinous QD solution. This correlates with findings from the synthesis of CIS core
QDs, in which an optimal size corresponding to maximum surface ligand coverage exists
[31]. The characteristic broad PL emission peak, attributed to the DAP recombination
mechanism of CIS-based QDs, is also seen in the ZCIS QDs.
6.2.3 Structural and Elemental Characterization of ZCIS QDs
Fig. 6.2 shows the TEM, diffraction, and EDS of the synthesized, stoichiometrically
balanced ZCIS QDs. The QDs, marked in red in Fig. 6.2(a), show good monodispersity
with a clear spherical shape and crystalline structure. The QDs measure approximately 5
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Figure 6.1: (a) PL and (b) absorbance profile of ZCIS core QDs grown over 65 minutes.
nm in size, as apparent from the HRTEM image in Fig. 6.2(a), top inset. The diffraction
pattern is strongly visible, affirming the crystallinity of the crystal structure (Fig. 6.2(a),
bottom inset). Fig. 6.2(b) shows the EDS analyses, providing the elemental composition
of the ZCIS QDs. The EDS spectra shows distinguishing Kα and Lα peaks at 8.630
keV and 1.012 keV, respectively, corresponding to major electron transitions in the Zn
atom. EDS identified Zn, Cu, In, and S elements in the QD sample. Cationic variations
to the precursor composition produce undefined placement of Zn and In cations into the
chalcopyrite lattice. Unlike the defined lattice positions of Cu, In, and S atoms on the
chalcopyrite unit cell of stoichiometric CIS QDs, ratios with excess cations result in their
random placement into bonding sites. Although bonds are still formed, maintaining the
integrity of the CIS QD structure, the unit cell location of each cation is no longer defined
as in stoichiometrically balanced Cu:In ratios.
FTIR analysis was carried out in order to verify the presence and stability of the DDT
ligands attached to the QDs. As depicted in Fig. 6.3, the strong peaks at ≈2855 cm−1
and ≈2924 cm−1 correspond to C-H stretching vibrations of the CH2 and CH3 groups,
respectively, in the long carbon chains of the QDs’ DDT ligands.
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Figure 6.2: (a) TEM, HRTEM (top inset), diffraction (bottom inset) and (b) EDS of 1:1:1
ZCIS QDs.
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Figure 6.3: FTIR transmission spectra of the synthesized ZCIS QDs showing the C-H
stretching vibrations in the DDT ligands [CH3-(CH2)11-SH].
6.3 Effect of Cationic Stoichiometry on Quaternary
QD Lattice
Precursor molar ratio variation affects the growth rate and optical properties of QDs
composed of multiple cations [31][146]. This was observed in the synthesis of CIS QDs,
where variation of Cu:In ratios produced improvements in PL emission, PLQY, and decay
lifetime [31]. Cu or In deficiencies in the CIS QD lattice generate more DAP states, thus
dictating the dominant recombination pathways [75]. After successfully establishing the
ZCIS QD synthesis process, precursor ratios were varied as a means to produce and study
ZCIS QDs with different stoichiometry, generated through variation of Zn:Cu:In precursor
ratios. This work is detailed in the following sections.
6.3.1 Optical and Elemental Analysis of ZCIS QDs
To create various stoichiometries, Zn(SA)2, CuI, and In(Ac)3 precursors were used in
different molar ratios of 1:1:2, 1:2:1, and 2:1:1. DDT was kept at a constant volume of
5 mL. Fig. 6.4 shows the PL emission and absorption spectra of the ZCIS core QDs
synthesized using different Zn:Cu:In molar ratios. Samples for PL, decay, and absorbance
characterization were prepared by spin-casting (500 rpm for 10 s, followed by 1500 rpm for
30s) QDs onto a clean 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 glass substrate.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Photoluminescence emission and (b) absorption spectra of ZCIS core QDs
synthesized using precursors with different Zn:Cu:In ratios.
Fig. 6.4(a) presents PL intensity spectra of the four cationic ratios. The 1:1:2 In-excess
ratio showed the strongest emission peak, again affirming In excess to be beneficial to
ZCIS QD compositions. The strong emission is attributed to the creation of Cu deficien-
cies through In excess, promoting radiative DAP recombination via creation of additional
In interstitial donor states and Cu vacancy acceptor states [93][149]. The peak displayed
by the In-excess ZCIS QDs is comparable to the PL emission intensity of the CIS/ZnS
QDs [31]. Interestingly, the other cationic variations show lower PL emission intensity
than the stoichiometrically balanced 1:1:1 Zn:Cu:In ratio, which itself is comparable to
the core CIS QDs. This is attributed to the simultaneous creation of radiative recombi-
nation pathways and suppression of non-radiative surface states in In-excess ZCIS QDs.
Implementing In-excess precursor ratios create the Cu vacancies needed for increased ra-
diative recombination, while the presence of Zn promotes QD crystallinity through lattice
passivation, reducing the prevalence of surface defects which contribute to non-radiative
recombination. This desirable combination is not present in other ratios, resulting in lower
emissions that are not comparable to CIS/ZnS QDs.
All QDs show similar absorbance profiles, with a peak at approximately 460 nm (Fig.
6.4(b)). This is congruent with literature, which state CIS QD emission peaks to sig-
nificantly redshift from absorption peaks [68][75], and is advantageous for avoiding re-
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absorption. The In-excess precursor ratios show a more pronounced absorption peak,
again attributed to the enhanced optical and structural properties produced through Cu
deficiency and Zn abundance. The Cu-excess QDs show the poorest optical properties; as
Cu-excess ratios are associated with greater strain on the cupric chalcopyrite lattice [149],
increased Cu content is attributed to the creation of undesirable surface states and defects.
Fig. 6.5 presents the ICP-MS elemental analysis of the ZCIS QDs of various ratios; this
measurement was performed to study the stoichiometric ratio of the ZCIS QDs. The ratio
of the detected elements indicated the core structure of the 1:1:1, 1:1:2, 1:2:1, and 2:1:1
Zn:Cu:In QDs to be Zn0.8CuIn2S0.8, ZnCuIn3S1.5, Zn0.4CuInS0.3, Zn2CuIn2S0.7, respectively.
In the ratios containing larger amounts of Zn or In precursors, the In content is larger,
inducing favourable Cu deficiency. This is in agreement with the higher PL obtained
from the In-excess precursor ratio, which is associated with Cu deficiency. However, the
Zn-excess ratio shows lower emission than both In-excess and stoichiometrically balanced
ZCIS QDs. It can be seen that the In content in the Zn-excess ratios is lower than the
In-excess ratios, leading to fewer InCu defects that contribute to radiative recombination.
Zn-excess contributes mainly to repairing the lattice, removing surface state defects and
therefore reducing non-radiative recombination pathways. However, the failure of Zn-
excess ratios to create additional radiative recombination states leads to lower emission
intensity compared to In-excess precursor ratios. The S content of the stoichiometrically
balanced ZCIS QDs is slightly higher than Zn-excess ratios, leading to better QD stability
and crystallinity, and therefore, more intense emission. Synthesis with Cu-excess precursor
ratios create significant Zn and S deficiencies, both of which are undesirable due to the
significant roles they play in stabilization of the QD core. This shows that precursor ratios
significantly affect ZCIS QD stoichiometry.
6.3.2 Comparison of CIS and ZCIS QDs
Fig. 6.6 presents a comparison of PL emission curves of ZCIS QDs and core CIS QDs.
The 1:1:1 ZCIS QD, without off-cationic optimization, shows lower PL emission intensity
compared to CIS QDs, whose structural and optical characteristics were optimized through
synthesis using a gradient T-ramped, Cu-deficient 1:2 precursor ratio. The emission inten-
sity of the Zn-excess 2:1:1 ZCIS QDs, which have some Cu deficiency, is more comparable
with the core CIS QDs, albeit slightly higher. The 1:2:1 ZCIS QDs show significantly lower
PL emission intensity than the optimized CIS cores.
The most appropriate comparison can be made between the CIS QDs and the 1:1:2 ZCIS
QDs, which both induce Cu deficiency via In-excess precursor ratios. The PL emission
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Figure 6.5: ICP-MS analyses of ZCIS QDs synthesized using various precursor ratios.
Figure 6.6: PL emission intensity comparison of core CIS QDs with of ZCIS QDs pro-
duced using different ratios for the Zn:Cu:In precursor ratios. The QDs were extracted
approximately 300 min into the growth.
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intensity of the In-excess ZCIS QDs is significantly higher than the emission of the CIS
QDs. This enhancement shows the influence of Zn on the ternary CIS structure; although
In-excess precursor ratios augment radiative optical pathways on their own, it is clear that
the addition of Zn further enhance QD optical properties via lattice passivation. However,
as indicated by the comparable performance of the other precursor ratios, simple addition
of Zn is not sufficient to enhance ZCIS QDs; the parallel addition of excess Zn and In is
vital to improving the quaternary QD effectiveness. Overall, varying the precursor mix
ratios provides good control over the stoichiometry of the synthesized QDs.
Indium-Excess ZCIS QD Compositions
In-excess precursor ratios yielded the most optically favourable ZCIS QDs. Fig. 6.7(a)
shows TEM images of the In-excess QDs, synthesized using 2 mmol In(Ac)3 and 1 mmol
of the other cationic precursors. The QDs are monodisperse, crystalline, spherical, and
approximately 4 nm in size. Peaks for Zn, Cu, In, and S were detected by EDS (Fig.
6.7(b)).
Copper-Excess ZCIS QD Compositions
In CIS-based QDs, an abundance of Cu-related defect sites from overly Cu-deficient sto-
ichiometries result in weakened CIS lattices susceptible to thermal instability and quench-
ing [31]. Fig. 6.8 shows the TEM, diffraction, and EDS of the Cu-excess 1:2:1 Zn:Cu:In
ZCIS QDs, produced using 2 mmol of CuI while keeping other cationic precursors con-
stant at 1 mmol. During optical analysis, Cu-excess ZCIS QDs consistently showed poorer
performance than the other cationic ratios, attributed to lattice distortions produced by
implementing the higher Cu molar ratio. HRTEM indicates a spherical, fairly crystalline,
monodisperse QD approximately 4 nm in size. However, the QD film appears less crys-
talline than other ratios, correlating to the Cu-excess QDs’ greater lattice deformity. Never-
theless, it should be noted that HRTEM is limited in its capacity of determining structural
defect of QDs. EDS detected Zn, Cu, In, and S.
Zinc-Excess ZCIS QD Compositions
Zinc excess was induced by using 2 mmol of the Zn(SA)2 zinc precursor, in addition to
1 mmol each of the In and Cu precursors. Fig. 6.9 shows the TEM, diffraction, and EDS
of the QDs synthesized with Zn-excess 2:1:1 Zn:Cu:In precursor ratio. The QDs produced
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Figure 6.7: (a) TEM, HRTEM (top inset), diffraction (bottom inset) and (b) EDS of 1:1:2
ZCIS QDs.
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Figure 6.8: (a) TEM, HRTEM (top inset), diffraction (bottom inset) and (b) EDS of 1:2:1
ZCIS QDs.
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from the Zn-excess precursor ratio are notably larger, measuring almost 6 nm in diameter.
TEM images show that the QDs form a film across the substrate surface; the high loading
and packing of the QDs make it appear as a bulk crystalline solid rather than disparate QDs
arranged across the surface. The strong crystallinity indicated by the diffraction images
show an abundance of QDs. It is known that very monodisperse, crystalline QDs easily
arrange into periodic, crystalline solids [17], even when drop-cast (as is the case in preparing
TEM samples). This confirms that although the optical performance of Zn-excess ratios
do not show advantages over the In-excess ratios, the excess Zn provide improvements in
the lattice crystallinity, resulting in greater periodicity of the QD solid configuration. EDS
identified the presence of Zn, Cu, In, and S. Although the signal was weaker compared to
other ratios, this cannot be taken as a quantitative measurement on the concentration of
each element, as the peaks detected are only qualitative affirmation of the presence of the
elements under detection.
6.4 ZuCuInS/ZnS Core/Shell Structures
ZnS overcoating significantly improve the optical and structural characteristics of CIS
QDs. During the overcoating process, Zn2+ ions inter-diffuse into the CIS core, displacing
Cu+ and In3+ ions, reducing structural instability [31]. Furthermore, the surface passi-
vation afforded by overcoating eliminates non-radiative pathways, improving QD optical
properties [31]. It has been observed that the PL emission and decay lifetime of CIS/ZnS
core/shell structures show strong improvement compared to the original core QDs. ZnS
overcoating was implemented on ZCIS core QDs, to determine if similar improvements
could be produced. The following sections present the implementation and characteriza-
tion of ZCIS/ZnS core/shell QDs.
6.4.1 ZCIS/ZnS Overcoating Procedure
The shell growth process is also completed using the same Schlenk line setup, under
vacuum and N2. The overcoating solution is prepared by mixing 0.4 mmol Zn(SA)2 and
0.4 mmol sulfur (i.e., Zn:S molar ratio of 1:1) to 4 mL ODE and 5 mL TOP, followed by
sonicating for 90 minutes to thoroughly mix the solution; other ratios will be discussed
later. To begin overcoating, 1 mL of purified ZCIS QDs and 4 mL ODE are added to a
3-neck flask and heated to 100◦C. Upon reaching this temperature, the ZnS overcoating
solution is added drop-wise to the ZCIS QD/ODE solution (≈1 drop/s). As the shell
growth commences, the solution blueshifts from the dark red color of the core, towards
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Figure 6.9: (a) TEM, HRTEM (top inset), diffraction (bottom inset) and (b) EDS of 2:1:1
ZCIS QDs.
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Figure 6.10: Photoluminescence profile of ZCIS/ZnS core/shell QDs grown over 70 minutes
of overcoating. The top inset shows select, visually distinct vials of the produced ZCIS QD
solutions, arranged in order.
green. The overcoat process can be halted at any point, through fast extraction and
immersion in water bath, or injection of hexane. The TOP-ligated ZCIS/ZnS QDs are
purified via centrifugation, and subsequently re-dispersed in hexane.
To study the progression of overcoating, aliquots were extracted at 5 minute intervals.
Prior to each extraction, a 1 min wait time was observed to allow the overcoat material to
incorporate into the solution. The aliquots were extracted using a syringe, into a cooled
glass vial sitting in a cold water bath. Fig. 6.10 shows the growth profile of overcoated
ZCIS/ZnS QDs, using a 1:1:2 precursor ratio. As with the CIS core QDs, ZnS overcoating
produces blueshift of ZCIS QD emission, and a wider range of emission is possible after
ZnS overcoating. As the ZCIS core is more stable than CIS, it is more difficult for Zn2+
atoms to inter-diffuse, reducing excessive blueshifting during overcoating [118]. However,
a flexible range of colours is still possible, with emission as low as 564 nm obtained.
6.4.2 Effect of Overcoat on 1:1:1 ZCIS QDs
The PL emission and decay lifetime of overcoated CIS/ZnS QDs show strong improve-
ment compared to properties of the original core QDs. In Chapter 4, it was found that a
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ratio of 4:1 (1.6 mmol:0.4 mmol) Zn:S provided the most optimal emission, while a ratio of
8:1 (3.2 mmol:0.4 mmol) providing the longest lifetime [31]. Excessively high Zn content
did not contribute to improving the QD structure, and only increased unwanted sedimen-
tation in the QD solution. As S-excess ratios did not significantly contribute to CIS QD
improvement, they were not investigated for ZCIS QDs.
Unlike CIS, ZCIS core QDs possess a more stable quaternary lattice with incorporated
Zn ions, which are more resistant to replacement by the Zn cations from the overcoat.
Thus, the extent of QD improvement aided by ZnS overcoating can be expected to be
somewhat limited. ZCIS QDs of various precursor ratios were overcoated with various
ratios of ZnS overcoat solutions, then characterized. Fig. 6.11 shows the normalized PL
emission and decay spectra of stoichiometrically balanced ZCIS core QDs with a 1:1:1
precursor ratio, overcoated with 1:1 and 4:1 Zn:S overcoats. Normalized spectra are used
to emphasize the effects of various Zn:S overcoat ratios on the individual core ZCIS QDs.
The PL emission intensity of QDs overcoated with a 4:1 Zn:S ratio is the highest, and
overall, the overcoated QDs show more intense emission than the core QDs. However,
the decay spectra and lifetime of the core QDs are better than their overcoated counter-
parts. The stoichiometrically balanced ZCIS QDs show lower Zn content compared to In-
and Zn-excess ratios, corresponding to some lattice imperfections. When overcoated, the
inter-diffusion of Zn aids in improving the lattice, leading to defect removal and increased
radiative recombination. However, for this ratio, the act of overcoating seems to disturb
the surface, leading to poorer decay spectra and lifetime.
6.4.3 Effect of Overcoat on In-, Cu-, and Zn-excess ZCIS QDs
Fig. 6.12 shows the PL emission spectra of ZCIS QDs synthesized under various cationic
stoichiometries, each overcoated with ZnS shells using 1:1 and 4:1 ratios. Overall, the
core/shell formations result in strong PL intensities, especially when the shell is Zn-rich.
A Zn:S ratio of 4:1 in the shell seems to yield sharper and narrower PL emissions compared
to the core counterparts. In the case of Cu-excess cores (Fig. 6.12(b)) there is a prominent
increase in PL intensity, corresponding to higher Zn content in the shell. As discussed
earlier, the Zn deficiency prevailing in the initial core seems to have been largely overcome
by the Zn-excess shell growth. Interestingly, in the cases of In-excess and Zn-excess cores
(Figs. 6.12(a) and 6.12(c)), the improvement induced by increased Zn content in the shell
is rather limited. This is due to significant Cu deficiency already existing in those cores.
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Figure 6.11: Photoluminescence spectra of the ZCIS/ZnS QDs, using 1:1:1 ZCIS cores,
with 1:1 and 4:1 ratios in the [Zn(SA)2:S] coating solution.
Figure 6.12: Photoluminescence spectra of the ZCIS/ZnS QDs with the cores synthesized
with varying Zn(SA)2:CuI:In(Ac)3 precursor ratios of (a) 1:1:2, (b) 1:2:1, and (c) 2:1:1,
and with 1:1 and 4:1 ratios in the [Zn(SA)2:S] coating solution.
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Figure 6.13: Photoluminescence decay curves of the ZCIS/ZnS QDs with the cores synthe-
sized with varying Zn(SA)2:CuI:In(Ac)3 precursor ratios of (a) 1:1:1, (b) 1:1:2, (c) 1:2:1,
and (d) 2:1:1, and with different ratios in the shell coating solution.
6.4.4 Decay Lifetime Analysis of ZCIS and ZCIS/ZnS QDs
The measured PL decay curves of the core and core/shell QDs for each of the three
precursor ratio groups are shown in Fig. 6.13. The lifetime components are shown in Table
6.1, calculated using multi-exponential tail fitting using the FAST software. For each decay
curve, the fit quality factor χ2 was verified to be < 1.3 to ensure reliability.
Shells Grown on Stoichiometric Cores
The 1:1:1 core ZnS QD shows significantly strong lifetime at over 165 ns, which is com-
parable to the lifetime of the overcoated CIS/ZnS QDs presented previously. The lifetime
is much higher than the 1:2 Cu:In core QDs, indicating this ZCIS to have a more stable,
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Table 6.1: Decay lifetime components for synthesized ZCIS and ZCIS/ZnS QDs.
Sample B1 τ1 B2 τ2 B3 τ3 〈τ〉 χ2
Stoichiometric
ZCIS 1:1:1 Core 3376.4 8.752 3847.8 32.696 1546.3 226.177 165.265 1.019
ZnS 1:1 2622.9 5.289 2226.3 17.518 1026.8 76.448 51.439 1.094
ZnS 2:1 3297.9 7.354 3784.1 25.175 1159.2 108.746 66.313 1.075
ZnS 4:1 2693.6 6.812 2621.8 23.203 1871.8 104.176 79.694 0.98
In-excess
ZCIS 1:1:2 Core 2540 3.424 4297.8 17.458 3042.5 73.066 57.453 1.126
ZnS 1:1 2233.7 3.676 3869.8 18.488 3723.1 78.961 65.731 1.103
ZnS 2:1 2443.7 3.502 353.12 18.654 3438.6 81.44 67.388 1.068
ZnS 4:1 2650.3 3.17 4382.5 16.126 3089.4 68.615 53.981 1.023
Cu-Excess
ZCIS 1:2:1 Core 3970.9 2.125 4267.1 11.635 1853.6 47.358 32.583 1.126
ZnS 1:1 3654.5 7.075 2884.1 24.48 707.81 114.845 63.275 1.001
ZnS 2:1 3297.9 7.354 3784.1 25.175 1159.2 108.746 66.313 1.075
ZnS 4:1 2706.6 6.016 3597.6 23.845 2114.5 106.851 80.136 1.023
Zn-Excess
ZCIS 2:1:1 Core 1756.8 6.316 3351.9 18.237 3283 80.102 66.377 1.077
ZnS 1:1 2874.3 6.914 2204.5 25.491 1364.7 120.974 89.326 1.087
ZnS 2:1 2845.5 8.76 3285.4 34.532 2254.6 187.339 148.485 1.075
ZnS 4:1 2651.9 10.741 3420.8 38.144 2152 205.382 159.844 1.023
crystalline lattice with a more passivated surface. However, overcoating significantly re-
duces the lifetime by less than half of the core lifetime value. This is in stark contrast
to previously reported CIS QDs, where overcoating reduced surface traps that produced
short-lived non-radiative recombination, allowing radiative recombination to dominate [31].
Based on ICP-MS, use of 1:1:1 precursor ratio does not produce Zn-abundant lattices; ZnS
overcoating promotes Zn2+ diffusion into the core, thus improving the optical emission.
However, during the overcoating, the surface of the QDs is perturbed, creating additional
non-radiative surface recombination pathways for overcoated QDs. Therefore, although
overcoating improves emission intensity, it also increases the short-lived lifetime compo-
nents due to surface modifications.
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Shells Grown on Indium-Excess Cores
Although the In-excess 1:1:2 ratio showed the highest PL emission intensity compared
to the other precursor ratios, its lifetime, while significantly higher than that of Cu-excess
core QDs, is comparable to that of Zn-excess core QDs. Also, the shell growth with
increasing Zn content does not significantly affect the lifetime, even showing a slight drop
for the 4:1 ratio. This suggests that minimal Zn2+ inter-diffusion and surface passivation
occurs during overcoating. However, the PL emission intensity of all overcoated QDs are
of approximately the same magnitude. Overall, for In-excess ZCIS core QDs, increasing
Zn in the shell brings little benefit, and excessive Zn in the shell may perturb the surfaces,
producing additional pathways which cause faster, short-lived decay.
Shells Grown on Copper-Excess Cores
The Cu-excess ZCIS QD shows particularly low lifetime, which corroborates its lower
PL emission intensity compared to the other precursor ratios. Based on PL emission and
decay analyses, Cu-excess ZCIS QDs seem to have an abundance of surface defects with
dominating non-radiative recombination, making them optically least favorable. ZnS shell
growth spectacularly improves the lifetime, making it comparable to the lifetimes of the
In- and Zn-excess core QD ratios. This suggests that the Cu-excess ZCIS core lattice is
passivated by further alloying via Zn ions, much in the way that the ternary CIS QDs
benefit from ZnS overcoating [18][31]. This correlates with the optical and structural
behaviour observed using this cationic precursor ratio, which indicates the presence of
more serious core and surface defects compared to other ratios. Making the shell more
Zn-rich (i.e., 4:1 ratio) further improves the emission intensity.
Shells Grown on Zinc-Excess Cores
The Zn-excess core ZCIS QD shows the highest lifetime out of the three excess-precursor
core ZCIS QDs. The lifetime increases after shell formation, reaching a very high value
when the shell is Zn-abundant. At the same time, the improvement in PL intensity brought
about by shell formation is only moderate. This suggests that a Zn-excess precursor ratio
produces core ZCIS QDs with more dominant non-radiative recombination, and continuing
to alloy with Zn via overcoating further eliminates surface defects. The addition of Zn ions
serves to increase the concentration of internal states associated with longer-lived lifetime,
eventually producing lifetimes comparable to CIS/ZnS QDs. Also, the ICP-MS indicate
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that an excess of Zn precursors during core synthesis produces QDs with the most Zn-
abundant stoichiometry (Zn2CuIn2S0.7). Therefore, although the ZnS shell contributes to
passivation of the surface, it does not significantly improve the bulk QD lattice, negating
the necessity of Zn-excess overcoating ratios.
Overall, the ZnS shell formation improves, to various degrees, the PL emission intensity
in core ZCIS QDs, with a 4:1 Zn:S overcoat ratio producing the highest emission intensity.
It is the defective Cu-excessive ZCIS structure that benefits the most, in terms of lifetime
and PL intensity, from increasing Zn content in the shell. The In-excess and Zn-excess core
ZCIS QDs do not benefit much from high Zn content in the shell. This is in contrast with
the ternary CIS QDs, in which Zn-excess shell suppresses non-radiative surface recombi-
nation pathways, allowing radiative recombination pathways to dominate. As ZCIS QDs
already contain Zn within their cores, incorporation of additional Zn components does not
significantly contribute to stability. Most of the improvements in optical properties are
attributed to promotion of radiative internal states via Zn inter-diffusion; decay measure-
ments do not indicate significant surface passivation. Compared to overcoating of CIS QDs,
overcoating ZCIS QDs does not produce significant improvements in optical and structural
properties. In fact, ZCIS/ZnS QDs do not achieve higher lifetimes than CIS/ZnS QDs,
attributed to the more complex optical mechanisms in the tri-cation system. However,
the PL emission and decay lifetime achieved by core ZCIS QDs are superior to that of
unpassivated core CIS; ZCIS QDs are best implemented without overcoating.
6.5 Towards Device Application
Alloyed ZCIS QDs were created to reap the benefits of Zn incorporation in CIS without
the disadvantages of carrier transport from shell confinement. A simple planar diode was
fabricated based on the In-excess 1:1:2 ZCIS core QDs to study the I-V behaviour of
ZnO/ZCIS QD heterojunction devices.
6.5.1 Ligand Exchange of ZCIS QDs
A liquid-phase ligand exchange process was implemented to exchange the long DDT
ligands of the In-excess ZCIS QDs for shorter MPA ligands, based on the ligand exchange
practiced on the core CIS QDs presented in the previous chapter [171]. Fig. 6.14(a) shows
FTIR of 1:1:2 ZCIS QDs, before and after ligand exchange. The characteristic C-H peak at
the 2800-3000 cm−1 stretch, indicative of a long hydrocarbon, disappears following ligand
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Figure 6.14: (a) FTIR and (b) PL spectra of ZCIS QDs before and after DDT-to-MPA
ligand exchange.
exchange. This confirms ligand exchange, as the 12-carbon chain DDT is replaced with
the shorter MPA ligand.
Fig. 6.14(b) shows the PL spectra of the ZCIS QDs before and after ligand exchange.
The PL emission intensity of the QDs DDT-ligated is nearly 3 × 105 counts. Following
ligand exchange, the intensity decreases by one order of magnitude, with the peak measur-
ing approximately 1.6 × 104 counts. Both spectra shows the characteristic wide full width
half maximum of CIS-based QDs, and the emission peak is at approximately 640 nm.
6.5.2 Preliminary I-V Characteristics
To investigate the applicability of the ZCIS QDs to devices, a simple, preliminary het-
erojunction ITO/ZnO/ZCIS QD/MoO3 diode was fabricated based on the device presented
in the previous chapter [171]. I-V curves were obtained for the device under dark and con-
trolled illuminated conditions (Agilent 4155C). Samples were provided inside of a dark,
sealed chamber to prevent unwanted ambient illumination. To provide illumination, a fi-
bre optic ring light connected to a JH Technologies EKE light box was mounted over the
device under test; the EKE light box generates 1 sun illumination when set to maximum
illumination settings and mounted directly over the device. The response of the device was
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Figure 6.15: I-V curves of photodetector devices made from synthesized, MPA-ligated ZCIS
QDs, showing response under illumination.
measured under dark, 80% illumination, and maximum illumination conditions; Fig. 6.15
presents the results.
The device displays a typical diodic I-V curve of a photodetector under dark conditions.
Upon illumination at 80% of the light’s maximum 1 sun brightness, the device shows a
response; this response increases when the device is illuminated more intensely. Turn-on
voltage is located at approximately 0.5 V. Thus, the ZCIS-based device shows response
to illumination, with expected photodetection behavior, showing the ZCIS QDs to be
applicable to devices.
6.6 Conclusions
Zinc copper indium sulfide quantum dots with good optical properties and long life-
times, were synthesized in a low-temperature, gradient T-ramped, high-throughput process.
The ZCIS QDs presented here show strong photoluminescence, good crystallinity, and long
lifetime, making them promising in a multitude of applications. The bright photolumines-
cence emissions of these QDs are tunable in the visible range. Compared to core CIS QDs,
the alloying of Zn aided in stabilizing the QD cores and passivating the surfaces, resulting
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in higher PL emission and longer lifetime. Variation of cationic Zn, Cu, and In precursors
were investigated, and found to provide control over the stoichiometric composition of the
QD. Inducing excess In or Zn precursors produced desirable Cu deficiency within the lat-
tice, leading to higher PL intensity. QDs containing higher amounts of Zn showed the best
lifetime, indicating the passivating nature of Zn incorporation into the core. ZnS overcoat-
ing was explored to determine the impact of Zn passivation on the stability and optical
properties of ZCIS QDs. Although ZnS overcoating greatly improved the defective lattices
of core CIS QDs, it was found to have minimal impact on the PL intensity and lifetime
ZCIS QDs, which are more stable and less defective due to the presence of Zn already found
within the core. This is with the exception of Cu-excess core ZCIS QDs, which showed
the least optically favourable properties due Zn deficiency. ZnS overcoating significantly
improved the lifetime of Cu-excess QDs through Zn-passivation. This ZCIS synthesis pro-
cess is suitable for large-scale, industrial production of stable, less-toxic QDs. The results




Mainstream adaptation to QD technologies strongly depends on the compatibility of
uniform film deposition techniques with large-scale, large-area processes. Device quality is
contingent on the active QD layer film; non-uniform QD films are highly defective, with
cracks and irregular QD arrangements that hinder electron transport. Achieving uniform,
ordered QD and nanoparticle arrays produces more cohesive films with better properties
[178]. In vertical architectures, the quality of each subsequent material layer is highly
dependent on the morphology of previous layers [11].
As QDs are the absorbers in QD-based devices, their position in the device stack signif-
icantly influences the formation of other layers of the vertical device. Although solution-
processed QDs are preferable for large-scale production, they cannot be deposited using
traditional fabrication technologies such as evaporation and sputtering. Solution-based
processes such as drop-casting, spin-coating, and dip-coating are most commonly used,
especially in research and development (R&D) environments. However, due to the large
variation in process control, the use of these techniques pose uncertainty in achieving re-
liable, high-quality QD films. Self-assembly methodologies that produce ordered, uniform
QD solids are sought after in QD device fabrication. The achievement of regular, crys-
talline QD arrangements is significant to facilitating fast electron transport through the
device. This chapter investigates the self-assembly and formation of uniform CIS-based
QDs solids for device applications.
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7.1 Formation of QD Solids
The formation of QD films from CQDs entails post-synthesis deposition of the QD
solution onto the substrate. The solvent evaporates, leaving behind a layer of QDs. The
QD surfaces, including ligands, significantly determine their solid arrangement. For in-
stance, the same QD of the same material will form different QD solids if facets of different
planes are present on the surface [3]. Polydisperse QDs lead to glassy, amorphous QD
films, much as disordered arrangements of atoms produce amorphous bulk materials, while
monodisperse, crystalline QDs produce crystalline QD solids with long-range order [3].
QDs occupy the most energetically favourable positions on the surface, forming arrange-
ments that minimize entropy [11]. Therefore, QDs can truly be considered the “atoms” to
a QD solid “bulk”. Solvent characteristics are significant to the formation of the QD film;
solvents with faster evaporation rates produce poorer QD arrangements, as QDs become
immobilized before they are able to traverse to an optimal position [3].
In optimizing the efficiency of the QD absorber, a compromise must be made between
loading and carrier transport. In vertical device architectures, the QD absorber must have
a sufficient thickness, with a high concentration of QDs for satisfactory light absorption,
but cannot be so thick that it hinders transport. Carrier diffusion lengths are fairly short
in QD films, and they cannot travel through thick, multi-layered QD films for collection.
Overly thick QD layers result in short depletion lengths that increase the likelihood of
carrier loss via trapping or recombination, reducing collection [11].
7.1.1 Charge Transport in QD solids
Charge transport within a QD solid is heavily contingent on the arrangement of QDs. In
a QD solid, electrons and holes must traverse between orbitals and traps of adjacent QDs
via “hopping” (actually multiple tunnelling events; described in Chapter 5). Electronic
coupling is one of the major determinants of successful electron transport from one QD to
the next QD. Equation 7.1 provides an expression for QD coupling [3], which relies on the
rate of tunnelling, Γ (previously defined, and heavily reliant on ligand properties):
β = hΓ (7.1)
The availability of orbitals and states determine the success of the transport event.
Each transport event brings the probability of losing carriers to trap states or charge
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recombination. Ligand and QD size contribute significantly to interdot carrier transport
in CIS QD solids. In general, QD solids composed of larger QDs are more conducive
to efficient electron transport, as less QDs are required per unit area. Therefore, fewer
hopping events are needed per unit length to reach the desired location, and there is less
probability of carrier loss [179]. QD solids comprised of smaller QDs tend to have lower
mobility, corresponding to more frequent loss events, as well as higher amounts of traps in
the QDs themselves [141]. In CIS QDs, size correlates to ligand coverage, as established in
previous chapters. The presence of too many insulating ligands (such as the under-sized
CIS QDs trapped in ligand matrices) hinder charge transport. Conversely, too few ligands
(such as in over-sized CIS QDs without sufficient surface ligand coverage) produce cracked,
non-uniform films that do not provide pathways to charge transport. Periodic arrangements
are preferable, lending to better predictability of charge transport behaviour.
7.1.2 Traps in QD Solids
Trap states are non-uniformly distributed throughout QD solids in large concentrations,
making QD transport behaviour difficult to predict. Traps significantly reduce mobility;
even if a QD solid shows intrinsically higher mobility, this would only serve to bring car-
riers to traps more quickly, negating transport [3]. Traps are more concentrated at the
solid/air interface, on the topmost layer of QDs (corresponding to the last deposition in
this step of fabrication) [45]. As this layer forms an interface in QD-based devices, these
solid/air traps provide high probability of retaining carriers within the QD solid before
extraction. However, traps that selectively capture electrons or holes are utilized to pro-
mote device performance. If a device primarily relies on current from one carrier type, the
introduction of traps that preferably capture the other carrier type reduces the probability
of recombination, subsequently increasing current.
7.1.3 Core/Shell QD Solids
Type I core/shell structures necessitate tunnelling of carriers through the shell, adding
complexity to its transport through the solid. Type I QDs are more common; therefore, in
QD device fabrication, core QD solids are preferred over core/shell QD solids. However, the
imperfection of unstable core QDs lead to less desirable arrangements and properties for
core QD films. The inhomogeneity of core QD states, arising from their defective lattices,
may lead to self-quenching or quenching by non-luminescent neighboring QDs. Type I
overcoating can reduce such interactions by shielding electron states inside of the core,
leading to fewer undesirable quenching events [3].
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The formation of QD solids from Type II core/shell configurations provide some ad-
vantages through selective confinement of one carrier type. The shell should be arranged
in a manner that confines the minority carriers. Similar to carrier-selective traps, carrier-
selective confinement is beneficial for devices that rely on current from one type of carrier
[143]. Although the advantages of core/shell QD solids were considered, core CIS QDs
were primarily utilized in the device implementation of this work, to obtain higher electron
transfer rates [176] and completely avoid carrier confinement issues [171].
7.2 QD Film Formation Methodologies
Film formation methodologies are significant in determining the quality of the QD film.
The processes employed in various film formation methodologies strongly affect solvent
evaporation and QD arrangement, which are significant in determining the crystallinity
of the QD solid. This section explores the common methods of QD film formation, and
analyzes their applicability in this work.
Drop-Casting
Drop-casting is the simplest and most economical method of QD film deposition; the
colloidal QD solution is simply drizzled onto the substrate and the solvent is evaporated,
leaving a film [11]. However, difficulties in controlling the film thickness and profile using
this imprecise technique results in non-uniform films [11]. The structure of the QD solid
heavily relies on QD and solvent properties, with assembly dependent on the interactions
between the charged particles [180]. Difficulty in controlling solvent evaporation frequently
produces non-uniform, flawed films with thicker edges [3][11]. To exert greater control over
film properties, drop-casting is used with strategies to promote film formation, such as
controlled solvent evaporation or containing QD coverage within a defined area.
Although imprecise, the low cost and simplicity of drop-casting cultivates its status
as the most common method of QD film formation. Drop-casting is best performed with
QDs that have proclivity towards self-assembly. Very monodisperse, crystalline QDs will
arrange themselves into regular, periodic monolayers [17], while polydisperse QDs will form
amorphous QD solids. Due to their intrinsically defective dual-cationic lattices, ordered
monolayers are difficult to obtain in CIS QDs, and there is great risk for formation of QD
“islands” that leave significant portions of the substrate bare.
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Spin-Coating
Spin-coating, or spin-casting is a procedure in which the QD solution is deposited over
the substrate, then rotated at a high speed to coat the substrate and evaporate the solvent.
Compared to drop-casting, spin-coating allows better control over uniformity and thickness,
via rotational speed and solvent concentration [11]. However, this method comes with the
caveat of significant material waste (over 90% of the precious, expensive solution initially
deposited [11]), and a risk of undesirable cracks [113][181]. Spin-coating is one of the most
common methods of QD film formation, and can be applied industrially.
Dip-Coating
Dip-coating is a more complicated method of film formation, in which the substrate
is precisely immersed and withdrawn vertically from the QD solution, producing crack-
free, uniform films with minimal solution waste. Excess QD solution drains back into
the vessel, and a film forms when the solvent evaporates. The precision of dip-coating
allows significantly more control over the final film properties, such as film thickness and
morphology [181]. Four main categories of factors determine the results of dip-coating:
functionalization of substrate surface, functionalization of solution, dipping parameters,
and environmental conditions. The substrate should be clean and free from contamina-
tion; furthermore, the substrate surface can be functionalized to improve film adhesion.
Meanwhile, the solution composition, concentration, viscosity, and temperature strongly
determine film adhesion and morphology. The dipping parameters most significant in af-
fecting the final form morphology include submersion time, withdrawal speed, and number
of dipping cycles. Finally, environmental factors such as temperature and humidity affect
film quality and should be carefully monitored [182][183]. Dip-coating is easily scaled up
for roll-to-roll process industrial processes [11]. Dip-coating of CIS QD films is further
discussed later in this chapter.
Langmuir-Blodgett
In the Langmuir-Blodgett method, the QD solution is placed onto a liquid/gas interface
in a bath, then transferred onto the substrate. Similar to dip-coating, the substrate is
placed vertically into the solution, and entraining forces are utilized to draw a monolayer of
QD film onto its surface. The surface pressure within the Langmuir-Blodgett bath is strictly
controlled in this delicate process [11]. As the liquid employed in the bath is water, QDs
that are moisture-sensitive are not compatible with this process. The fastidiousness of this
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process makes it less popular than the other methods in R&D. Due to the sensitivity of QDs
to humidity and ambient, as well as significant issues of QD aerosolization and exposure
during the process, the use of Langmuir-Blodgett is questionable for safety-conscious QD
film formation. For reasons related to safety and QD and facility contamination, Langmuir-
Blodgett was not utilized in any part of this work.
Doctor Blading
The methods presented previously are mainly relegated to small-area QD film forma-
tion, practiced in research laboratories and R&D facilities. Doctor blading is employed for
coating large-area substrates, and can be applied towards QD film formation. In doctor
blading, the QD solution is deposited, and drawn across the substrate using a bladed appa-
ratus. A small gap is maintained between the blade and the substrate, through which the
solution passes to produce a uniform coating. Doctor blading is attractive for industrial
processes, as it allows for roll-to-roll processing over large areas. Using an appropriately
smaller blade size, doctor blading can be scaled down for small-area devices.
Spray-Coating
Spray-coating is mainly utilized for large-area substrates, and entails aerosolization of
a solution and its high velocity projection onto a substrate. The movement of the spray
across the substrate controls uniformity and thickness. Spray-coating may be performed
with QDs, but additional parameters must be considered to avoid production of rough,
cracked films [184]. The size of the droplets must be controlled (≈20 µm) to ensure that the
solvent evaporates rapidly and uniformly. Controlling solvent evaporation is particularly
significant to ensure achievement of uniform films [184]. However, the aerosolization and
exposure concerns posed by spray-coating make it a less acceptable method of QD film
formation. Thus, spray-coating was not considered for any part of this work.
Inkjet Printing
Inkjet methods may be utilized for formation of CQD solids on both large- and small-
area substrates. In inkjet printing, QDs are loaded into a syringe and injected through
a needle bevel. The volume of injection is determined by the pressure exerted on the
plunger, as well as duration of pressure; this is typically managed by a program. QD
solution volatility, viscosity, surface tension, concentration, and other parameters must be
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carefully controlled to produce high-quality prints [19]. Nozzle blockage is a significant
concern. Furthermore, as the solvent evaporates, QDs tend to accumulate at the edges
of the film, following the path of evaporation; producing “coffee-fringe” effects [11][185].
This is undesirable due to production of non-uniformities, and largely avoided by solvent
selection and manipulation [11][185]. For example, tailoring the solvent to create gradient
surface tension and high contact angle droplets resolve issues in QD accumulation at droplet
edges when drying. Overall, the use of inkjet techniques fully realize the use of CQDs as
“inks”. Similar to drop-casting, the inkjet method utilizes only the required volume of
CQDs, resulting in minimal waste [11]. However, a more complex equipment setup is
required for true inkjet printing; the sophistication of this method precludes its use in
most R&D environments.
7.3 Analysis of Common QD Deposition Methods
AFM was used to analyze the morphologies of CIS-based QD solids formed with the
common drop-casting, spin-casting, and dip-coating methods. ZCIS QDs were synthesized
according to the recipe presented in Chapter 6, then diluted to 25 mg/mL in hexane, and
deposited onto RCA-cleaned 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 glass substrates via spin-casting, drop-casting,
and dip-coating. Further dilutions were performed as required for each film formation
method. Fig. 7.1 presents AFM images of the ZCIS QDs deposited using the various
methods. Fig. 7.1(a) shows an AFM image of spin-cast ZCIS QD film; the irregularity
of the film is clearly visible, corresponding to its high RMS roughness. Fig. 7.1(b) shows
a portion of an AFM image of drop-cast ZCIS QD film. The resultant film is extremely
uneven and defective, even to the unaided eye. Although the scan was performed in a
locally smooth area, the noise from the roughness of the film precluded completion of the
scan; only a portion of the scan is shown. Surface profilometry (Veeco DekTak 150) reveals
the film surface to have significantly higher height variation than the RMS roughness
determined from AFM.
Fig. 7.1(c) presents an AFM image of dip-coated ZCIS QD film, dipped for 5 cycles
with an immersion rate of 30 mm/min, submersion time of 60 s, and withdrawal time of
5 mm/min each cycle. Although areas of QD agglomeration are present, analysis reveals
it is smoother than the other films. The QD formation shown in the AFM images is
more structured than the other deposition methods, providing evidence of self-assembly.
Overall, dip-coated films have significantly lower roughness and better film morphology
than spin-cast and drop-cast films, although there is some QD agglomeration.
Table 7.1 presents the roughness analysis of films formed using each method. Areas of
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Figure 7.1: AFM image of ZCIS QD film deposited via (a) spin-casting, (b) drop-casting,
and (c) dip-coating.
significant roughness, such as agglomerated QDs, were excluded from analysis. The dip-
coated films show the lowest roughness. For the drop-cast sample (which shows lower RMS
roughness than the spin-cast sample), roughness analysis was made on a locally smooth
area; measurements could not be obtained from other areas due to roughness from the
film. The data obtained is fairly congruent with the AFM images in Fig. 7.1.
Table 7.1: AFM analysis of drop-cast, spin-cast, and dip-coated QD films.




7.4 Dip-coated QD Films
Due to the significantly smoother films obtained using dip-coating, as well as the ev-
idence of self-assembly present in the AFM analysis, dip-coated QD films were further
investigated. As dip-coating allows finer mastery over the film morphology than the com-
mon drop- and spin-casting methods, control of various dip-coating parameters were stud-
ied to create thick, ordered CIS-based QD films conducive to efficient photovoltaic and
photodetection operation. This work is presented in the following sections.
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7.4.1 Control of Dip-Coating Parameters
Dip-coated samples were formed using the schematic setup presented in Fig. 7.2(a).
The dip-coat system (KSV NIMA) consists of a vertically-moving robotic dipping arm
connected to a DC motor, and an adjustable stage where the QD-containing vessel is
placed. The substrate is affixed to the end of the arm. The linear movement of the arm,
including position and speed, are controlled via the KSV NIMA software. The system
includes a shield to prevent solvent evaporation and QD spread, and a vibration-cancelling
base. To eliminate undesirable ambient effects and contain QD spread, the system is housed
in a glove box under nitrogen.
Two categories of forces act on the vertically held substrate during dip-coating: en-
training forces which draw the fluid up onto the substrate (hydrostatic and capillary),
and draining forces which pull the fluid back into the vessel (gravity). At the stagnation
point, the entraining and draining forces are balanced, and the local velocity of fluids is
zero. Final film thickness is dictated by the forces exerted on the stagnation point. Fig.
7.2(b) illustrates this concept for dip-coating: here, the stagnation point exists on the ver-
tical surface of the substrate placed into the flow field, in contact with the QD solution.
Thicker films are formed with faster withdrawal speeds, as the rate and volume of fluid
drawn onto the substrate surface is greater than the rate of fluid flowing back into the
vessel [182]. Meanwhile, slower withdrawal speeds provide QDs with the opportunity to
traverse to more favourable positions on the substrate surface, affording the possibility of
crystalline, monolayer QD film arrangements [182]. The viscosity and density of the QD
solution, as well as surface tension, are significant parameters that determine the rate of
fluid withdrawal vs return to vessel [182]. The number of dipping cycles, corresponding to
number of QD layers, is significant in determining film morphology. In most cases, a single
cycle does not produce sufficient substrate coverage. However, each additional cycle risks
disturbing and removing previous layers.
The Landau-Levich equation, Eq. 7.2, provides a model for the thickness (or height)





Here, η is liquid viscosity (kg/ms), which relates to the QD solution concentration, U
is withdrawal speed (m/s), γ is liquid-vapour surface tension (kg/s2), ρ is solution density
(kg/m3), g is gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s2 on Earth), and c is a constant (0.944 for
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Figure 7.2: (a) Schematic of dip-coater setup. (b) The dip-coating process; film thickness
depends on the balance of forces exerted on the substrate.
Newtonian fluids) [11]. Of these properties, QD concentration (leading to viscosity) and
withdrawal speed are the most readily controlled during operation.
The dip-coating process can be divided into three major actions: immersion of the
substrate into the solution, submersion of the substrate under the solution, and withdrawal
of substrate from the solution. The rate of insertion and withdrawal are significant in
the first and last step, while length of submersion in the second step contributes to film
morphology. Based on Eq. 7.2, withdrawal is the process that impacts film formation most
significantly. Therefore, studies were conducted to explore the dip-coating film formation
of CIS-based QDs, presented in the following sections. The QD solution concentration was
kept constant, so that withdrawal conditions could be primarily investigated.
7.4.2 Dip-Coated ZCIS QDs for Device Applications
In QD film formation with dip-coating, slower rates of withdrawal correspond to higher-
quality QD solids, with atoms arranged in energetically favourable positions [182]. To
ensure uniformity, a slow rate of 5 mm/min was initially used to study the film formation of
MPA-ligated ZCIS QDs onto ZnO [183]. ZCIS QDs were synthesized, and ligand exchange
was performed based on the process in Chapter 5. To observe the layer formation over
increased cycles, samples were fabricated after 1, 5, and 10 cycles of dipping; AFM images
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Figure 7.3: AFM images of MPA-ligated ZCIS QD films formed on ZnO thin film, using a
withdrawal rate of 5 mm/min, for (a) 1 (b) 5, and (c) 10 cycles.
shown in Fig. 7.3. Although formation of QD layers is evident, a withdrawal rate of 5
mm/min produces somewhat agglomerated QD arrangements.
The RMS roughness analysis of these samples, presented in Table 7.2 show that the
overall roughness increases as more QD layers are added (all roughness values were taken
as an average of five measurements). This corroborates with the observation of decreased
uniformity from the AFM images, and a slower withdrawal rate was investigated.
Table 7.2: AFM analysis of dip-coated ZCIS QD Films on ZnO
Sample Dipping Cycles RMS roughness (nm)
ZnO thin film N/A 0.869








The decreased uniformity is attributed to films being disturbed by subsequent dip-
ping. Fast withdrawal does not provide the QDs with sufficient time to navigate across
the substrate surface to favourable positions that are conducive to crystalline monolayer
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Figure 7.4: AFM images of MPA-ligated ZCIS QD films formed on ZnO thin film, using a
withdrawal rate of 1 mm/min, for (a) 1 (b) 5, and (c) 10 cycles.
film formation. Therefore, dip-coated QD film samples were fabricated using a slower
withdrawal rate of 1 mm/min; Fig. 7.4 presents the AFM results.
As more layers are coated, the QD arrangement appeared more ordered and uniform.
This was corroborated by the decrease in roughness with increased dipping cycles. There-
fore, slower withdrawal promotes better film uniformity for ZnO/QD interfaces. PL studies
were also performed to investigate the effect of dipping cycles on film integrity. Fig. 7.5
presents the PL emission measurements of all samples.
The PL emission of the samples withdrawn at 1 mm/min increases over progressive
dipping cycles, indicating that successive layers are built with each dipping cycle, without
disturbing previous layers. In contrast, the PL of the 5 mm/min rate samples diminishes
between 5 and 10 layers, indicating progressive film damage. Therefore, ordered formation
of QD films onto ZnO requires slow withdrawal rates to promote QD uniformity and prevent
film destruction. With the use of slow withdrawal rates, it is possible to form thicker QD
layers with increased substrate coverage.
Although 10 cycles were coated without significant perturbation to film loading, the
films remained fairly thin, as evidenced by the low PL emission intensity. Simple diodes
with dip-coated QD/ZnO heterojunctions were made based on the structure presented in
Chapters 5 and 6. However, the resultant devices did not show diodic I-V behaviour, but
were instead, ohmic, as shown in Fig. 7.6. Even with up to 60 layers of dip-coated ZCIS
QDs, the linear I-V behaviour persisted, indicating the surface to contain QD islands and
bare areas of substrate, allowing shorting between the top and bottom contacts. It is
evident that continued dip-coating results in removal of subsequent films, although this
effect is not observed for fewer layers of QDs. Therefore, although uniform, ordered QD
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Figure 7.5: PL emission spectra of MPA-ligated ZCIS QDs on ZnO, withdrawn at (a) 1
mm/min and (b) 5 mm/min over progressive dipping cycles.
films are achievable via dip-coating, this method does not provide sufficiently thick QD
solids for device applications.
7.5 Annealing Dip-Coated QD Films
As MPA itself is an insulating compound, it is not the most conducive ligand for
carrier transport. Annealing and other ligand-removing post-treatments are practiced to
limit the amount of insulating MPA (at temperatures as high as 280◦C [180]). Ligand
removal for QD solids is not as problematic as removal in the liquid state, as the QDs have
already affixed onto a substrate, removing any questions of colloidal stability. Furthermore,
annealing is frequently practiced for improving QD film uniformity and morphology. In
addition to sintering excess ligands, annealing provides energy to QDs to traverse to optimal
positions across the surface, maximizing energetic favourability. Therefore, annealing was
investigated to determine the effect on CIS QD film morphology.
PL intensity of the MPA-ligated QD films dip-coated at 5 mm/min decreased signifi-
cantly after 5 layers. Therefore, after 5 coats of QDs were applied, the sample was annealed
at 50◦C for 30 min. This lower temperature was chosen to prevent damage to the delicate
QDs. Fig. 7.7 compares the PL emission spectra of the annealed, dip-coated samples with
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Figure 7.6: I-V curve of device fabricated with 60 layers of dip-coated ZCIS QDs. There
is shorting due to insufficient QD coverage.
non-annealed QD film. Previously, the PL emission intensity of the 10-layer sample was
shown to be lower than the 5-layer sample, indicating film removal. The PL of the annealed
5-layer sample is one order of magnitude higher than the non-annealed sample, and there is
no decreased PL intensity associated with additional cycles of coating, suggesting that the
film is not removed. Therefore, annealing aids in stabilizing the film adhesion, preventing
removal with subsequent cycles of dip-coating. Even annealing at a low temperature such
as 50◦C mitigates of film destruction for up to 10 cycles of dipping. This improved QD
loading leads to superior absorption and optical characteristics of the QD solid, and should
be further investigated for thicker QD films.
7.6 Conclusions
This chapter explores the formation of QD solids for QD-based device applications.
Common techniques of drop-casting, spin-casting, and dip-coating were investigated to
compare the morphology of the resultant films. As dip-coating was found to produce
the most uniform QD films with evidence of self-assembly, parameters of withdrawal rate
and cycle number were investigated to produce ordered, multi-layered ZCIS QD films on
ZnO. With a controlled withdrawal rate that promote QD adhesion, successive cycles of
dip-coating using slow withdrawal rates produced smoother films with higher substrate
coverage. However, it was not possible to achieve the thick film thickness required for QD
absorbers. Many cycles of dip-coating resulted in some QD removal, leaving areas of bare
substrate that caused device shorting. Annealing was found to be effective at mitigating
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Figure 7.7: PL emission spectra of MPA-ligated ZCIS QDs on ZnO, with and without
annealing.
film removal for up to 10 cycles of dipping. Overall, despite its drawbacks, drop-casting
continues to be a critical method for CIS-based QD film formation in this thesis, due to its
ability to achieve thick QD films. Nevertheless, dip-coating is viable for achieving uniform,
periodic, albeit thin QD solids. The knowledge gained in studying QD film formation,
presented in this chapter, are significant for subsequent work in QD/metal oxide interfaces
and QD-based device development.
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Chapter 8
Process Development for CIS QD
Photodetector Fabrication
Although metal oxide/QD heterojunction devices have shown good performance, the
majority of photovoltaic and photodetector architectures implementing CIS-based QDs
utilize a QDSSC configuration. The realization of metal oxide/CIS QD heterojunction
structures avoids disadvantages posed by the liquid junctions in QD-sensitized devices.
This chapter presents the fabrication of a planar photodetector based on a ZnO/CIS QD
heterojunction. This device was used to study the behaviour and illumination response
of ZnO/CIS-based QD heterojunctions, especially the dynamics of carrier separation and
transport. The device was fabricated using simple microfabrication and solution-casting
techniques amenable to VLSI. The individual materials and interfaces comprising the device
were studied to better understand its operation. Electrical characterization methods were
used to study the behaviour of carriers at interfaces and throughout the device bulk. The
results obtained from this simple, preliminary device are significant in understanding the
constitution of a metal oxide/QD heterojunction device, allowing the successful pursuit of
more complex architectures.
8.1 Zinc Oxide Thin Films
In heterojunction devices, the incorporation of materials and structures that pro-
mote charge separation improves device operation [33][44]. As explored in previous chap-
ters, metal oxide/QD junctions are a significant component of many QD-based devices
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[163][164]; the quality of these metal oxide films are essential to device performance. In pre-
vious chapters, simple device structures of CIS-based QDs were fabricated with ZnO/CIS
QD heterojunctions; ZnO was selected due to the compatible band alignment between ZnO
and CIS or ZCIS structures [169][170][186]. ZnO’s wide bandgap (3.2 eV [187]) and low
CB and VB positioning make it ideal for electron transport. ZnO’s CB is located at -4.19
eV relative to vacuum level [187]; this is below CIS’s CB of -4.06 eV [187], thus facilitating
electron transport from CIS donor states (located slightly below CIS CB) to ZnO. ZnO’s
VB is located at -7.39 eV relative to vacuum level [187], while the bulk CIS VB is at -5.56
eV [187], preventing the unwanted transport of holes from CIS acceptor states (located
slightly above CIS VB) to ZnO. Therefore, a ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction is conducive to
the operation of the device intended in this work. This section presents the development
of planar ZnO films.
Procedure for Sol-Gel ZnO Film
A ZnO solution is created by combining 0.194 g zinc acetate dehydrate (≥98%), 54
µL ethanolamine (≥99.5%), and 6 mL ethanol (90%), purchased from Sigma Aldrich, in
a vial and stirring at 45◦C for 2 hours [28]. The clear, viscous solution is subsequently
spin-cast onto the substrate at 800 rpm for 60 s. The ZnO films are then annealed at
180◦C for 30-60 min to stabilize the film and optimize ZnO molecules’ surface positioning
[28]. Surface profilometry measurements established the films to be approximately 40 nm
in thickness on glass and ITO-coated glass. The thickness is varied by controlling the speed
of rotation: faster rotation results in thinner films. The same rotation speed may produce
different thickness on different substrates.
Procedure for Sputtered ZnO Film
ZnO films are sputtered using an RF magnetron sputtering system (Intlvac - Nanochrome
I) with a ZnO target (Angstrom Sciences) and shadow mask. Based on a process estab-
lished in the facility [188], 40 nm of ZnO film is achieved after 8 min of sputtering at room
temperature, with an RF power of 150 W, Ar flow rate of 50 sccm, and pressure of 4.8
mTorr. The target is subject to a 5 min pre-sputtering period in the chamber to stabilize
plasma conditions, and a substrate rotation of 50 rpm is maintained to promote film uni-
formity. After the process completes, the films are annealed at 350◦C for 20 minutes to
improve conductivity.
Both methods are repeatable and amenable to large-scale fabrication. Sol-gel methods
of ZnO preparation are popular due to its inexpensiveness and simplicity [131]. However,
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these ZnO films result in imperfections and dangling bonds that contribute to trapping
and recombination [131]. In contrast, sputtered ZnO requires more extensive equipment,
but provides better of control, with less ambient interference. Table 8.1 summarizes the
thickness, deposition rate, sheet resistance (RSH), and resistivity (ρ) of films formed using
the methods and parameters presented above, obtained from an average of several mea-
surements made on several samples. Sheet resistance and resistivity measurements are not
included for the ZnO films on ITO, as the measured values more accurately reflect the very
high conductivity of the ITO films.
Table 8.1: Properties of ZnO thin film deposited under various conditions
Type Thickness (nm) Rate (nm/min) RSH (Ω/sq) ρ (Ω·cm)
Spin-cast on glass 60.2 10.08 6.07 ×10−5
Spin-cast on ITO 37.68
Sputtered on glass 37.26 4.66 68.45 2.58×10−4
Sputtered on ITO 42.62 5.33
The sol-gel ZnO films are easier to fabricate and present higher conductivity (lower
resistivity) by one order of magnitude; it was used more prominently in earlier portions of
the ZnO/CIS heterojunction development in this work. However, the greater repeatability
of the sputtered ZnO films afford some advantage. Thus, both sol-gel and sputtered ZnO
were utilized in this work. The thickness of the ZnO is kept to 40 nm to ensure that efficient
vertical electron transport is achieved from QDs to ITO, without insulation from overly
thick ZnO [28]. Overly thin spin-cast ZnO films do not cover the ITO films completely,
leading to leakage, while extremely thick ZnO films show significant roughness due to the
surface morphology changing from nanoparticulate to rippled [189]. RMS roughness of
ZnO-on-ITO is minimal between 20-40 nm; this is the thickness range in which spin-cast
ZnO films are the most optimal in morphological quality [189]. Fig. 8.1 shows AFM images
of spin-cast sol-gel and sputtered ZnO films on glass. The spin-cast ZnO film has an RMS
roughness of 0.869 nm, while the sputtered ZnO displays a slightly lower RMS roughness of
0.743 nm. The variation in roughness between the two methods of ZnO film deposition can
provide some indication of film porosity, which affects the quality of ZnO/QD interfaces.
8.2 Molybdenum Oxide Thin Films
Molybdenum trioxide, MoO3, is a wide-bandgapped oxide that is commonly employed
as a hole extraction material [190][191] due to its proclivity for hole transport, ability to
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Figure 8.1: AFM microscope images of (a) sol-gel and (b) sputtered ZnO film.
improve device stability [192], and compatibility with straightforward vacuum deposition
[192]. MoO3 shows advantages over the more established poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) for hole extraction. PEDOT:PSS is susceptible to
device degradation and electrical inhomogeneity, and its acidity degrades the underlying
ITO, compromising the integrity of the device [192][193]. MoO3 is utilized as the hole
transport layer in the devices presented in this thesis. MoO3’s bandgap is reported in the
3-3.1 eV range[190][194]; its HOMO is located at -5.3 eV [194], placing it slightly above CIS
VB of -5.56 eV [187], promoting hole transport from CIS to MoO3. Meanwhile, electrons
are prevented from travelling into MoO3 due to its higher LUMO of -2.3 eV [194] compared
to the CIS CB of -4.06 eV [187].
Molybdenum oxide pellets (99.95%) were purchased from Angstrom Sciences and used
as precursors for MoO3 films. The films in this work are thermally evaporated with a
shadow mask and substrate rotation at 100 rpm to maintain uniform deposition. As MoO3
is an insulating material, its thickness must be limited to avoid impacting conduction and
carrier transport. However, deposition of extremely thin MoO3 layers (below 1 nm) form
islands which do not adequately cover the surface of the substrate area [194]. An ideal
thickness of 5 nm [28][192][194] is used in this work. As MoO3 shows extreme ambient
sensitivity, and its band properties are significantly affected upon exposure to oxygen and
humidity [16], deposition is performed under a base vacuum of approximately 1 × 10−6
mbar. A 5 nm-thick layer of MoO3 is evaporated onto the device at a rate of 0.3 Å/s; this
slow deposition rate is used to avoid unwanted variations in film properties [192].
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Figure 8.2: (a) Raman and (b) XPS spectra of MoO3.
8.2.1 MoO3 Characterization
MoO3 films were thermally evaporated onto RCA-cleaned glass to study the effect of
deposition rate on film quality. Films of 5, 50 nm, and 565 nm thickness were deposited at
0.3 Å/s and 1.5 Å/s to observe the effect of thickness and deposition rate on film perfor-
mance and uniformity. It was found that, for deposition of MoO3 on glass, the deposition
rate did not particularly affect film morphology. However, slower deposition rates were
used in device fabrication to ensure uniformity. The MoO3 films were characterized using
Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and AFM.
Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw Ramascope Dual-wavelength micro-Raman spectrom-
eter, 623 nm laser excitation source) of the films were measured to observe the structure of
the bonds. Fig. 8.2(a) shows the Raman spectrum taken from the measurements of 565 nm-
thick MoO3 film deposited via thermal evaporation at a rate of 1.5 Å/s. In the spectrum, a
distinct peak can be identified at approximately 840 cm−1, corresponding to tetrahedrally
coordinated surface molybdates [195], while a broad peak is found at approximately 950
cm−1, corresponding to ν(Mo-O) stretching in octahedral surface molybdates [195][196].
These are in agreement with Raman bands associated with MoO3 [196][197][198]. MoO3
is susceptible to oxidation, evolving to MoO2; however, the absence of Raman bands at
wavenumbers associated with MoO2 [197][198] affirms the deposited thin film maintain the
desirable MoO3 structure.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 Microprobe
equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source at 148.6 eV) was performed on MoO3
film (Fig. 8.2(b)) to investigate the chemical composition. Fig. 8.3 displays the Mo and O
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Figure 8.3: XPS spectra of MoO3, with focus on (a) Mo and (b) O to more clearly show
binding energy values.
portions of the graph more clearly. The spectra displays a characteristic Mo 3d5/2 binding
energy at 231.3 eV and Mo 3d3/2 binding energy at 234.4 eV, with a small shoulder at
237 eV also corresponding to Mo 3d3/2 state (Fig. 8.3(a)). The spectra also shows an
O 1s binding energy of 529.2 eV (Fig. 8.3(b)). The shape of the spectra is typical for
MoO3 thin films [199], with a recognizable 3d5/2-3d3/2 doublet [196][200]. The distinct
resolution of the doublet, as well as the narrow peaks, indicate the absence of different
molybdenum(VI) oxo-species and a small range of binding energies; the measured film
contained only MoO3 [200][201]. A peak at 485 eV, corresponding to carbon 1s, is present
in the spectra, attributed exposure of the samples to ambient [199]. The peaks at 400 eV
and 415 eV are attributed to N 1s, again due to ambient exposure of the samples.
AFM topography images of the 5 nm MoO3 film, evaporated at 0.3 Å/s, were taken
to observe the film uniformity, presented in Fig. 8.4(a). The films are extremely uniform
and smooth, with little variation in film height. The RMS roughness is approximately 0.27
nm, showing good uniformity. Fig. 8.4(b) presents the height profile of the imaged area.
Cursors are placed at two points with the largest height difference; the vertical distance is
only 1.169 nm between these points, confirming low height variation in this film.
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Figure 8.4: AFM (a) topography image and (b) height profile of 5 nm MoO3 film thermally
evaporated at a rate of 0.3 Å/s.
8.3 QD Absorbers in Heterojunction Devices
In QD-based photodetectors and photovoltaics, QDs are applied as absorbers, capable of
absorbing incident photons that have energies larger than their bandgaps [3][21][88][104].
This process generates an electron-hole pair, or an exciton [18], which is separated and
removed from the QD layer. The efficiency of device operation depends on efficient charge
separation and transport to appropriate electrodes for collection. The absorption onset
energy of QDs can be tuned to the photons of interest, as QDs are able to absorb all photons
with energies higher than their bandgaps. Like emission, absorption of QDs correspond
to their sizes; smaller QDs cannot absorb as wide of a range as larger QDs with smaller
bandgaps [179]. Unlike bulk semiconductors, QDs can efficiently utilize the absorption
of high-energy photons via MEG. Instead of losing the excess energy via thermalization,
excitons can create additional excitons, thus making it theoretically possible for one photon
to generate multiple excitons [3]. Due to these advantageous properties, QDs are very
efficient at photon absorption and electron-hole generation [20]. Electron-hole pairs are
loosely bound in bulk materials, as they possess high dielectric constants that correspond
to a small Coulomb binding energy. However, nanomaterials such as QDs have strong
quantum and dielectric confinement that lead to strongly bound electron-hole pairs. The
rules of allowed optical transition are strict in QDs, and electrons are only allowed to
promote or relax to specific, discrete electronic states following absorption or recombination
[3]. For this reason, electron-hole pairs in QD solids are typically termed “excitons”, to
emphasize the distinction of their behaviour and binding compared to bulk solids.
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For direct bandgap semiconductors, recombination is a radiative band-to-band transi-
tion. However, as previous established, radiative recombination in CIS-based QDs primar-
ily occurs via DAP processes. Non-radiative pathways, typically arising from surface trap
states, compete with radiative recombination. Furthermore, Auger processes, in which the
energy of electron-hole recombination is transferred to a third electron to inject it to a re-
mote, high-energy state, may also compete with radiative recombination. Auger processes
are efficient in QDs, and may work with traps to interfere with radiative recombination
pathways, injecting the “hot” carriers into trap states [3]. Although these “hot” carriers
tend to non-radiatively relax to band-edge states, the energy they lose during descent can
be utilized to separate other electron-hole pairs [3]. QD solids formed from polydisperse
CQDs show random packing and QD aggregation, which results in inhomogeneous energy
landscapes, where the electronic states at band edges are broad and varied. These solids
also possess localized energy states directly below and above the CB and VB, respectively,
which provide an abundance of undesirable thermalization sites for photoexcited carriers
[132]. Formation of crystalline, ordered QD solids from QDs with few defects produce films
with more advantageous optical properties.
8.3.1 Charge Separation
In heterojunction photodetectors and photovoltaics, electron-hole pairs must be sepa-
rated at the heterojunctions and collected at their respective electrodes [18]. The metal
oxide/QD interface is key to charge carrier separation. QDs, including CIS QDs, are con-
sidered to behave more as a p-type material, while the metal oxide (ZnO) behaves in an
n-type manner. A depletion region forms at the ZnO/CIS QD interface, while the re-
mainder of the QD solid, far away from the junction, is quasi-neutral [18]. The CBs and
DAP states of ZnO and QDs, respectively, are staggered such that the ZnO CB is below
the QDs, and the built-in field at the junction removes electrons from the QDs into the
ZnO. Meanwhile, the ZnO VB is far below the VB and DAP states of the QD, presenting
a high barrier which prevents holes from injection into ZnO. Therefore, the charges are
separated. An additional hole transport/electron blocking layer (here, MoO3) with ap-
propriately aligned band levels may also be added to transport the holes to the opposite
contact. The QD size is significant, as it determines the energies the DAP states, which in
turn affects the junction formation [11].
The quality of the interfaces strongly determine the effectiveness of carrier separation
and transport. If the QDs do not show good adhesion to the n-type material, the quality of
the contact is poor, and charge separation is limited. QD aggregates also negatively impact
transport, causing the QDs to cluster and transport carriers amongst themselves rather
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than towards the interfaces [116]. The interfaces may present issues, such as trap sites,
which reduce carrier lifetime and promote recombination, decreasing device gain and speed
[3][116][126]. The distribution of states at interfaces causes interstitial scattering, resulting
in decreased transport. Therefore, ligand functionalization and surface treatments, which
remove mobility-hindering traps and improve QD adhesion, are significant in the realization
of high-quality interfaces conducive to charge separation [3]. Strategies such as thermal
treatment and Zn-alloying, which suppress charge recombination and optimize QD solid
configuration [35][36], are also effective in improving device performance.
The mechanism of charge separation in ZnO/CIS QD heterojunctions is as follows:
CuInS2 + hν −→ CuInS2(e+ h)
CuInS2(e+ h) −→ CuInS2(et + ht)
CuInS2(et + ht) + MoO3 −→ CuInS2(et) + MoO3(h)
CuInS2(et) + ZnO −→ CuInS2 + ZnO(e)
(8.1)
Upon absorbance of photons, excitons are generated in the CIS QD solid. Electrons
are promoted to donor DAP states near the CB, while holes remain in the lower energy
acceptor DAP states near the VB. Through interdot transport, electrons traverse through
the CB DAP states to the ZnO/QD interface, upon which they are extracted from the
CIS QD solid into the ZnO’s conduction band. Simultaneously, holes traverse toward
the QD/MoO3 interface, and exit the CIS QD solid via the MoO3 HOMO. Due to the
complexity of the multiple hopping, de-trapping, and transport involved in this process,
the conduction and valence bands of ZnO and MoO3 must be correctly aligned to the QD
solid’s DAP states.
8.4 Planar Heterojunction Device Architecture
Planar photodetectors were fabricated to evaluate the I-V characteristics of the ZnO/CIS
QDs/MoO3 junctions with ITO bottom contacts and Ti/Ag top contacts. The schematic
of the device is shown in Fig. 8.5. A Focused Ion Beam (FIB) Scanning Electron Micro-
scope (Zeiss Auriga) was used to obtain a cross-section of the device; HRTEM images of
the MoO3/CIS QDs and CIS QDs/ZnO/ITO interfaces are inset. A Pt layer was deposited
for the FIB extraction process, visible in the TEM image of the MoO3/CIS QDs interface;
this is not present in the device during operation.
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Figure 8.5: Device schematic. Inset: HRTEM images of the MoO3/CIS QDs and CIS
QDs/ZnO/ITO interfaces. The layer to the left of MoO3 shows deposited Pt thin film,
obtained from the preparation process of the cross-sectional sample.
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ITO was selected as an electrode due to its work function [202], transparency [191][202],
conductivity [192], transmittance [203], and overall established reliability [191]. ITO’s
high work function, generally reported to be between 4.4-4.5 eV [202][204][205][206], is
advantageous for electron extraction (or hole injection) from ZnO’s CB. The ITO-coated
glass is cleaned with oxygen plasma, then rinsed with solvent prior to ZnO deposition.
Wet and dry surface contamination removal treatments have been shown to increase the
work function [204][205][206], advantageous in this application. Sugiyama et al found that
surface contamination removal thorough UV-ozone treatment increased the work function
to as much as 4.75 eV [204]. In Ding et al’s work, oxygen plasma exposure increased the
work function to as much as 5.2 eV [206]. Schlaf et al’s measurements showed the work
function of ITO-coated glass, cleaned by sonication in acetone, IPA, and other solvents, to
be 4.78 eV [202], in good agreement with typical values measured in literature [202]. All
proposed ITO work function values, including untreated ITO, are lower than ZnO’s CB
position, allowing for electrons to easily transport from ZnO to ITO.
Notably, there are reports that direct contact between ITO and ZnO can lead to non-
uniform resistance and Schottky barrier creation, resulting in unideal device function [203].
Additionally, subjecting ITO to high temperatures (above 100-170◦C) has been reported to
disrupt its crystalline lattice [203] and decrease conductivity [189]. This indicates that the
ZnO thin film annealing processes, for both spin-cast and sputtered ZnO, may somewhat
disrupt structural integrity of ITO. However, as no significant defects were observed during
device characterization, this issue was not further pursued in this work.
Fig. 8.6 shows the band diagram of the device; as discussed previously, the band
alignment is conducive to electron-hole separation and improved conduction. The CIS QDs
active layer absorbs photons and generates electron-hole pairs; electrons move towards the
ZnO layer, where they are conducted towards ITO, and extracted. However, holes cannot
traverse by this pathway, and travel from CIS to MoO3, where they are subsequently
extracted through the Ti/Ag electrodes, which possess appropriate work functions to accept
holes from MoO3 [207]. Electrons are blocked from entering MoO3 from CIS QDs. Thus,
the bandgap alignment promotes removal of photoexcited carriers from the QD layer, and
prevents electron-hole recombination. In this work, both Al and Ag were used to metallize
the bottom ITO contact and improve electron extraction. The band diagram in Fig. 8.6
only shows Al, but both metals are acceptable, as they display similar work functions
compatible with ITO.
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Figure 8.6: Band diagram of photodetector device.
8.4.1 Procedure for Device Fabrication
ITO-coated glass substrates (2.2 × 2.2 cm2, 5 Ω/), purchased from LumTec Inc.,
are cleaned via reactive ion etching with O2 (30 sccm, 50 mTorr, ICP 200 W, DC 200 W,
for 3 min), washed with acetone and isopropyl alcohol in sequence, then dehydrated at
110◦C for 5 minutes to prepare the surface. Kapton tape or photoresist is used to isolate
a section of the ITO film from subsequent fabrication steps, so that it can be metallized
as the bottom contact. 40 nm of ZnO is then spin-cast from solution, as described above.
MPA-ligated core CIS QDs, with emission peaks ranging from 650-750 nm, were syn-
thesized as outlined in previous chapters, or purchased from NN Labs (680 nm emission).
To prevent unwanted shorting between the top and bottom contacts of the device, it is
critical for the QD film sufficiently cover the device surface [33]. Thus, for simplicity and to
achieve maximum thickness, CIS QDs are drop-cast onto the glass/ITO/ZnO stack, using
Kapton tape to define the device area. Various concentrations and layer thicknesses are
implemented to determine the effect on device performance. Effort is taken to maximize
QD uniformity and coverage, but it is not possible to thoroughly detect discontinuities in
the QD film over the large substrate area. For devices with multiple QD layers, previous
layers are allowed to dry, then subsequent layers are drop-cast, building the absorber thick-
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Figure 8.7: Images of the device in (a) ambient lighting and (b) illuminated under UV.
ness. Some QD films are subject to a 50◦C, 15 min annealing step to improve uniformity,
further discussed in later sections. Up to this step, all of the fabrication is completed in an
N2-filled glove box or under vacuum, to avoid ambient interference, which is detrimental
to arrangement of QD states [113].
After depositing the QD absorber layer, a 5 nm layer of MoO3 is thermally evaporated
onto the partially completed photodetector, as described previously (0.3 Å/s). Finally, top
and bottom metallization is performed via electron beam deposition with shadow mask.
An initial 50 nm titanium adhesion layer is deposited (at a rate of 3 Å/s) to allow good
adhesion between MoO3 and the Ag electrode. Then, Ag is deposited at a rate of 2-3
Å/s, to a thickness of 500-1000 nm. Some devices possess an Al bottom contact, deposited
at a rate of 5 Å/s. MoO3, Ti, Ag, and Al are deposited using a Sigma Technologies
Evaporator system, under a base pressure of 1 × 10−6 Torr, with the substrates rotated at
100 rpm to maintain even deposition. The active area of the device is defined to be 2 cm
× 1.525 cm (3.05 cm2). The vertical structure of this device reduces the travel distance of
photoexcited carriers, thus promoting conduction [33]. Fig. 8.7 shows images of the device
under ambient and UV illumination. Under ambient light conditions, the device is fairly
transparent, with the thick CIS QD layer hardly visible (Fig. 8.7(a)). The quantum dots
are highly fluorescent when the device is illuminated under UV light (Fig. 8.7(b)).
8.4.2 Structural Analysis
The structure of the device under test was investigated using transmission electron
microscopy. Using FIB, a cross-section of the device was lifted, and observed under TEM
(Fig. 8.8(a)); EDS was used to identify the elements. Each individual layer of the device is
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Figure 8.8: (a) TEM of device cross-section. (b) HRTEM of CIS QDs in the device.
visible, and clear interfaces between each layer can be noted. Fig. 8.8(b) shows a HRTEM
image of the CIS QDs absorber in the device. The QDs are crystalline and approximately
5 nm in diameter; individual QDs can be distinctly observed in the HRTEM image.
8.5 Preliminary Photodetection Characteristics
To analyze the I-V behaviour of the devices and determine their response to illumi-
nation, I-V curves under dark and controlled illuminated conditions were obtained, based
on the measurement setup in Chapter 6. For UV illuminated I-V measurements, a Cole
Parmer 4-Watt UV lamp with dual 365 nm wavelength tubes was mounted over the device
under test, and illuminated at full intensity. A commercial integrated chip (IC)-controlled
flash-set, LED lamp (Nova-Strobe BBL) was used as the illumination source in photocon-
ductivity measurements, while an Agilent E3620 A power supply was used to apply a bias
to the device. Photoconductivity measurements were made using an Agilent Technologies
DSO5012A 5000 series oscilloscope.
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Figure 8.9: I-V measurements of the device under dark, illuminated, and UV-illuminated
conditions.
8.5.1 I-V Response to Visible Illumination
Fig. 8.9 shows the result of I-V measurements taken on a planar heterojunction device.
Under dark conditions, the device shows a typical diodic I-V curve. Upon illumination
at 80% of the maximum capable 1 sun intensity, the device shows a strong response via
production of photocurrent; turn-on voltage is located at approximately 0.8 V. A similar
photocurrent is produced upon illumination of the device with the UV lamp.
Interestingly, illumination at 100% intensity produces a weaker photocurrent than 80%
intensity. Several explanations are proposed for this phenomenon. First, the high illumina-
tion intensity results in device degradation, leading to weaker photocurrent. Alternatively,
charge traps in the active QD layer may capture carriers more significantly at the stronger
light intensity, resulting in reduced responsivity and lack of linear correlation between pho-
tointensity and photocurrent [135]. Finally, as photocurrent is attributed to the majority
carrier [3][18][174], higher photointensity leads to increased minority carrier generation,
which increases recombination and degrades majority carrier lifetime; this is discussed fur-
ther in the next chapter. This I-V behaviour was not seen in all devices, due to difficulty
achieving reliable fabrication and control over QD deposition in this large-area device. A
more repeatable device architecture, with clearly defined QD active areas, is required to
achieve more predictable device response.
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Figure 8.10: Dark I-V measurements taken before and after extended UV exposure.
8.5.2 I-V Response to UV Exposure
It was observed that the dark I-V curves of subsequent measurements changed after
illuminating the device with the UV lamp, with higher dark current obtained than previous
measurements. To observe the impact of UV exposure on the device under test, the device
was subject to extended UV illumination. The UV lamp was mounted over the device,
and the chamber was sealed to avoid ambient light. The UV lamp was switched on, and
the device was illuminated under the UV lamp for 10 minutes. Then, the UV lamp was
removed, and dark I-V measurements were performed. Fig. 8.10 presents the results of
dark I-V measurements taken prior to and following extended UV illumination.
Despite the absence of any illumination during the measurement, the current of the
device is significantly higher after extended UV exposure. Several explanations can be
proposed for this change in the device’s response. It has been reported that exposure to
UV can reduce the work function of ITO [202], which results in easier electron transport
from the active quantum dot layer to the ITO contact, after passing the ZnO/QD junc-
tion. The UV exposure’s impact on ITO work function effectively modifies the device band
alignment, resulting in improved conduction. Alternatively, the UV exposure may provide
an annealing effect to the quantum dot film, which improves film quality, ligand structure,
and interdot spacing. This subsequently leads to overall improved conduction in the de-
vice. However, this is contradictory to findings in previous studies, in which extended UV
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exposure degraded CdSe QDs [66][208]. Conversely, the improved stability of the CIS QDs
compared to heavy metal-containing CdSe QDs, and the shorter duration of UV exposure
(10 min compared to 1 hour), perhaps induces only positive changes without producing
lattice disruptions to the CIS QDs. Another probable cause of the prolonged photocurrent
is attributed to long-living traps, which capture and release carriers after an extended pe-
riod of time, allowing prolonged recombination and creating secondary photocurrents that
can continue for days [1].
8.5.3 Effect of Annealing on Device
The formation of smooth, uniform QD films is critical to device fabrication. The
smoothness of the MoO3 HTL and Ti/Ag top contacts, and therefore efficiency of hole
transport across the CIS QDs/MoO3 interface, strongly depends on the quality of the
CIS QD film they sit on. Although drop-casting is the most economical method of film
deposition, it results in undesirable, non-uniform films with a risk of areas without QD
coverage. However, methods that promote greater film uniformity and periodicity, such as
dip-coating, do not produce the sufficient thickness required in QD absorbers.
In the investigation of CIS QD solids, it was found that annealing QD films at low
temperatures improved QD adhesion and loading. When dip-coated CIS QD films were
annealed at 50◦C for 30 minutes, thicker QD films could be achieved, as subsequent cycles
of dip-coating did not disturb and remove previous films. It is known that annealing
improves QD solid morphology and loading by providing QDs with sufficient energy to
traverse to energetically favourable sites. The improved periodicity results in consistent
interdot separations, which is advantageous for carrier transport and photoconduction.
Annealing was performed to improve the uniformity and quality of the drop-cast CIS
QD film for devices. Devices were built without QD annealing, and with annealing per-
formed using the same parameters (50◦C, 15 min; a shorter annealing duration was used
out of consideration for the other films in the device architecture), before and after MoO3
deposition; all other fabrication steps were identical. Fig. 8.11 presents the I-V curves
obtained from these devices, with the I-V curve of the annealed device, presented above,
again inserted for comparison. In the absence of proper annealing, the device I-V curves
do not display diodic characteristics.
Shorting is observed in both the non-annealed device and the device with annealing
is performed after MoO3 deposition. Without annealing, QDs are not ideally distributed
across the substrate surface, leading to discontinuity and island formation. Annealing
also adjusts ligand arrangement, producing shorter paths to improve conduction. When
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Figure 8.11: I-V measurements of devices with and without QD annealing, and with an-
nealing performed after MoO3 deposition.
annealing is not performed in a timely manner, such as after MoO3 deposition, the QDs
are also not able to distribute themselves in an energetically favourable manner across the
substrate, again forming discontinuities that lead to shorting. The additional complexity
of the MoO3 also impede QD distribution. For optimal QDs coverage of substrates, QDs
must be annealed after drop-casting, prior to MoO3 deposition.
8.5.4 Photoconductivity Response
The transient photoconductivity decay method was used to measure the device’s re-
sponse to illumination. Fig. 8.12(a) shows the schematic of the setup used for measure-
ments. A 10 V bias was applied to the device, which was connected in series to a 5 kΩ
resistor, to produce a current of 2 mA. An LED stroboscope was mounted directly and
perpendicularly above the device to provide excitation. An amplifier set to 40 dB was used
to increase the strength of the signal, monitored using the oscilloscope.
The device was illuminated by the pulsed LED stroboscope. Fig. 8.12(b) shows the
photoconductivity of the device. The device shows a strong periodic response to the il-
lumination, with an exponential rise in photoconductivity, followed by steady-state as
conductivity reaches maximum, then concluding with an exponential decay following re-
moval of the excitation source. Therefore, the device shows response to pulsed illumination.
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Figure 8.12: (a) Circuit utilized to monitor device photoconductivity response. (b) Am-
plified photoconductivity response of a device under illumination.
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However, as with I-V behaviour, this response was not repeatable across multiple devices,
due to difficulty in controlling device fabrication, especially the arrangement of QDs in the
large active area.
8.6 Conclusions
A simple planar photodetector was fabricated based on optimized processes for ZnO,
CIS QD, and MoO3 films, forming a ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction with MoO3 HTL. The
structure and behaviour of the photodetector based on this heterojunction was studied.
The photodetector showed sensitivity to visible and ultraviolet illumination. Devices with
annealed QDs showed better performance, with a visibly more uniform film, and better
response to illumination. The preliminary response shown in this work demonstrates the
applicability of ZnO/CIS QD heterojunctions for photodetector devices. However, the
large area of the device lead to poor fabrication repeatability, especially in control of the
QD absorber, necessitating optimization to device architecture. The processes developed
and results obtained for the simple planar heterojunction device presented in this chapter
are utilized in the realization of more sophisticated ZnO/CIS QD devices in this thesis.
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Chapter 9
Fabrication of Micrometer-Scale QD
Heterojunction Photodetectors
As novel QD-based photodetector and light management devices continue to be heav-
ily investigated among the research community, it is critical that reliable processes are
implemented in device fabrication. The use of novel materials pose many uncertainties
and challenges; questions regarding fabrication should be eliminated via the development
of reliable, repeatable processes and device architectures. The previous chapter presented
the fabrication and characterization of a ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction device that showed
strong response to visible and UV illumination. However, the drop-casting method used
to implement QDs over the large, centimeter-scale active area (2.0 × 1.525 cm2) resulted
in non-uniform, imperfect QD films. Due to the lack of repeatability in device fabrication,
particularly for QD film formation, more optimized device architectures are required. The
crystallinity of a QD solid significantly determines electron transport through the device,
and therefore, its performance. Large-area QD devices are problematic, as they show a
proclivity for unwanted lateral carrier transport and trapping. Due to lack of control over
the fabrication process, the large-area device presented in the previous chapter did not
show reliable performance.
Smaller-area QD-based devices, in the scale of micrometers or hundreds of nanometers,
are desirable in avoiding issues of large-area QD trapping. However, the use of smaller
substrates complicate the fabrication process, as they present challenges for device manip-
ulation and are incompatible with standardized fabrication equipment, which are designed
for cm-scale substrates. This chapter presents the development of a process for fabricating
small, micron-scale heterojunction QD devices onto standard centimeter-scale substrates.
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Patterning was used to define QDs with 19.63 µm2 active areas onto 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 sub-
strates compatible with industry fabrication. Each layer of the device, including the QD
film layer, was defined through the use of photo and shadow masks. The repeatability
afforded by this processes allowed exclusion of device architecture as a factor contributing
to device performance. I-V measurements of the photodetector devices showed promising
performance, and higher process reliability was achieved.
9.1 Conduction in Photodetectors
Photodetector photocurrent primarily relies on majority carrier mobility. Therefore,
it is advantageous to reduce recombination by hindering the transport of minority carrier
[3][18][174]. In QDs, the holes are typically considered majority carriers, making them
p-type materials. Recombination can be reduced by confining minority carriers within a
trap state, such as QD shells (preferably in a Type II configuration that allows selective
carrier confinement), or internal defects. Defect states that selectively trap the minority
carrier allow the majority carrier to traverse to collection without recombination. Ligand
exchange can be leveraged to accomplish the desirable selective trapping, as some ligands
produce interface states closer to the QD’s CB to capture electrons. Trapped minority
carriers are eventually released, which can lead to residual minority carrier mobility after
initial photogeneration ceases [94].
ON-OFF ratio, which describes the strength of the photodetector’s photocurrent com-
pared to dark current, is a significant figure of merit in evaluating a photodetector’s per-
formance and sensitivity. It is desirable for photodetectors to have minimal dark current,
strong photocurrent, and defined turn-on at a specific photocarrier density [3]. Dark cur-
rent is affected by the p-n junction, and can be minimized through tailoring higher barriers
to prevent significant injection at low-light conditions. Photocurrent is maximized by in-
creasing majority carrier mobility and effective minority carrier trapping [50].
9.1.1 Photointensity and Photocurrent
The photocurrent at low-light conditions may be larger than at higher intensities. This
was observed in the large-area device presented in the previous chapter, and it is attributed
to minority carrier traps. The number of traps present in QD solids are finite. At low opti-
cal intensities, they are only partially filled, easily trapping any generated minority carriers
and minimizing recombination. However, high intensities generate many more electron-hole
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pairs, causing traps to fill quickly [141]. At a high photointensity, free minority electrons
are abundant in the QD solid, posing as recombination obstacles to majority holes, result-
ing in decreased majority carrier lifetime. Equation 9.1 describes the relationship between
photocurrent and light intensity, Iv, in CIS QDs [141][209]:
I ∝ Ivb (9.1)
The parameter b describes the response of photocurrent to light intensity, and takes
a value between 0.5 < b < 1. The non-linear nature of this relationship arises from the
complex interactions between generation, recombination, and trapping of carriers within
QD solids [141][209]. At a lower photointensity, the density of trapped minority carriers
is greater than free minority carriers, leading to less recombination. However, after traps
are filled, minority carriers freely recombine with majority carriers, resulting in reduced
current [48][50][174]. Higher temperatures simultaneously contribute to, and detract from
photocurrent: although majority carrier mobility increases with temperature, thermal en-
ergy also de-traps minority carriers, simultaneously increasing recombination [210].
9.2 Device Architecture
The device architecture is presented in Fig. 9.1. The device composition is similar
to the planar device, but the 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 substrate is divided into ten sections, each
holding a single device. The negative, epoxy-based photoresist, SU-8, is implemented
as insulator to confine the conductive area to a single 5 µm-diameter well, effectively
reducing the effective device area to the micron-scale. The standard size of the substrate
allows the use of existing fabrication equipment and facilities. The use of SU-8 in this
architecture required adjustments to the process presented in the previous chapter; this is
further discussed in subsequent sections. Two configurations are utilized: ZnO under SU-8
(ZnO/SU-8) and SU-8 under ZnO (SU-8/ZnO).
Fig. 9.2 shows the top-view of the device layout, depicting the ten individual devices
on the 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 substrate. The mask is designed using LayoutEditor software. The 5
µm-diameter device well is located underneath the top contacts, and is too small to view
in this image. An additional contact is placed onto the SU-8, midway between the top and
bottom contacts. This contact is utilized to test the mechanical and electrical stability of
the SU-8, verifying its insulation effectiveness. Further details on the dimensions of the
substrate and features, as well as individual images of the patterns used in each layer, are
found in Appendix A.
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Figure 9.1: Cross-section device diagrams of the small-area device, with (a) ZnO under
SU-8 (ZnO/SU-8) and (b) ZnO over SU-8 (SU-8/ZnO) configurations.
Figure 9.2: Layout of the patterned small-area device.
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9.3 Process for Fabrication of Patterned Device
Metallization, and ITO, ZnO, and MoO3 deposition are completed according to Section
8.4.1. CIS QDs are deposited into the device well using a QD injection system; this is
presented in detail in the next section. All layers of the device are the same as the planar
device, save for the addition of insulating SU-8.
To pattern the layers of the device, AZ 3312 positive photoresist is spin-cast onto the
cleaned substrates at 3000 rpm for 1 min; the AZ 3312-coated substrate is then baked
at 90◦C for 1 minute, according to manufacturer specifications. The AZ 3312 is exposed
using UV lithography, with patterns defined by photomasks or maskless aligner (MLA;
Heidelberg Instruments MLA150; 450 mJ/cm2, defocus -6). The substrates are exposed
and patterned according to the mask found in Appendix A, subject to a post-exposure bake
(PEB) at 90◦C for 1 minute, then developed for 60 s in AZ MIF 300 developer, followed by
hard bake at 90◦C for 3 minutes. The ITO is etched in HCl:HNO3:H2O (10:1:10 ratio) [211];
350 nm of ITO is completely removed after approximately 20 minutes. ZnO is etched using
2% HCl; 40 nm of ZnO is completely removed after 30 s of etching. AZ 3312 is removed
by rinsing with acetone, IPA, and DI water in sequence.
SU-8 photoresist is prepared by diluting SU-8 2025 with SU-8 thinner to achieve SU-
8 2001.5. Meanwhile, the substrate is dehydrated at 110◦C for 5 min to enhance SU-8
adhesion. SU-8 2001.5 is spin-cast onto the substrate at 3000 rpm for 1 minute, resulting
in a 1.2-1.5 µm-thick layer. The SU-8 is baked at 90◦C for 1 minute. The SU-8 is exposed
using a mask aligner or MLA, then subject to PEB. The exposure and PEB conditions were
tuned based on the conditions of the substrate (ITO or ZnO), and are further discussed
in subsequent sections. Following PEB, the SU-8 is developed in SU-8 developer for 1
min, followed by a 10 s rinse with fresh SU-8 developer, and then a 10 s rinse with IPA,
according to manufacturer specifications. Finally, the developed SU-8 is subject to a hard
bake at 150◦C for 10 min.
9.4 QD Injection
In optimizing the thickness of QD absorbers, there is trade-off between absorption and
conduction. Thicker QD absorbers correlate to higher QD loading, in which more QDs are
present within the active area to absorb more photons, creating more excitons. However,
overly thick QD films reduces transport, leading to lower current density. Carriers must
complete more hopping events and traverse through a longer path to reach the desired in-
terface, giving rise to higher probability of unwanted trapping. Thicker films are achieved
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through the deposition of multiple QD layers, which leads to greater formation of imperfec-
tions and QD aggregates that negatively impact electron transport [20]. Furthermore, QD
film aggregates and impurities can result in the production of light-emitting species, which
may capture photons and down-convert their emission [3]. Strategies such as cross-linking
or annealing decreases thickness while maintaining equivalent QD loading, by forcing the
QD layers to pack more densely. As well, annealing partially removes some insulating
ligands to eliminate barriers to carrier transport. This in turn improves QD adhesion onto
substrates, leading to better interfaces.
Overall, thicker QD films are desirable in vertical device architectures. Lower energy,
long-wavelength photons are absorbed deeper in the device; in devices with thin QD ab-
sorbers, long-wavelength photons may be lost to non-absorbing layers of the device. The
QD film thickness should be tailored to absorb photons with the longest wavelength of
interest, as more energetic photons are easily absorbed near the surface. The QD should
have a thickness of α−1, in which α = 1
δ
, where δ is the absorption depth at which 63% of
the longest-wavelength photons are absorbed.
The work presented up to this chapter has predominantly employed drop-casting, which
is more compatible with achieving thicker films over larger areas. However, as the rate of
solvent evaporation varies over such larger surfaces, and can be volatile, it is difficult
to maintain uniformity throughout the QD solid. Ligand and surface functionalization
mitigates, but does not entirely prevent formation of clusters, cracks, and bare areas.
The ease and low-waste of drop-casting is extremely advantageous, but the lack of control
over deposition is detrimental to film formation. The inelegant, large-area QD deposition
methods presented in the previous chapters are not amenable to the small-area device
architecture. The lack of control and film uniformity in drop-casting may not even deposit
QDs within the small 5 µm-diameter device well.
Therefore, a hybrid QD injection mechanism was implemented to combine the ease
of drop-casting with the control of inkjet printing. A shadow mask was designed with
openings to expose only the areas around the device wells for QD film formation. O-rings
were placed around the openings to ensure QD confinement; when the substrate is placed
into the mask, the O-rings are pressed tightly against it, preventing QDs seeping across the
surface. The QD area is defined by the 3 mm inner diameter of the O-rings, indicated red
circles in Fig. 9.2. The actual QD area is smaller, as the O-rings’ inner diameter decreases
when pressed tightly against the substrate. A fine-tipped syringe is used in conjunction
with an Eppendorf injection system to release QD solution into the mask openings under
a set pressure and time. The device is kept in the shadow mask until the QDs dry. Unlike
many other QD film formation methods, this method ensures that each injection releases
an identical volume of QDs into a defined area, making it reliable and repeatable. Although
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Figure 9.3: High-magnification microscope image of the QDs filling the 5 µm-diameter
device hole after injection.
the inner diameter of the O-rings, and therefore the QD film area, is larger than the device
well (3 mm vs 5 µm), this process produces significantly fewer variations in QD uniformity
and morphology than larger-area methodologies. This QD injection method retains the
simplicity and low-waste of drop-casting, while bringing benefits of inkjet printing without
the need for expensive, complicated equipment. The design of the injection system is found
in Appendix B.
Fig. 9.3 shows a microscope image of QDs injected into the 5 µm-diameter device
well. Unlike drop-casting, confinement provided by the O-rings prevents lateral movement
during solvent evaporation, ensuring QDs have good contact with the base of the well.
Fig. 9.4(a) shows cross-sectional SEM images of injected QDs in a device well. The
apparent roughness is due to the proclivity of QDs to form clusters; although it seems
significant at this scale, the QD film is much more uniform than the QD films formed by
drop-casting. Fig. 9.4(b) shows an undesirable void formed in the QD absorber within
the device well. Such voids and discontinuities, which frequently form during drop-casting,
are undesirable because they hinder carrier collection. They can be mitigated through
tailoring injection conditions.
Thicker QD layers are achieved through the use of more concentrated CQD solutions
or increasing the number of injections. It is preferable to optimize the QD concentration,
such that the desired film thickness is achieved with just one injection. More injections
create multiple QD interfaces within the film, leading to problematic carrier transport.
However, overly concentrated QD solutions hinder performance, as the abundance of lig-
ands decreases transport through the film. In this work, the QD injection is kept constant
at a pump pressure of 1 psi with a 0.6 s injection duration. When used with CIS CQDs in
ethanol, these parameters produce low-mobility droplets with a high contact angle, lead-
ing to good QD film formation. The best QD devices were achieved through one pump of
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Figure 9.4: SEM cross-section image of (a) QDs in device well using injection system, (b)
and formation of QD voids in the well.
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less-concentrated CQD solutions; this is discussed further in later sections.
9.5 Development of SU-8 and ZnO
Although the device maintains the heterojunction architecture of the planar device in
Chapter 8, the incorporation of SU-8 and adjustment of the active device area required
modification of the ZnO formation. The following sections present the development of SU-8
and adjustment of ZnO to accommodate SU-8 incorporation in the small-area device.
9.5.1 Development of SU-8 Layer
As SU-8 was purchased commercially, the manufacturer’s guide was primarily refer-
enced for its implementation. Maskless photolithography was used to expose this negative
photoresist, and dose/defocus tests were performed to determine the best exposure condi-
tions to use for the desired substrate. The MLA system uses a 375 nm laser and digital
micromirror device (DMD) to scan the design onto the substrate, thus rendering a physical
photomask unnecessary. In the MLA, the dose parameter indicates the intensity of expo-
sure (given in mJ/cm2), while defocus describes the depth at which the laser is focused (on
a scale from -10 to 10, in increments of 2). Dose/defocus tests entail arraying the substrate
with a pattern containing features on the scale of the smallest feature on the device (in this
case, the 5 µm-diameter device well). Each position in the array is exposed under different
dose and defocus conditions, to determine the best combination to use for the photoresist
and substrate. The dose/defocus conditions given for AZ 3312 on ITO and ZnO, earlier in
this chapter, were determined using dose/defocus tests.
As SU-8 is a permanent component of the device, its exposure conditions are much
more significant than AZ 3312, which is removed after etching. Fig. 9.5 shows images of
SU-8 on ITO, exposed under four different dose/defocus conditions. The pattern for the
dose test is provided by Quantum-Nano Fabrication and Characterization Facilities at the
University of Waterloo. In Fig. 9.5(a), the correct exposure conditions of 800 mJ/cm2 and
-4 for dose and defocus, respectively, are used. The 2.5 and 3-wide µm trenches are crisp,
without the presence of residual photoresist.
Fig. 9.5(b) shows a sample exposed with the correct dose (800 mJ/cm2), but an in-
correct, shallow defocus (0). The features are not as clear compared to development using
the correct conditions. Fig. 9.5(c) and (d) show samples that are exposed using doses that
are too low (750 mJ/cm2) and too high (1000 mJ/cm2), respectively. In the underexposed
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Figure 9.5: Microscope images of dose test for SU-8 exposed with (a) the correct exposure
conditions (800 mJ/cm2/-4), (b) incorrect defocus (800 mJ/cm2/0), and at doses that are
(c) too low (750 mJ/cm2/0) and (d) too high (1000 mJ/cm2/0).
sample, the photoresist is underdeveloped, leading to blurry features. The features are
hardly present in the overexposed sample. The 1.5 and 2-wide µm are not well-defined
for any of the exposure conditions, including the correct exposure in Fig. 9.5(a). This
indicates that SU-8 is not capable of achieving such fine features on ITO; such limitations
must be considered in device design. This limit is not a concern in this device, where the
smallest feature is 5 µm.
As shown in Fig. 9.1, two architectures were implemented, with the SU-8 deposited
on ITO (SU-8/ZnO) and on ZnO (ZnO/SU-8). Two types of ZnO: sol-gel and drop-cast,
were utilized. Therefore, the dose/defocus test was performed for three substrates. Table
9.1 shows the dose and defocus determined for substrate, as well as PEB conditions.
Fig. 9.6 demonstrates the importance of performing dose/defocus tests for each combi-
nation of photoresist and substrate. The sample in the image depicts SU-8 on sol-gel ZnO,
exposed using the dose/defocus conditions perfected for ITO (800 mJ/cm2/-4). Although
these values are appropriate for ITO, the SU-8 is underexposed on the ZnO, and appears to
peel instead of adhering to the substrate. The SU-8 forms undesirable undercut trenches,
which may result in problematic lift-off of subsequent layers (QDs and top contacts).
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Table 9.1: Exposure and PEB conditions of SU-8 on various substrates
Substrate Dose (mJ/cm2) Defocus PEB Temperature (◦C) PEB time (min)
ITO 800 -4 100 3
Sol-gel ZnO 1300 8 100 22.5
Sputtered ZnO 1100 0 100 22.5
Figure 9.6: SEM cross-section of insufficiently exposed SU-8 on ZnO.
Compared to ITO, significantly higher exposure intensity is required for SU-8 on ZnO.
However, higher exposure intensities are problematic, weakening the integrity of the SU-8
structure and posing challenge to its role as insulator. Fig. 9.7 shows the I-V curves of the
SU-8. In Fig. 9.7(a), the SU-8 exposed at the intensity required for ZnO (1100 mJ/cm2)
breaks down when subject to a fairly low voltage of 5 V. Fig. 9.7(b) shows the expected
breakdown behaviour at 5 V. SU-8 breakdown leads to shorting in regions outside of the
active device area, depreciating device performance. It should be noted that breakdown
does not occur at the operation range of the device (-1 to 1 V), but breakdown at such low
voltages affirms the reduced stability of the SU-8 subject to higher-intensity exposure.
It is crucial that the substrate is well-cleaned prior to SU-8 film implementation, as
the SU-8 is highly sensitive to impurities and moisture. Fig. 9.8 show microscope images
of SU-8 issues that arise on poorly cleaned substrates. Bubbles and peeling (Fig. 9.8(a))
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Figure 9.7: I-V curves of SU-8. (a) Overexposed SU-8 breaks down at low voltages. (b)
Structurally sound SU-8 does not suffer breakdown at the same voltages.
correlate to unstable SU-8, which lead to device performance issues. Fig. 9.8(c) depicts
SU-8 patterned onto a clean substrate; the vertical grooves across the sample is an artifact
of the DMD’s operation, and does not affect the SU-8’s structural integrity.
To study the ITO/SU-8/ZnO interfaces inside of the 5 µm-diameter device well, the
design shown in Fig. 9.9 was created to more easily observe the device cross-section under
SEM. Briefly, the device well in the actual device layout presented in Fig. 9.2 is too small to
efficiently cleave, compounded by the amorphous nature of the glass substrate. Therefore,
5 µm-diameter circles representing the device well were patterned over the entire substrate.
The wells are displaced 12.5 µm vertically and 15 µm horizontally, with individual wells
in each row offset 2.5 µm vertically. This pattern ensures that, when cleaved from the x-
direction, there is a high probability that the cross-section of several wells will be obtained,
regardless of glass amorphousness. The array presented in Fig. 9.2(a) measures 260 × 117
µm2, and is repeated across the surface of the 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 substrate many times. Fig.
9.2(b) shows an angled SEM image of a sample patterned with this design. Several cleaved
wells can be seen at the edge, making them appropriate for evaluation of the ZnO/ITO
interface. One substrate can be cleaved several times to obtain multiple wells for evaluation.
This method was employed to evaluate the device interfaces in the subsequent sections.
Note that, as cleaving does not exactly divide the wells across the center, the well widths
in the analyzed samples are not necessarily 5 µm.
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Figure 9.8: Microscope images of imperfections in SU-8 spun onto unclean substrates,
including (a) bubbles and (b) poor adhesion, compared to (c) clean substrates.
9.5.2 Adjustment of Spin-cast ZnO to Accommodate SU-8
As organic materials such as photoresist are not allowed to enter the high-purity sput-
tering equipment, sol-gel ZnO must be used for devices with the SU-8/ZnO configuration.
Initially, ZnO was spin-cast at 800 rpm onto the SU-8, based on the recipe for 40 nm
sol-gel ZnO presented in the previous chapter. However, inside the confines of the device
well, this speed produced thick ZnO films of almost 100 nm, as shown in Fig. 9.10(a). As
a result, the ZnO showed insulating characteristics, which hindered device performance.
Higher speeds were investigated in effort to produce thinner ZnO films within the device
well. The ZnO solution and films were prepared (stirred 45◦C, 2 hours) and annealed
(180◦C for 30-60 min) using the same parameters. Fig. 9.10(b) shows the cross-section for
ZnO spun at 2000 rpm. Although the profile of the ZnO film inside of the well is no longer
flat, the film covering the largest area in the middle of the well is at the acceptable 40 nm
thickness (the sides are approximately 100 nm). Therefore, 2000 rpm was used for devices
using sol-gel ZnO, in the SU-8/ZnO configuration. Spin speeds beyond 2000 rpm formed
bumpy, uniform ZnO films, and were not considered.
Sol-gel ZnO can also be implemented for the ZnO/SU-8 configuration. As this ZnO is
deposited as a blanket layer onto ITO, the original 800 rpm speed can be used. However,
the highest SU-8 exposure intensity of 1300 mJ/cm2 is required for sol-gel ZnO, which
weakens the mechanical integrity of the SU-8, resulting in breakdown. Successful devices
were not achieved from architectures employing spin-cast ZnO under SU-8.
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Figure 9.9: (a) Design of SEM test pattern and (b) angled SEM image of ZnO on SU-8,
patterned with the test pattern.
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Figure 9.10: SEM image of device well cross-section for ZnO spin-cast at (a) 800 rpm and
(b) 2000 rpm.
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Figure 9.11: Microscope images of the developed SU-8 on sputtered ZnO, showing (a) poor
adhesion to the substrate and (b) total and (c) partial adhesion to the device well. (d)
Correct exposure conditions produce defined trenches with clean device wells.
9.5.3 Adjustment of Sputtered ZnO to Accommodate SU-8
Due to the issues of SU-8 adhesion onto sol-gel ZnO, devices were fabricated using
sputtered ZnO, following the ZnO/SU-8 architecture in Fig. 9.1(b). Sputtered ZnO was
also preferred due to the compatibility of the sputtering process with industrial fabrication.
As indicated in Table 9.1, a dose/defocus condition of 1100 mJ/cm2/0 is required exposure
of SU-8 onto sputtered ZnO.
SU-8 photoresist on sputtered ZnO is particularly susceptible to the effects of over-
exposure. The microscope images in Fig. 9.11(a)-(c) show some issues associated with
overexposure (all samples exposed at 1200 mJ/cm2). Multiple rings are visible around the
device well in Fig. 9.11(a), indicating poor substrate adhesion and lifting. Simultaneous
to adhesion issues, the SU-8 inside of the well may fully (Fig. 9.11(b)) or partially (Fig.
9.11(c)) remain after development, insulation the device. Fig. 9.11(d) shows a clean, well-
developed device well of a sample exposed using the correct conditions. Due to the design
of the Heidelberg MLA150’s DMD, the devices on the edges of the substrate tend to always
be overexposed, suffering from the issues shown in Fig. 9.11(a)-(c).
Fig. 9.12(a) shows a cross-sectional SEM of the adhesion issue suffered in Fig. 9.11(a)
and (c). The multiple rings visible in the microscope images correspond to multiple levels
of thickness on the SU-8, caused by lifting and peeling. This is very undesirable, as it
causes the QDs and metallization resting in the well to become discontinuous with the
area sitting on the SU-8, severing device contact. Fig. 9.12(b) shows an SEM cross-section
image of the phenomenon depicted in Fig. 9.11(b) and (c), in which the SU-8 is not entirely
removed from the device well during development. The devices with the best performance
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Figure 9.12: SEM cross-section of (a) SU-8 with poor adhesion to sputtered ZnO and (b)
not totally removed after developing.
were achieved with sputtered ZnO, using the optimized exposure conditions.
9.5.4 Aluminum Shielding
Although the effective device area is 19.63 µm2 (as defined by the 5 µm-diameter
device well), the QDs occupy a larger area of up to 7.07 mm2 (as defined by the 3 mm
inner diameter of the O-rings in the injection setup). Furthermore, ITO and ZnO display
response to illumination. To eliminate the effects of light excitation in non-active device
areas, a thin layer of Al was deposited in areas of the device outside of the device well.
Fig. 9.13 shows the cross-sectional structure of the device.
To implement the Al shielding, a 40 nm layer of Al was evaporated via electron beam
following ZnO deposition and patterning. The SU-8 was then spun, exposed (300 mJ/cm2/-
4), and developed (PEB of 6 min at 95◦C). The SU-8 was utilized as a mask to etch Al
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Figure 9.13: Structure of device incorporating Al shielding.
from the active device area. As ZnO is sensitive to acidic etching via HCl and nitric acid,
traditional acid-based wet etching was not compatible. 2% NaOH was utilized, which was
found to etch 40 nm of Al in 45 s. 2% NaOH slightly etches ZnO (12.5 nm/min), but
significant ZnO etching was largely mitigated with swift removal of the substrate from the
etchant when Al etching was complete. SU-8 was not etched by 2% NaOH.
It was found that Al redeposited onto ZnO and ITO during etching. Although Al
redeposition onto ITO is only an aesthetic issue, Al redeposition onto ZnO is highly prob-
lematic for device performance. Fig. 9.14(a) and (b) show microscope images of uniform
and non-uniform deposition of Al into the device well, in contrast to a device well where
Al is completely removed (Fig. 9.14(c)). Redeposition was random, although device wells
with partial SU-8 adhesion tended to attract more Al (Fig. 9.14(b)). Such device wells are
completely unusable; Al blocks illumination and prevents formation of ZnO/QD interfaces.
In a typical substrate holding 10 devices, over half were lost to Al redeposition.
Fig. 9.15 shows a cross-sectional SEM image of Al redeposition within the device
well. Al shows proclivity for hillock formation at high temperatures, which it is exposed
to during SU-8 annealing and MoO3 and top contact deposition. When performing SU-
8 verification, some I-V curves were conductive, indicating Al spiking through the SU-8
and making contact with the top metal; the low exposure of SU-8 on Al eliminated the
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Figure 9.14: Microscope images of devices wells where Al is redeposited (a) uniformly and
(b) non-uniformly (likely onto partially unremoved SU-8), (c) in contrast to a clear hole
without Al re-deposition.
possibility of SU-8 breakdown due to overexposure. The Al likely spikes through several
areas of the SU-8, creating paths that redirect current from the device well. This is
detrimental to device performance.
Fig. 9.16 shows the best performance achieved from a device employing Al shielding.
The CIS QD absorber was implemented through 1 pump of an MPA-ligated CIS CQD
solution (NN Labs, 680 nm) diluted to 5 mg/mL. The device was annealed at 100◦C for
15 min following QD deposition. The device displays evident response to illumination,
but does not show better performance than devices without Al shielding (discussed later).
The poor repeatability of this device, and issues of Al shunting, precluded the use of Al
shielding as an established part this device fabrication process.
9.6 I-V Characteristics of CIS QD Photodetectors
Current-voltage characteristics of the QD photodetectors were investigated under dark
and illumination. As the structure of the device requires light to enter from the bottom, an
underlit setup was designed and built. White LEDs were fitted into the chuck to provide
illumination. Fig. 9.17 depicts photographs of the setup utilized in measurement.
Fig. 9.18 shows the I-V response of a SU-8/ZnO device, with ZnO spin-cast at a
speed of 2000 rpm. The QD absorber was formed by a 1-pump injection of a 5 mg/mL
solution, and was not annealed. All other layers of the device were formed as described in
the previous sections. This device shows the highest photocurrent of the small-area QD
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Figure 9.15: SEM cross-section image of Al adhesion in device well.
Figure 9.16: I-V curve of device with Al shielding.
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Figure 9.17: (a) Underlit measurement setup fitted with white LEDs, used for small-area
photodetector measurement. (b) Setup with LEDs turned on. (c) Configuration of device
and setup during I-V measurement.
photodetectors, in the mA range. However, the dark current is also fairly high, indicating
ZnO/QD interface optimization is required.
Fig. 9.19(a) shows the I-V response of a device fabricated using sputtered ZnO, in a
ZnO/SU-8 configuration. 40 nm of ZnO was sputtered using the recipe described in the
previous chapter, and SU-8 was spun, exposed, and developed according to the conditions
in Table 9.1. The QD absorber was formed by a 1-pump injection of a 1.25 mg/mL solution,
and was not annealed. The device shows a clear turn-on voltage of 0.5 V. Although the
photocurrent displayed is one order of magnitude lower than the device with spin-cast ZnO,
this device displays the highest ON-OFF ratio (10.36% at 0.5 V, 17.91% at 1 V) of any
photodetector fabricated up to this point. Although difficult to see in the compiled image,
the dark I-V curve is also diodic in shape (Fig. 9.19(b)).
In the development of CIS QD solids, it was found that annealing CIS QDs improves
adhesion to ZnO. Therefore, a device was fabricated using the same conditions as the device
shown in Fig. 9.19, with the addition of QD annealing at 50◦C for 15 min. Fig. 9.20 shows
the I-V response of the device. There is response to illumination, but the device shows
poorer photocurrent and higher dark current compared to the non-annealed counterpart.
It is likely that within the well defining the smaller device area, the unannealed QDs
present a more advantageous arrangement of DAP states carrier-selective traps, which
reduce recombination and improve photocurrent. Thus, the need for annealing is negated,
and implementing annealing may have disturbed the arrangement of transoirt states within
the well, while increasing defect states that contribute to dark current.
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Figure 9.18: I-V response of a device with SU-8/ZnO configuration, with sol-gel ZnO.
9.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, a process was developed for fabricating small-area heterojunction QD
devices onto standard 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 substrates. The architecture presented in this chapter
allowed the active area of the device to be confined to a small, 5 µm-diameter well, while
maintaining the mechanical stability and ease of manipulation of the large cm-scale glass
substrate. The dimensions of the device was controlled via substrate patterning using
typical photolithography and shadow masks. The optimized architecture and standardized
process allowed for systematic examination of ZnO/QD heterojunction parameters, to
determine the impact on device performance. ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction devices were
reliably fabricated using this process.
SU-8 was systematically developed as part of the photodetector, confining the device
active areas to 19.63 µm2 within the 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 substrate. A QD injection system was
developed to control the QDs within a 7.07 mm2 area around the active device area, rather
than forming a non-uniform blanket film across the entire substrate. Light-responsive
devices were formed based on sputtered and sol-gel ZnO/CIS QD heterojunctions. The
highest photocurrent was achieved using a sol-gel ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction. However,
the device formed using sputtered ZnO/CIS QDs showed the best I-V behaviour and
highest ON-OFF ratio. Further improvements to the QD quality will result in higher
photocurrents and superior performance.
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Figure 9.19: (a) I-V response of a device with ZnO/SU-8 configuration, with sputtered
ZnO, (b) The dark I-V of the device is also diodic.
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Figure 9.20: I-V response of a device with ZnO/SU-8 configuration, with sputtered ZnO
and annealed CIS QDs.
The results presented in this chapter show the significance of process standardization
for R&D of QD devices. The methodical processes used in the design and fabrication
of these CIS QD-based photodetectors were key to their performance. The repeatability
of fabrication allowed focus on investigating parameters that contribute to device perfor-
mance, as it eliminated irrelevant questions regarding device architecture and fabrication.
The processes developed in this chapter will continue to be implemented for the effective
development of future devices based on QDs and other nanomaterials.
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Chapter 10
Toxicity Analysis of QD Synthesis,
Development, and Processing
The application of nanotechnology is found in every field of scientific research, from
device engineering to medicine. With the prevalence of nanomaterials across multiple and
disparate fields of research, the presence of a nanotechnological future is certain [137].
Although nanomaterials have moved beyond the realm of research into the consumer mar-
ket, knowledge regarding the impact of their exposure is inadequate. Strong regulations
must be enacted over nanomaterials used as therapeutic, diagnostic, and imaging tools
[212][213][214]. As well, nanomaterials applied towards electronics should not be precluded
from regulations. Although consumer nano-electronics are not intended for ingestion, they
nevertheless pose exposure risk during manufacturing, deployment, and end-of-cycle dis-
posal. Currently, there is a lack of impactful study on the toxicity effects of QD exposure
to workers and researchers that handle QDs for non-biomedical purposes.
This chapter presents methods and studies for practising safety and mitigating exposure
at every level of nanomaterials R&D, from materials selection to engineering. Strategies
for mitigating exposure were applied to the research taken in this work, from synthesis of
QDs, to QD film formation, towards device fabrication. The following sections detail the
design and execution of studies on the toxicity effects of quantum dots in device process-
ing and fabrication environments. Studies were performed to investigate risk of exposure
and potential cytotoxicity effects associated with heavy metal and less-toxic QDs used in
research environments. Optical spectroscopy was used to study QD exposure during QD
processing and testing. Cell viability studies were performed on HeLa and CHSE to study
the potential cytotoxicity effects of QDs [66][215]. The safety analysis conducted here is
useful for developing strategies for handling large-scale production of QD-based materials
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and devices. The findings of this chapter were utilized to guide the remainder of the QD
material and device development in this work.
10.1 The Role of QDs as Workplace Hazards
Due to their size-tunable fluorescence and ease of functionalization, QDs are consid-
ered a good candidate for optical and bioimaging applications. Material selection is an
important aspect of mitigating safety risk. Heavy metal ions, which are found in some
common QDs, pose significant health hazards if released into the workplace. Due to of-
ficial sanctions on the use of Cd, Pb-containing semiconducting compounds in devices
[216], there has been a shift towards development of less-toxic QDs for employment in
commercially-viable devices. CIS-based QDs have particularly gained attention because of
their biological stability and optically advantageous properties [98][99]. However, due to
their nanoscale size and non-classical behaviour, less-toxic QD materials are not precluded
from imparting biological toxicity.
Aerosolized QDs and other nanoparticles represent a significant safety hazard in the
development of large-scale manufacturing processes that utilize nanomaterials [66]. Pop-
ulation studies have determined direct correlation between relative death rate and the
prevalence of fine particles (PM2.5) [217][218] and particulate pollution in urban areas
[219]. In addition to producing inflammation and acute phase response, inhaled NPs can
circulate within the bloodstream, producing arterial build-up leading to cardiovascular
disease [138]. The safety issues posed by nanoparticles are of special concern over other
particulates; due to their small sizes, large surface area, and various enhancements that
modify their behaviour, NPs and QDs display toxicological properties that are not found
in the bulk [137][138]. Uncertainties regarding the consequences to their exposure limit
work even at the research and prototyping stage, and nanomaterials safety practices are
exercised in academic research. It is the responsibility of academic researchers to consider
the ramifications of nanomaterials toxicity and spread beyond the research laboratory, on
workers in nanomaterial manufacturing industries and among consumers of products con-
taining nanomaterials. It is necessary to perform nanotoxicological research and develop
risk assessment protocols and safe handling guidelines for legislation [220][221][222].
Although studies of QD application to pharmacology and medicine are abundant, there
is a lack of understanding on the toxicity risks of nanotechnology intended for other applica-
tions. Since such QDs are being accelerated in incorporation into scaled-up PV processing
platforms for production of high-efficiency devices, studies are needed to develop a rapid
and sensitive method for detection of toxic element and aerosolized QDs. Therefore, better
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comprehension of toxicity and safety for non-medical quantum dot applications is needed
to develop relevant, regulated safety protocols. Based on the fast rate of projected quan-
tum dot growth and dominance within the next decade [8][9], it is critical to gain insight
into quantum dot toxicity and health risks before they become commonplace.
10.2 Development of a Safety Controls Model
The small size of nanomaterials and QDs make them particularly effective in aerosolizing
[66][83] and eliciting biological response [83][84][122]. In addition to intentional exposure in
medical treatment, humans are inadvertently exposed to nanomaterials, nanoparticles, and
QDs via inhalation, ingestion, or skin absorption [82][138]. Of these, inhalation is the most
prevalent path of exposure for workers. This is of concern, as NPs and ultrafine particles
(UFPs) can evoke inflammation and other undesirable biological responses due to difficulty
of natural removal compared to other unwanted particles in the human body. Hougaard et
al found prolonged inhalation of TiO2 NPs in mice produced lung inflammation and altered
offspring behaviour[137]. In Jackson et al’s study, extended nano-carbon black exposure
to mice was also found to produce lung inflammation [223]. In addition to having small
sizes and large surface areas that elicit undesirable physical response, QDs are subject to
specific functionalization and chemical treatments that further alter their interaction with
biological organisms [138]. Thus, due to the relatively poor understanding of nanomaterials
compared to bulks, current response, treatment, and removal of nano-contamination is
guesswork, at best. Given the risk posed by nanoparticles and ultrafine particles, there
should be a clear hierarchy of safety controls to minimize nanomaterial exposure, which
must be implemented in the research phase prior to large-scale manufacturing [85].
Handling Safety at the Source
The first and foremost strategy of exposure prevention should aim to eliminate ex-
posure at the source by substituting hazardous substances with non-toxic or less-toxic
substances [224]. QD toxicity is dictated by a variety of factors aside from material com-
position; size, charge, coatings, and functionalization significantly contribute to toxicity
[39][208]. Notably, ligands govern QDs’ interactions with their surrounding materials based
on lipophilicity/hydrophilicity. Therefore, ligand/host pairings can be employed to reduce
toxicity risks, minimize biological accumulation, and prevent aerosolization. If exposure
occurs, the attachment of certain ligands minimizes biological toxicity by blocking ion
leakage from QD cores and reducing QD interaction within the human body [225][226].
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Process and Engineering Design to Minimize Spread
When material substitutions are not possible, engineering considerations must be em-
ployed to minimize exposure [224]. First, nanoparticle quantity and phase significantly
determine the hazard of nanomaterial exposure. Dosage impacts toxicity [39]; lowering the
quantity of “toxic” materials can effectively prevent the most devastating effects of expo-
sure. Therefore, risky exposure is mitigated through selection of low-concentration QDs in
configurations that do not easily aerosolize. Second, the quality of the work environment,
such as ventilation and cleanliness, have profound effect on exposure. It is advisable to
isolate all nanomaterials-related research in a facility to specific “nanoparticle containment
rooms”, in which traditional High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters with 99.97%
efficiency or Ultra Low Penetration Air (ULPA) filters with 99.99% efficiency are used
[224]. Local Exhaust Ventilation (LEV) systems should be placed as close to the source
as possible to control hazardous exposure. At minimum, nanoparticles and QDs should be
handled only in well-ventilated containment modules, such as fume hoods and gloveboxes
that are dedicated for their use [224]. Finally, the duration of the task is significant; as
exposure to nanomaterials and particulates are prolonged, the consequence of toxicity is
multiplied [218][224]. Researchers can ease exposure through choosing shorter processes
and implementing regular breaks. Therefore, if a substitution for a less-toxic QD cannot be
made, the design of equipment and processes alleviates potential toxicity by decreasing the
potency of QD exposure. Researchers should take care to isolate QD handling in dedicated
areas and choose fabrication techniques with less risk of aerosolization.
Evaluation
After safety considerations are made, exposure risk should be practically evaluated at
the research and prototyping stage, while experiments are performed on a relatively small
scale. In all environments performing QD coating, quantitative evaluation tools should
be implemented to determine particle levels at both the source of QD exposure and the
worker station, immediately outside of the nanoparticle containment enclosure. This is to
establish that the precautions in place, such as fume hoods and enclosures, are operating
as required. The volume and type of particles detected at the worker station should be
significantly lower than the source of exposure inside of the enclosure; processes should be
reconsidered and redesigned based on the outcome of the analysis. If the design does not
pass evaluation for non-fatal levels, it is mandatory that the first two steps (handling at
source and process design) are revisited and adjusted, until satisfactory levels are reached.
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Administrative Protocols
Finally, mitigation at the administrative level is critical in promoting nanomaterials
safety [224]. Developing strict workplace safety standards for employees allows the obser-
vation of safe nanomaterials practices to become intrinsic. There should be adequate train-
ing and proper monitoring to ensure that workers are complying with safety regulations.
Workers should keep their work areas clean, wear proper personal protective equipment
(PPE), and follow all procedures when procuring, handling, and disposing materials. Sig-
nificantly, PPE should be the last line of defence against NP and QD exposure; all other
safety controls should be strictly enforced to a degree that does not force workers to rely
solely on PPE. To mitigate exposure incidents among workers and members of the public,
it is critical that processes are evaluated based on source toxicity and exposure risks posed
by the process. Through better knowledge of risks, a more complete understanding can
be achieved and communicated, allowing workplace monitoring programs to become more
widespread [227]. Only when the risks are well understood, can researchers take steps and
develop protocols with considerations for public health and safety.
Fig. 10.1 summarizes the strategies suggested for preventing nanomaterial exposure.
When designing technology that is meant for mass production and utility, it is a researcher’s
duty to consider impact on workers and public health. Thus, careful observation of this
safety control hierarchal process is recommended during research and development, prior
to developing prototypes intended for large-scale production.
10.3 Evaluation of Toxicity at the Source
Health risks are primarily mitigated by material selection; substituting the common,
toxic Cd- and Pb-based QDs for less-toxic materials ensures minimal harm even if exposure
occurs [39][63][66]. QD toxicity is mainly related to properties such as physiochemical,
oxidative, photolytic properties, mechanical stability, and bioactivity. QD shape, size,
concentration, surface area, surface coating, and aggregation state [208][228][229][230][231]
are the key parameters that affect QDs’ abilities to impart toxicity.
The core composition, particularly for heavy metal-containing QDs, is a primary and
obvious source of toxicity. It has been suggested that the Cd core of QDs drives the
observed toxicity due to leakage of Cd ions (Cd2+) [61][213]. Cadmium mainly targets the
body’s cardiovascular, renal, gastrointestinal, neurological, reproductive and respiratory
systems [208]. Lead is known for its detrimental effects to the central nervous and renal
systems [136]. The concerns of these materials’ toxicity in bulk have transferred to their
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Figure 10.1: Evaluation flow diagram for evaluating NP/QD containment effectiveness.
nanoscale counterparts. Although nanomaterials contain smaller amounts of the heavy
metal of concern, their small size and aerosolization allow easy entrance to and difficult
expulsion from the body.
As the primary mechanism of QD toxicity is leakage of ionized material into the body,
overcoating and ligand selection help shield source toxicity [225]. However, poor selection
of shell and ligand materials may escalate toxicity, by either improving QD uptake in
the body, or themselves posing as the source of toxicity. The effect of various surface
chemistries (organic, carboxyl [COOH], amino [NH2], etc.) and core/shell materials on cell
viabilities have been reported in literature; these studies can better elucidate the origin of
QD toxicity [232]. Surfaces have significant impact on QD toxicity; strong cytotoxicity has
been reported for QDs with organic ligands even at low particle concentrations. Reduced
cell viability was also detected as a result of exposure to higher concentration of COOH
and [NH2]-ligated QDs. These investigations concluded that among QD core, core/shell
and surface coating, surface coating contributes most substantially to QD toxicity. Surface
modification of QDs has been reported as the main method to control QD interaction with
the human body, reducing health risk [233][234].
Core, shell, and ligand materials all contribute to QD toxicity, and each parameter
should be considered when evaluating toxicity of the source QD material. The following
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sections present simple in vitro cell studies tests performed on QDs of various composi-
tion, size, ligands, and overcoats. The materials evaluated are well-known core, shell, and
ligands utilized in QD research, and the investigation was conducted with effort to better
understand the impact of these materials on cell cultures. The findings from this research
provide elucidation on the impact of QDs on human biology.
10.4 In Vitro Modeling Using HeLa Cell Lines
The potential cytotoxic effects of quantum dots in mammalian cells were examined via
cell culture viability tests using HeLa and CHSE cells as in vitro models. Healthy HeLa
cells were exposed to QDs of varying sizes, ligands, and coatings, and their response was
observed. The cells were exposed to various CdSe- and CIS-based quantum dots, such that
the effects of heavy metal QDs could be compared to exposure to less-toxic quantum dots.
CdSe-based quantum dots dispersed in toluene were purchased from NN Labs [66][215],
while CIS and CIS/ZnS quantum dots were synthesized in-house. Solvents used for QD
dispersion (toluene, hexane) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
The typically non-polar solvents used to disperse QDs are toxic to HeLa cells, and
incompatible with the polar media used to grow and store HeLa cells. Therefore, this
study was designed to remove the effect of solvent by evaporation prior to contact with
HeLa. Before QD exposure, HeLa cells were maintained as a monolayer and routinely
subcultivated every three to four days in a nutritious growth medium (Dulbecco’s Minimum
Essential Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin (PS)). Each well was seeded with approximately 2 × 105 cells in a
total of 0.5 mL media. The cells were incubated at 37◦C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2-95%
air. Three replicate cultures were used for each treatment. All reagents used in this study
were of analytical grade. The cells were seeded in a 24-well plate, at 0.2 × 106 cells per well
with 0.5 mL of the growth medium. After 24 hours of incubation, the cells were washed
once with Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS), and the medium was exchanged
with fresh medium containing various concentrations of QDs in toluene [66].
10.4.1 Toxicity Evaluation of CdSe QDs in Solvent
Despite their bulk phase toxicity, CdSe-based materials are popular in QD device re-
search due to their intense fluorescence across the visible spectrum [4]. The cytotoxicity
effects of CdSe-based QDs were investigated to determine if they share the toxic properties
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Figure 10.2: Microscopy images of (a) control and (b) HeLa exposed to 50 µg/mL of 540
nm CdSe/ZnS QDs. (c) Resazurin metabolic activity assay to assess relative viability of
HeLa exposed to 540 nm CdSe/ZnS QDs. At 0.5 mL of QDs in media per well, this equates
to 0.025, 0.25, 2.5, and 25 µg of QDs per corresponding well.
of their bulk counterparts. The CdSe QDs were kept in organic toluene solvent to maintain
their colloidal dispersion during testing. As toluene is deadly to HeLa, a preliminary test
with different dilutions of toluene in DMEM was conducted to determine the non-lethal
concentrations. A 1% v/v concentration of toluene was determined to be the highest ac-
ceptable concentration that did not cause HeLa cell death. This concentration was kept
constant in subsequent studies.
Various concentrations of CdSe/ZnS QDs with a wavelength of 540 nm in toluene and
MEM were prepared. The QDs were diluted ten-fold into toluene from a stock solution
with a concentration of 5 mg/mL in toluene. The diluted solutions were further diluted
in DMEM to ensure a constant 1% v/v concentration of toluene in DMEM. The final
concentrations of the QDs were: 50 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL, 0.5 µg/mL, and 0.05 µg/mL.
Each well was treated with 0.5 mL of QD/toluene/MEM solution. The cells were incu-
bated with the QD solutions for 24 hours, at 37◦C, with 5% CO2-95% air-95% air, similar
to the initial incubation in MEM. Following incubation, cells were viewed under optical
microscope to visually determine the results of QD exposure. Fig. 10.2(a) and (b) show
optical images of living HeLa cells in the control solution, and dead HeLa cells incubated
with 50 µg/mL of 540 nm CdSe/ZnS QDs, at 100× magnification, respectively. Living
and dead cells were visually distinguishable: healthy HeLa cells maintained a uniform
monolayer in the well bottom, while dead cells became floating cell debris. From visual
inspection, it was found that the highest concentration (50 µg/mL) killed nearly all of the
exposed cells. However, the lower concentrations showed either low or negligible cell death.
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Resazurin metabolic activity assay was used to precisely and quantitatively investigate
the effects of QD exposure on HeLa viability. HeLa cells were exposed to a solution
containing resazurin dye (Alamar Blue), and incubated for approximately 45 to 90 minutes.
During incubation, living cells reduce resazurin to resorufin, a strongly fluorescent dye
that can be measured by a fluorescent plate reader (Cytofluor) [66]. Dead cells cannot
complete this reduction process, and thus, do not produce a fluorescence. The viability
of QD-treated cells can thus be determined by measuring their fluorescent emission after
exposure to resazurin relative to control cells [215]. Fig. 10.2(c) shows the results of the
resazurin metabolic activity assay for exposure to the CdSe/ZnS QDs, which supports the
results from optical microscopy (5.96% relative viability).
10.4.2 Toxicity Evaluation of CdSe QD Solids
The initial exposure tests followed a more traditional method of cytotoxicity testing,
in which the toxin under investigation was delivered to the cells via the DMEM solution.
However, the incompatibility between the non-polar QDs-in-toluene and polar DMEM
necessitated constant agitation to prevent two-phase formation. QD functionalization to
induce polarity was not feasible, as it would not allow study of the QD ligands. Fur-
thermore, to prevent bacterial growth, it was necessary to filter the QD/toluene/MEM
solution prior to testing. Although the larger pores of the 0.2 µm filters Supor membrane
filters would not theoretically catch the smaller QDs (approximately 7 nm in diameter),
the unstable polar/nonpolar solution resulted in formation of ligand/MEM networks that
trapped QDs and increased their effective size. As a result, the actual QD concentration
the cells were exposed to was lower. To avoid the ambiguities posed by toluene, a technique
was devised to directly expose HeLa cells to QDs.
CQDs in toluene were drop-cast onto circular glass microscope slide covers, then dried
for approximately 75 minutes for solvent evaporation. The QD film-on-glass slides (1.5 cm
diameter) were inserted QD-side-up into the wells of the 24-well plate (1.53 cm diameter),
and HeLa cells were added [63]. Ten-fold concentrations were used for the CdSe QD film-
on-glass exposures, at 0.0025, 0.25, 2.5, and 25 µg per slide. To confirm that residual
toluene did not interfere with the study, one set of control slides were always prepared
with evaporated solvent (toluene) as control. For consistency, blank were also inserted for
media control and calibrating blanks; the schematic is shown in Fig. 10.3.
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Figure 10.3: Layout of a 24-well plate used in QD toxicity studies.
10.4.2.1 Cytotoxicity Effects of Core and Core/Shell CdSe QDs
The effects of core and core/shell QDs were investigated with CdSe-based QDs. Oleic
acid-ligated, 540 nm emission CdSe/ZnS QDs and comparatively-sized CdSe core, OA-
ligated, 520 nm emission QDs were used to model the effects of core and core/shell for
similarly sized QDs. The QDs were significantly and negatively impacted by exposure
to both QDs. Figure 10.4 presents images of HeLa cells with and without exposure to
the CdSe/ZnS QDs; there was nearly total cell fatality when exposed to a QD dosage of
25 µg/slide. Notably, this yielded the same result as CdSe/ZnS QDs in solution, where
50 µg/mL CdSe/ZnS QDs in 0.5 mL solution (25 µg per well dosage) produced fatality.
Therefore, QDs exposure using the QD-film-on-glass method was deemed an effective al-
ternative to the method using the QD/toluene/DMEM solution, although the resolution
of the microscope images slightly decreased due to the reflection from the glass slides at
the bottom of the well.
Core CdSe QDs began causing significant cell death at only 0.25 µg/slide (Fig. 10.4(a);
19.53 % relative viability), and with almost total cell death at 2.5 µg/slide (4.75% viability).
In contrast, CdSe/ZnS only caused cell death at a ten-fold lower dosage of 25 µg/slide (Fig.
10.4(b); 8.78% relative viability), with lower dosages showing negligible cell death. It can
be concluded that the presence of the passivating, less-toxic ZnS shell mitigates significant
cell death compared to core QDs.
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Figure 10.4: Optical images of HeLa cells grown in (a) nutrient media without QDs and
(b) 25 µg/slide of CdSe/ZnS QDs.
Figure 10.5: Relative viability of HeLa cells exposed to (a) CdSe QDs with 520 nm emission,
and (b) CdSe/ZnS QDs with 540 nm emission.
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Figure 10.6: Microscopy images of (a) control and (b) HeLa exposed to 25 µg/slide of
ODA-ligated CdSe/ZnS/Silica QDs. (c) Relative viability of HeLa exposed to ODA-ligated
CdSe/ZnS/Silica QDs.
10.4.2.2 Cytoxicity Mitigation Using Silica Overcoating
From the core and core/shell studies, it was established that core CdSe QDs showed
significant toxicity, and the extent of toxicity was somewhat mitigated through a protective
overcoat. ZnS is commonly used to overcoat CdSe due to lattice compatibility, not out of
consideration for biotoxicity. As ZnS overcoats provided some mitigation of toxicity, it was
reasoned that passivation with a known biologically benign material could further alleviate
toxicity effects. Thus, the effects of silica overcoating on QD toxicity were studied.
HeLa was exposed to 10-fold dilutions of silica-overcoated, 550 nm-emitting CdSe/ZnS
QDs, with octadecylamine (ODA) and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) ligands. The op-
tical microscope images for ODA-ligated, silica-coated QDs are shown in Fig. 10.6(a) and
(b). The images appear darker due to the thickness of the silica shells, which significantly
increase overall QD size (although the core is comparable to the previously studied QDs).
Cytofluor fluorescent plate reading results are shown in Fig. 10.6(c). Significant cell death
appeared between 25 µg/slide and 2.5 µg/slide, and the relation between dose and viability
was largely the same as CdSe/ZnS QDs. Thus, the additional silica overcoating did not
significantly mitigate toxicity. It is possible that, due to the greater biological compati-
bility of the benign silica shell material, there was greater biological interaction compared
with just the ZnS shell, leading to increased cell/QD interactions.
Fig. 10.7(a) and (b) show the microscope images of HeLa exposed to TOPO-ligated,
silica-coated CdSe/ZnS QDs. Cytofluor results are shown in Fig. 10.7(c). The effect of
the 25 µg/slide CdSe/ZnS/silica on HeLa toxicity was less fatal than the lethal dose of 25
µg/slide for the ODA-ligated QDs. The viability decreased to 43.92%, compared to 9.76%
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Figure 10.7: Microscopy images of (a) control and (b) HeLa exposed to 25 µg/slide of
TOPO-ligated CdSe/ZnS/Silica QDs. (c) Relative viability of HeLa exposed to TOPO-
ligated CdSe/ZnS/Silica QDs.
viability for ODA-ligated QDs at 25 µg/slide. This effect cannot be solely attributed to
the silica passivation, but is related to both the overcoat and ligand.
10.4.2.3 Cytotoxicity Effects of QD Ligand and Size
Ligands and surface treatments are significant in shielding the potentially toxic effects of
the metalloid core; uncoated QDs easily produce reactive oxygen species that cause strong
damage to cells [235]. The study of silica-coated QDs in the previous section showed the
impact of ligands on cytotoxicity. Ligands are key to the interaction of QDs with biological
organisms; the lipophilicity and hydrophilicity of organic ligands make them more miscible
among the fats and tissues that comprise the biological organism. Therefore, cytotoxicity
effects of ligands were further investigated with core, 520 nm-emitting, organic/inorganic
chalcogenide-ligated CdSe QDs, for comparison with the results in Section 10.4.2.1. The
relative viability of the chalcogenide-ligated, 520 nm-emitting CdSe core QDs is presented
in Fig. 10.8. Significant cell death appeared at 25 µg/slide (14.53% relative cell viability)
compared to oleic acid-ligated QDs of the same size and composition (cytotoxicity effects
appear at 0.25 µg/slide; Fig. 10.5(a)); higher doses of chalcogenide-ligated QDs were
needed to induce cell death (i.e., the OA-ligated QDs are more lethal). Among the ligands
studied on CdSe QDs (OA, TOPO, chalcogenide), oleic acid imparted the most toxicity.
As oleic acid is a staple of the human diet, it is reasonable to conclude that it has better
miscibility among biological structures. This leads to greater cell uptake of OA-ligated
QDs, which, in the case of Cd-based QDs, results in inducing greater cell toxicity.
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Figure 10.8: Relative viability of HeLa cells exposed to chalcogenide-ligated CdSe QDs.
Size effects were investigated by comparing chalcogenide-ligated quantum dots with
increasing emission wavelengths, correlated with increasing QD size (480 nm and 560 nm
emission; increased emission wavelength corresponds with larger core size), and the re-
sults of their effects on HeLa were compared to the results of the 520 nm-emitting CdSe
chalcogenide-ligated QDs (Fig. 10.9). All QD exposures caused cell death between 2.5
µg/slide and 25 µg/slide (with approximately 5% relative cell viability at 25 µg/slide
for both). Although further tests were performed to more accurately determine the fatal
dosage, the results of exposures for concentrations between 2.5 µg/slide and 25 µg/slide did
not follow a clean trend. This is attributed to the 2.5 µg/substrate-25 µg/substrate range
causing marginal cytotoxicity, resulting in the death of some, but not all cells across the
entire exposure range. Although the chalcogenide-ligated QDs do not possess an overcoat,
they are less lethal to the cells than the uncoated OA-ligated QDs, attributed to decreased
cellular interaction.
The data obtained from CdSe QD cytotoxicity studies indicate that ligands mainly
contribute to toxicity, while overcoats slightly mitigate core toxicity. QD size did not have
any effect on toxicity. TOPO-ligated, silica-overcoated CdSe/ZnS QDs were the least toxic
QDs among the CdSe QDs investigated. Toxicity primarily stems from the Cd-containing
cores; the relative lack of impact from the TOPO-ligated, silica-coated QDs is attributed to
the shielding from the thicker ZnS/silica shells, and decreased cell interactions as a result
of the less biologically compatible TOPO ligands.
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Figure 10.9: Relative viability of HeLa cells exposed to (a) CdSe QDs with 480 nm emission,
and (b) CdSe QDs with 560 nm emission.
10.4.3 CIS QD Toxicity
HeLa cells were exposed to CIS QDs using the QD-film-on-glass methodology. The ten-
fold concentrations used for the CIS exposures were 0.025, 0.25, 2.5, 25 (same as the CdSe
QD exposures), and 250 µg/slide. The synthesized CIS QDs at the highest dosage of 250
µg/slide (three orders of magnitude higher than the death-inducing dosage of 0.25 µg/slide
for core CdSe QDs) only invoked a slight negative response from the HeLa. At a CIS QD
exposure of 20 µg/slide, the cell viability was 75.92%, almost two times higher than cell
viability at the same dose of the “least toxic” TOPO-ligated, silica-coated CdSe/ZnS QDs.
Fig. 10.10(a) and (b) show the results of CIS QD exposure at 250 µg/substrate; the cells
expressed some stress but maintained a uniform cell monolayer inside the well, indicating
the presence of living HeLa similar to the unexposed, healthy HeLa cells. The relative
viability was 61.31%, determined by resazurin metabolic activity assay (Fig. 10.10(c)).
Fig. 10.11 shows the results of optical microscopy and resazurin metabolic activity assay
for HeLa exposure to synthesized CIS/ZnS QDs. Although up to 250 µg/substrate of core
CIS QDs did not provoke significant cell death, CIS/ZnS exposure at 250 µg/substrate
was shown to cause cytotoxicity (10.05% relative viability). As the above experiments
showed ZnS shell material to not have a significant impact on cell viability, this difference
is attributed to the ligands; while the CIS QDs were ligated with long DDT molecules,
the CIS/ZnS QDs were covered by trioctylphosphine ligands, which can be concluded
to produce more cytotoxic effects, either through the ligand itself, or by increasing cell
interaction. A CIS/ZnS QD dosage of 25 µg/slide, the lethal exposure for CdSe QDs, did
not result in HeLa death.
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Figure 10.10: Microscopy images of (a) control and (b) HeLa exposed to 250 µg/substrate
of synthesized CIS QDs. (c) Relative viability of HeLa exposed to CIS QDs.
Figure 10.11: Microscopy images of (a) control and (b) HeLa exposed to 250 µg/substrate
synthesized CIS/ZnS QDs. (c) Relative viability of HeLa exposed to CIS/ZnS QDs.
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Figure 10.12: Relative viability of CHSE cells exposed to (a) CdSe QDs and (b) CIS QDs.
In the CdSe QD experiments on HeLa, the dosage that typically induced cell death
was between 0.25 to 25 µg/slide. When HeLa cells were exposed to CIS QDs at higher
concentrations, relative cell viability did not significantly decrease compared to the results
of CdSe exposure. Overall, the HeLa cells exposed to CIS QDs remained more viable
than those exposed to CdSe QDs. CIS QDs can be concluded to be less biologically toxic
compared to CdSe QDs.
10.4.4 QD Cytotoxicity Mechanisms
To explore the effects of QD cytotoxicity on other cell lines, the in vitro viability of fish
cells (CHSE line) were exposed to ODA-ligated CdSe and DDT-ligated CIS QDs using the
method described above. The results from Cytofluor fluorescent plate reading presented
in Fig. 10.12 demonstrated that the CHSE cells are slightly more sensitive than Hela
cells when exposed to QDs, resulting in overall higher cell death at lower dosage. The
response of the CHSE cells were fairly consistent with HeLa; less significant CHSE cell
death observed when CIS QDs were used (15.86% relative viability at 0.25 µg/slide for
CdSe QDs, 47.77% viability for CIS QDs).
Confocal microscopy was employed to optically examine the interaction between CHSE
cells and QDs. CHSE cells were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), a
membrane-permeable fluorescent dye that emits a wavelength of 460 nm, then exposed to
QDs. CdSe/ZnS QDs with a 560 nm emission, and CIS QDs with 650 nm emission, at
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Figure 10.13: Confocal microscope images of (a) CHSE cells stained with DAPI (b) exposed
to Cdse/ZnS QDs with 560 nm emission and (c) CIS QDs with 650 nm emission.
a 104 dilution in toluene in media, were used. QD emissions were selected to be visually
distinct from DAPI, so that the interaction between QDs and cells could be observed. Fig.
10.13 presents the microscope images of the cells with and without QD exposure, excited
with a 358 nm light source.
The blue emission stems from the dye-stained CHSE cells, while yellow and red mark the
CdSe/ZnS QD and CIS QD locations, respectively. In exposed samples, QDs fluorescence
can be seen inside of the cells, suggesting cell uptake of the QDs. This postulates the
method of cell toxicity. It is notable that CHSE cells take up CIS QDs as readily as CdSe
QDs. This suggests that the lower levels of toxicity obtained from Cytofluor readings for
CIS QDs is not a matter of decreased uptake, but lesser toxicity of the core material itself.
Therefore, CIS is a safer, less-toxic QD material than CdSe. Further studies of interaction
between cells and QDs are required to determine more definitive causes for toxicity; this
is beyond the scope of this thesis.
This evaluation of QD materials assisted in elucidating the toxicity of CIS QDs in
comparison to widely used CdSe QDs. In conclusion, it was found that the composition
of the quantum dot core and ligand was more significant in contributing to cytotoxic-
ity than overcoat and size. The presence of a less-toxic overcoat, such as ZnS or silica,
somewhat mitigated the effects of cytotoxicity. From these results, it was concluded that
CIS QDs produced less cytotoxic effects on HeLa cells than CdSe QDs at the same con-
centrations. Therefore, they can be a considered non-toxic, safer material than CdSe for
high-throughput synthesis and application to large-area, large-scale processes. This study
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justifies the pursuit of CIS QDs for this PhD research.
10.5 Detection of QD Degradation and Spread
The toxicity posed by various QD materials were investigated using HeLa and CHSE
cell lines, presented in the previous section. However, as the primary objective of this
thesis does not concern the biological applications of QDs, in vitro cytotoxicity studies
cannot be the sole mode of investigation for interaction between workers and QDs in a
device fabrication environment. Therefore, the risks of exposure and aerosolization in a
QD processing facility must be understood.
Au NPs are useful as adsorbent sensitive materials in sensing technology [66]. The high
surface area and adjustable surface modification chemistry of Au NPs allows the formation
of a high-affinity material. As a result, Au NPs have been used as colorimetric sensors using
the appropriate functional group that can react specifically with heavy metal cations. The
optical changes associated with nanoparticle aggregation, and/or local refractive index
change, have been exploited as optical sensing methods for the detection of toxins, heavy
metals and other environmental pollutants [236]. Au NPs are also used as chemical probes,
in which the shift in the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak of Au NPs is monitored
to detect the presence of specific chemical species [237].
In this study, the detection of aerosolized QDs was experimentally studied by trapping
loose QDs using a plasmonic film composed of adsorbent, amine-functionalized gold NPs.
Sensor fabrication was simple: the Au NPs in water were drop-cast onto a glass substrate
and the solvent was evaporated to form a thin film. A number of QDs varying in compo-
sition, structure, size and surface coating were investigated. The Au sensors were placed
in environments utilized during QD synthesis, processing, and testing. After a period of
exposure, this simple sensor was subject to spectroscopic measurements. As QDs display
specific optical characteristics that the Au adsorbents do not share, these properties, as
well as plasmon resonant shift and PL quenching from the interaction between QDs and
Au NPs, were used to identify their presence on the Au sensors and physiochemical changes
when exposed under various degradation conditions, illustrated in Fig. 10.14.
QD processing is typically conducted under carefully controlled environments with lit-
tle ambient and light exposure, which cause degradation. However, it is inevitable that
QDs are exposed to air and light during transport and handling, especially in larger man-
ufacturing environments. Solution-stabilized CdSe QDs have been found to release Cd
ions upon oxidation from air or exposure to UV [208]. QD samples were left in ambi-
ent atmosphere for up to 3 weeks and exposed to UV for 1 hour, to escalate degradation
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Figure 10.14: Adsorbent sensitive layer following spectroscopic measurement.
and promote aerosolization of heavy metal atoms comprising the QD’s structure. Prelim-
inary PL and absorption spectroscopy were performed on CdSe QDs and CdSe QD/Au
NP samples to observe the interaction of the QDs and Au NPs [66]. Fig. 10.15 shows
the normalized absorption and PL spectra of core CdSe QDs with QA ligands and 600
nm emission peak. Measurements were obtained before and after QDs were exposed to
air and UV. The blueshift in absorption and emission peak of the QDs following exposure
is indicative of decreased QD size, which corresponds to QD deterioration caused by oxi-
dation. Evident blueshift occurred even after just 45 min of UV exposure. The resonant
peak of the gold NPs (inset the Fig. 10.15(a)) red-shifted, indicating nanoscale materials
were released from the QDs during exposure. Shifts in SPR peak of Au NPs indicated
absorption of toxic elements.
Fig. 10.16(a) shows PL spectra of Au NP samples known to contain CdSe QDs. After
exposure to the QDs, the samples were subject to various deterioration conditions. Broad
and slightly redshifted peaks corresponding to the QDs’ emission wavelength were observed
in the PL spectra of the gold layer after QD exposure to ambient and UV illumination.
Fig. 10.16(b) presents the FTIR transmission spectra of Au NPs after QD exposure.
Traces of organic ligands (C-H bonds) were detected in FTIR spectra in the 2800-3000
cm−1 range, corresponding to the C-H bonds of the OA ligand in the CdSe QDs. From
these optical studies, it is apparent that QDs show degradation under ambient and UV
exposure. Additionally, exposure of Au NPs to QDs presents a visible change in PL
emission, absorption, and FTIR spectra. Therefore, Au NPs are applicable for simple
detection of QDs around processes and activities performed around a research lab.
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Figure 10.15: (a) Normalized absorption and (b) PL spectra of the core CdSe QDs with
OA ligand after ambient and UV exposures. Inset of (a) is the resonant peak of gold NPs
after QD exposure.
Figure 10.16: (a) PL spectra of adsorbent gold NPs after core QD exposure to ambient
and UV illumination. (b) FTIR transmittance spectra of the gold NPs (red) after QD
exposure. The Au NPs display the C-H peaks found in the spectra for the reference CdSe
QDs, shown in blue.
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Figure 10.17: (a) Absorption and (b) PL peaks of gold NPs for different sizes core QDs
exposed to UV for 30 min.
10.5.1 Effect of QD Size and Ligand on Degradation and Spread
Using the adsorbent Au sensors, the correlation between QD size and exposure were
studied. Absorption measurements obtained from various QD sizes are shown in Figure
10.17(a). After QD exposure and degradation, there was a redshift in the gold NPs’
absorption peaks, consistent with release of material from QDs. Larger shifts occurred for
the smaller size QDs, indicating more material released from the QDs. This suggests that
smaller QDs (corresponding to lower wavelength emission) deteriorate more significantly
from light degradation, thus causing greater concern of heavy metal exposure.
Fig. 10.17(b) shows the normalized PL spectra obtained on Au NPs after exposure
to various QD sizes and degradation conditions. All samples exhibit broad peaks at the
QDs’ emission wavelengths, distinct from the PL emission spectra of the Au NP reference
sample. This corresponds to the redshift in the absorption spectra, verifying its origin to
be from QD exposure.
Fig. 10.18 show the PL results obtained for QDs with two different types of ligands:
chalcogenide and OA. The pronounced PL quenching of QDs with chalcogenide ligands
indicate less stability than OA-stabilized QDs. The PL emission spectra of Au NPs with
and without QD exposure are also included in the insets, showing both types of QDs
to cause changes in the Au NP’s spectra. The additional QD emission peak was more
pronounced in the chalcogenide-ligated sample. Notably, in the cell studies, chalcogenide-
ligated QDs were found to be comparatively less toxic than OA-ligated QDs. However, the
observation of the QDs’ effect on the Au NPs indicate a breakdown of the QD structure
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Figure 10.18: PL spectra of (a) Chalcogenide- and (b) OA-ligated core QDs after ambient
and UV exposure. Insets are the absorption peaks of gold NPs after QD exposures.
into its toxic heavy metal components, which eliminated the relative protection afforded
by the ligands encasing the whole QD structure.
10.5.2 Core/Shell QD Degradation and Potential Spread
The degradation of core/shell CdSe/ZnS QD were investigated. The core/shell struc-
tures were generally stable when they are fresh; no trace of QDs was detected after short-
period exposure to UV and air. However, after 10 days of exposure in air, traces of QDs
were observed on the Au NPs when subject to the similar spectroscopic investigation pre-
sented in the previous subsection.
Au NPs were exposed to ODA- and OA-ligated core/shell CdSe/ZnS QDs, then de-
graded with air and UV. The ODA-ligated core/shell QDs were not detected on Au NPs
after 3 weeks of air exposure and 1 hour of UV exposure, indicating it to be fairly sta-
ble, as it either evaded capture by the Au sensor, or did not release material from its
lattice. However, absorption (Fig. 10.19(a)) and PL (see Fig. 10.19(b)) measurements of
the OA-ligated core/shell QD samples showed changes in the Au NPs’ spectra, 10 days of
ambient exposure, indicating QD degradation and release of material. Various QD sizes
were explored, with smaller QDs causing larger shifts in absorption. Thus, similar to core
QDs, ligand and size affects degradation and spread in core/shell QDs, albeit with better
stability provided by the shells.
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Figure 10.19: (a) Absorption and (b) PL peaks of gold NPs deposited in vicinity of QD
layer after OA-ligated core/shell QDs with different sizes exposed to ambient for 10 days.
10.6 Exposure in QD Processing Environments
Since their inception, QDs have been envisioned for a variety of industrial applica-
tions, in which their production and handling reaches a volume far exceeding the scale
implemented in research lab environments. Even if the source material does not pose
strong toxicity concerns, efforts must be made to minimize QD exposure and spread. As
nanoparticles are difficult to remove from the human body due to their size and physiology,
the methodologies and equipment utilized in QD processing and handling must be carefully
evaluated to minimize exposure.
Previous sections explored the biological toxicity and ease of spread of various QDs.
It was determined that CIS QDs are relatively less toxic than CdSe-based QDs, and that
ligand and shell plays a role in imparting toxicity. Additionally, it was found that the size,
ligand, and coating of QDs affect the ease of degradation, which influences the release and
spread of the core heavy metal components of toxic CdSe QDs. However, regardless of a
QDs’ toxicity and proclivity for spread, exposure-reducing processes and setups should be
implemented when possible. QDs and NPs are fairly difficult to quantitatively detect, as
their small sizes (typically 2-20 nm) preclude them from detection using typical particle
counting methods. Using the Au NP sensor presented previously, this section presents
simple strategies for detection of QDs in processing environments, which can be imple-
mented as preliminary tests to indicate the presence of airborne QDs and effectiveness of
containment. The simple toxicity investigations proposed here focuses on three main areas
of QD processing: synthesis, implementation, and characterization.
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10.6.1 Detection of Spread During QD Film Processing
As discussed in earlier portions of this thesis, drop-casting, spin-coating, and drop-
casting are the most methods for forming QD films from CQD in solvent in laboratory
environments. Drop-casting is simple: QD solution is deposited onto a flat substrate,
and the solvent is dried, leaving a layer of QDs. The main risk of exposure arises during
evaporation, in which QDs may be carried with the evaporating solvent. Worker exposure
is mitigated through the use of containment modules, such as glove box or fume hood.
Spin-casting uses centripetal force and angular momentum; QD solution is deposited onto
a flat substrate, which is quickly rotated to create uniform, reproducible films [11]. There
is significant spread and exposure due to flinging of the QD solution; this can be dimin-
ished through the use of spin-coating systems with better containment (coverings and high
side walls around the spinning chuck). Dip-coating entails speed-controlled withdrawal
of a substrate from a solution; this method poses the least risk of exposure. Although
there is some concern of spread via solution evaporation, this can be prevented with good
containment of the QD-containing components. QD aerosolization during spin-casting,
drop-casting, and dip-coating were investigated.
A Larell Technologies Corporation spin-coating system with Model WS-400B-6NPP-
Lite Processor controller was utilized for spin-coating of QD samples. Due to having a
fitted covering and deep side walls, this spin-coater prevents spread compared to typical
spin-coating setups. A glass substrate was placed over a small opening on the cover, then
CdSe QDs with 610 nm emission was spin-cast onto a separate substrate using the system.
Fig. 10.20(a) presents the PL of the detector after 10 coats of spin-cast QDs. There is
an apparent peak at 610 nm, corresponding with the emission of the spin-cast QDs, thus
indicating aerosolization of QDs and exposure even outside of the containment area.
To prevent QD exposure to ambient conditions, QD processing is typically performed
under contained environments such as glove boxes. In particular, drop-casting is completed
under such containment, to prevent spread and QD degradation from ambient. Samples of
glass and Au NP sensors were situated as QD indicators under a fume hood used for QD
synthesis and sample preparation, for a month. PL measurements, shown in Fig. 10.20(b),
indicate QDs traces, thus confirming aerosolization of QDs. QDs were only detected on
samples with gold NPs, which the QDs adhere to more readily than glass.
To investigate QD aerosolization during dip-coating, a glass sample was placed vertically
on top of a dip coater vessel (KSV NIMA) containing CdSe QDs in hexane. The distance
between the bottom of the sample and top of the vessel was maintained at 2 cm. The
setup was left overnight in this position to allow adsorption of aerosolized QDs from the
vessel. The PL spectra indicate presence of QDs on this sample (Fig. 10.20(c)). QDs were
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Figure 10.20: PL spectra of (a) glass after 10 rounds of spin coating CdSe QDs, (b) glass
and gold NPs samples placed in synthesis fume hood for 30 days, (c) glass samples placed
in vicinity of dip-coater for 24 h.
detected on all sensor samples, indicating all three common QD film formation methods
to provide some degree of aerosolization and exposure risk. Thus, greater containment
protocols must be implemented when completing these QD processes.
Results from PL show that when placed in proximity of adsorbent Au NPs, some traces
of aerosolized QD adsorbed onto Au NPs are detected during QD film formation. Therefore,
aerosolization of QDs is a concern for workers that handle QDs, or work in environments
for QD synthesis, processing, and testing.
10.7 Conclusions
The work presented in this chapter emphasizes the need for safety considerations in
nanomaterials processing and proposes a pathway to safely scale up nanomaterials manu-
facturing and integration during the research and development phase. Creating rigorous
and quantitative approaches to handling QD and nanomaterial exposure risks in a re-
search setting ensures the safety of researchers and provides groundwork for establishing
safe manufacturing practices at the industrial scale. In vitro viability was examined with
HeLa cell cultures, showing CdSe-containing QDs to impart some biological toxicity re-
gardless of overcoating, size, and ligand. The results indicate that QD material and their
surface functionalizations are important factors in determining cytotoxicity effects. It was
also demonstrated that CIS QDs have less cytotoxic effects than CdSe QDs, and may be
considered less-toxic in comparison, justifying their use in this research. Process studies
were conducted to investigate the risk of environment exposure to toxic QDs in device
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processing. Evidence on the detection of aerosolized nanoparticles was experimentally ver-
ified using gold NP adsorbent, followed by spectroscopic and elemental detection. This
study qualitatively showed the presence of small traces of aerosolized QDs components
adsorbed onto Au NPs using absorption and PL spectroscopy. As QDs aerosolization was
determined to have occurred during spin-coating, drop-casting, and dip-coating, further
containment strategies must be implemented going forward. These studies highlight the
necessity of carefully considering actions and designs to mitigate potential exposure, both
at the research and prototyping level. The results presented in this chapter were pivotal
to the development and evaluation of the synthesis and fabrication techniques utilized in





This doctoral work presented a methodology for facile, high-throughput synthesis for
less-toxic CIS and ZCIS QDs, and the development of reliable, standardized processes for
fabrication of photodetector and photovoltaic devices based on these QDs. First, core
CIS CQDs were synthesized using a one-pot method in a low-temperature regime. The
processes yielded QDs with a wide range of tunability in the visible-to-IR spectrum, along
with intense PL and long-lived emission. As much as 800 mg of QDs were obtained
through this scalable, solution-based process, circumventing typical QD synthesis issues
such as hot-injection and insufficient production. The CIS QDs were overcoated in a
controlled, solution-based process to create CIS/ZnS core/shell QDs with intense PL and
long lifetimes. Overcoating achieved better stability and more flexibility in QD emission
and absorption properties.
The effect of precursor composition on core and core/shell QDs growth were systemat-
ically investigated. Various molar ratios of Cu:In and Zn:S were employed to control the
structure and optical properties of the resultant QDs. For core CIS QDs, it was observed
that inducing a cationic Cu+ deficiency resulted in improved optical properties, attributed
to the creation of additional radiative recombination pathways. In core/shell QDs, it was
found that the use of precursor ratios with excess Zn2+ produced enhanced PL emission
and lifetime. The best QDs were obtained with a 1:2 Cu:In ratio. Further Cu deficien-
cies were found to be disadvantageous to QD properties, attributed to weakening of the
lattice structure. A Zn-rich Zn:S ratio of 8:1 was determined to have the best effect on
QD lifetimes, while 4:1 produced the most intense PL. ZnS overcoating of CIS cores in-
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corporated Zn2+ cations within the core, stabilizing the lattice and blueshifting emission.
Furthermore, surface passivation reduced non-radiative recombination pathways, leading
to enhanced emission. These results demonstrated that reactant composition contribute
to QD bandgap and optical characteristics as significantly as QD size. The elucidation
of enhanced radiative recombination in Cu-deficient core QDs and Zn inter-diffusion and
lattice passivation were the most significant results obtained in these studies.
The effect of synthesis temperature and temperature ramping on QD properties were
also studied. It was found that a gradual increase of reaction temperature was significant
to producing the best results, as it provided sufficient energy and time to allow atoms to
traverse to the most favourable positions within the QD lattice. Gradient T-ramps not
only resulted in core CIS QDs with more ligand coverage and fewer defects, but also made
it possible to produce high-quality CIS/ZnS QDs even with lower Zn:S molar ratios in
the precursor. Gradual, dropwise incorporation and prolonging the overcoating process
were also significant in maintaining monodispersity within the core/shell QD solution. A
PLQY of 10% was achieved for 1:2 CIS core QDs grown with gradient temperature ramp.
Core/shell CIS/ZnS QDs with PLQY of 20% was obtained at an overcoating temperature
of 160◦C. The long-lived emission achieved in these CIS-based QDs made them promising
for device applications. The low-T regime processes, lower toxicity, and tunability of these
CIS QDs made them compatible with large-area, scaled-up fabrication.
The formation of CIS QD solids was investigated for the purpose of device fabrica-
tion. Ligand exchange was successfully carried out, replacing the as-synthesized DDT
ligands with short, bifunctional MPA ligands. Although the as-synthesized ligands were
vital to the one-pot synthesis, their long, apolar nature hindered QD film formation and
carrier transport. Both DDT- and MPA-ligated CIS QDs were applied to a ZnO/CIS QD
heterojunction diodes. Comparison of the I-V behaviour of both DDT-ligated and MPA-
ligated QD devices proved the suitability of the latter for device implementation and the
importance of the ligand exchange process. While the device based on MPA-ligated QDs
showed desirable diodic I-V behaviour, the DDT-ligated QD device suffered from shorting,
attributed to the non-uniform, agglomerated films that lacked substrate coverage.
Inspired by the development of CIS and CIS/ZnS QDs, a low-temperature, high-
throughput, scalable synthesis process was developed for Zn-alloyed CIS QDs, or ZCIS
QDs. This process was developed to reap the benefits of Zn incorporation in stabilizing
and enhancing CIS QDs, without introducing issues of carrier confinement and transport.
Over 900 mg of brightly photoluminescent ZCIS QDs were produced using the synthesis
process, which allowed for flexible tunability in the visible range. Variation of cationic
stoichiometry was also studied, and similar to CIS, it was found that induction of Cu de-
ficiency through In or Zn-excess precursor ratios was most effective in enhancing optical
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properties. The QDs were further functionalized via ZnS overcoating, although this was
found to produce less improvement than overcoating of ternary CIS QDs.
MPA-ligated CIS QDs were applied towards investigation of various QD solid formation
methodologies, including spin-casting, dip-coating, and drop-casting. It was determined
that QD absorber films require a trade-off between uniformity and layer thickness; with
the former being significant for promoting effective carrier transport, and the latter critical
for photon absorption and carrier creation. Compared to other techniques, dip-coating
was found to result in the most uniform QD films with the least defects, and was used to
further develop the formation of regular, self-assembled CIS QD films. Drop-casting was
found to result in the best QD loading. The results of this study were applied towards the
fabrication of a preliminary, large-area, ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction photodetector de-
vices. The photodetector showed sensitivity to visible and ultraviolet illumination, beyond
the capability of silicon-based photodetectors.
As the many dubious procedures employed in the fabrication of novel, nanomaterials-
based research devices pose significant questions regarding the validity of their performance,
a reliable, repeatable fabrication procedure was developed for small-area CIS QD devices
on standard cm-scale substrates. Photolithography and shadow masks were employed to
define the area and architecture of the device. The fabrication procedures were designed
to be compatible with standard, industry fabrication technology, streamlining the tran-
sition from research to production. A QD injection system was also designed to define
the QD area and conformation in a repeatable manner. Developing the QD photodetector
design through standardized fabrication processes allowed focus on enhancing significant
parameters of photodetector performance, without lingering on questionable aspects of the
fabrication procedure. ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction photodetectors with strong response
to illumination, and high ON-OFF ratios were reliably produced. Finally, assessments of
the in vitro toxicity and QD uptake probability were made. Risks of QD aerosolization
and worker exposure in research and production facilities were evaluated, and the findings
were applied to analyze the design of equipment and processes in this research. This work
highlighted the necessity of standardizing design to mitigate process ambiguity, even at
the research and prototyping level. The creation of rigorous and repeatable processes from
materials synthesis to device assembly, with a focus on minimizing exposure, provides a
pathway to compatibility with VLSI manufacturing processes used for commercial produc-
tion. Consideration of up-scaling and production at the research and prototyping of novel
technology is critical in ensuring a safe nanotechnological future.
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11.2 Outlook and Future Work
This section presents recommendations for continued expansion of the work presented
in this thesis. Through investigation of these areas, the material quality, film quality,
process applicability, and ultimately, device performance will be improved.
SU-8 Enhancement
In this work, significant effort was put forth in developing the SU-8 insulator, which
is a critical aspect of the device architecture. In particular, SU-8 encountered notable
challenges in adhesion onto ZnO. Exposure at higher dosages aided in adhesion, but resulted
in some weakening of the SU-8 structure. Exploration of appropriate linkers and adhesion
promoters, such that lower dose exposure can be used, is worthy in improving the SU-8
stability, and subsequently, device performance. Linkers must be carefully selected to avoid
interfering with device performance.
Bulk Heterojunction and Increased QD Loading
This work presented a planar, solid-state ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction device. The
development of a bulk heterojunction device may enhance device performance through
increased charge separation and QD loading. One method of achieving this is the incorpo-
ration of the CQD solution with the ZnO sol-gel solution. Inducing porosity onto sputtered
ZnO is another avenue to accomplish the possibility of bulk heterojunction formation and
increased QD loading. Although ZnO nanoparticles were not used in this work, their in-
corporation into the device, whether as a planar or bulk heterojunction architecture, is
also a promising path of future development.
QD Size Optimization
In device development, the use of large QDs is desirable, as fewer QDs must be arranged
to cover a unit area. Furthermore, larger QDs show more sensitivity to infrared illumina-
tion. In this work, visible and UV-detection were primarily investigated. The synthesis
and application of larger CIS-based QDs is valuable for development of CIS-based IR QD
photodetectors. The use of ZCIS QDs in achieving the device architecture is also worthy
of investigation.
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Surface and Ligand Optimization
This work utilized MPA to replace DDT and facilitate QD film formation and ZnO/QD
interface creation. MPA was chosen due to sharing a thiol terminal group with DDT, al-
lowing anchoring to the QD, while possessing a polar carboxylic terminal group to anchor
onto ZnO. Other ligands, such as thioglycolic acid, thioacetic acid, or the biologically be-
nign mercaptoacetic acid, show the same properties, but are shorter in length(one- to-
two-hydrocarbon chain rather than three-hydrocarbon chain). This may be more advan-
tageous for device formation, as the barrier to carrier transport is reduced.
CIS/ZnS QDs were produced in this work, but their Type I alignment was deemed unfit
for device formation, due to concerns with carrier transport. Although Type II core/shell
configurations are advantageous in selective carrier confinement for photodetector appli-
cations, the lack of a readily available CIS-based Type II core/shell QD precluded their
utility in this work. Therefore, the development of Type II CIS-based core/shell QDs are
a worthy area of investigation.
Alternative Metal Oxides
ZnO/QD heterojunctions are significant in photodetector and photovoltaic devices, as
they have been employed successfully in high-performance planar QD device architectures.
However, investigation of metal oxides such as aluminum zinc oxide and TiO2, which show
higher conductivity and allow for increased QD loading, may enhance device performance.
Device Architectures
The devices presented in this work utilized ZnO/CIS QD metal oxide/QD heterojunc-
tions. A p-i-n structure, in which an intrinsic material is placed between the n-type ZnO
and p-type CIS QDs, could result in faster device response, better carrier transport, and
enhanced performance. Furthermore, other works have reported the use of QD/QD het-
erojunctions, in which interfaces are formed from the same type of QD, with variation in
doping, induced mainly by surface optimization. The reduced layer incompatibility and
enhanced carrier transport from such architectures are also worthy of investigation.
Metallic Shielding
The use of Al shielding in the 5 µm-diameter device was employed, with effort to
concentrate illumination onto the active device area, and reduce excitation in other parts
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of the device. The incompatibility of Al with the developed fabrication process precluded its
inclusion as a part of the established fabrication process. Systematic investigation of other
metals and metallic alloys, to determine a compatible material, is a worthy undertaking.
The implementation of light focusing and metallic shielding would significantly enhance
the reliability of the fabrication process.
Novel Cupric Chalcopyrite QDs
This work focuses on CIS, ZCIS, CIS/ZnS, and ZCIS/ZnS QDs, with the former primar-
ily employed in device architectures. Within the world of cupric chalcopyrite QDs, copper
indium selenide QDs have also been successfully employed in high-performance photode-
tectors and photovoltaics. However, the toxicity of selenium creates significant concerns in
use of CISe QDs. Although CIS- and ZCIS-based QDs are toxicologically benign, the use
of In is increasingly problematic, due to its high cost and low availability, with its supply
already exacerbated by the use of ITO in industry. Copper zinc tellurium (CZT) QDs are
a promising alternative that displays the advantageous tunability and optical properties of
cupric chalcopyrites. Notably, tellurium is mildly toxic, and further toxicity studies must
be undertaken before its implementation. CZT QDs have so far not been significantly
investigated, and are a novel, intriguing material of study. The development of alterna-
tive CIGS and other related compositions, to simultaneously optimize performance and
sustainability, would be significantly beneficial to the future of consumer nanodevices.
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Masks for Small-Area Device
The following images show the mask designs utilized in fabrication of the ZnO/CIS
QD heterojunction device. For clarity, all masks are displayed overlaid onto the substrate
and ITO mask. The area of the ITO defines the ten separate devices patterned onto one
standard 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 glass substrate.
235
Figure A.1: Photomask design for ITO layer. One standard 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 (22 × 22 mm2)
substrate is divided into ten discrete devices. Each ITO strip is 8.5 mm in height and 1.5
mm in width, with a 4.4 mm pitch. There are two rows of ITO strips, separated by a
vertical spacing of 3 mm.
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Figure A.2: Photomask design for ZnO layer, with respect to ITO and substrate. The ZnO
design is centered across the substrate, placed at a distance of 5 mm from each vertical
edge of the substrate. The ZnO design measures 12 mm in height and 22 mm in width.
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Figure A.3: Photomask design for SU-8 layer, with respect to ITO and substrate. Each
SU-8 region is 6.5 mm in height and 4 mm in width. The diagram on the right shows the
SU-8 pattern of a single device, which includes a 5 µm-diameter device well located 5 mm
from the top, and 1.5 mm from the bottom of the SU-8 region. The size of the device well
in this diagram has been increased for visibility.
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Figure A.4: Photomask design for the bottom contacts, with respect to ITO and substrate.
Each contact is 1.5 mm in diameter, and placed on top of the ITO strip, 1 mm from the
top and bottom edges of the substrate.
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Figure A.5: Photomask design for the QDs, with respect to ITO and substrate. Each QD
area is up to 3 mm in diameter, as defined by the inner diameter of the O-rings used in
the QD injection system. The centers of the QD areas are aligned with the centers of the
5 µm device wells.
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Figure A.6: Photomask design for the top contacts, with respect to QDs, SU-8, ITO, and
substrate. Each QD area is up to 3 mm in diameter, as defined by the O-rings used in the
QD injection system. The top contacts are 0.5 mm in diameter. The centers of the device
top contacts coincide with the centers of the 5 µm device wells. A second top contact is
placed onto each device, onto the SU-8, for SU-8 verification.
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Appendix B
Quantum Dot Injection System
The following images show the design and deployment of the QD injection utilized in
fabrication of the ZnO/CIS QD heterojunction device. This mask is used to place QDs
onto the design of the devices on the 2.2 × 2.2 cm2 substrate depicted in Appendix A.
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Figure B.1: Top view of the computer aided design (CAD) diagram for the QD injection
shadow mask.
Figure B.2: Cross-sectional view of the CAD diagram for the QD injection shadow mask.
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Figure B.3: Photograph of shadow mask for CIS QD injection system.
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